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The Study -8 conducted by the Federal Systems &vision of the IBM Car- -. 
porotian at Bockville, Maryland, with Georrautics, inc. participgting in a 
portiart as a subcantractor. The period of performaace covered 
by thb report @it from June 26, 1962 to lkember 26, 1962. 
-~ -~ ~ 
The AROI) System is a precise orbit determination system in which 
range and range rate sensors are loo&& in the spacecraft and trans- 
ponders are located on the ground. Range and range rate with respect to 
three or four ground stations are measured simultaneously aad the p s i -  
tion and velocity of the spacecraft are determined in real time. 
intercommunicatione between the ground stations. 
Simple, reliable, unattended ground stations with low initial 
aftd operating costa. 
More efficient uttlization of tbe available vehicle power (by 
c 
range rate meamrements. Incrementa€ accuracies, which would be much 
I pfement the system and, in fact, B representative state-of-the-art system 
hrts been designed. This system is discussed fn some detail in this report. 
z 
curves relating measuremcL accuracies to equipment penaltieta and a sys- 
* 
d 
AROD configuration. Figores 1 and 2 summarize the results of the feasi- 
I 
' bility investigation in a form that is not restricted to a particular perform- 
* 
mce objective or a specific systempenafty. Rather, the more general ap- 
the spacecraft and ground station penalty factors re- 
continuous wave power at a nomina3 carrier frequency of 2000 Mc. Harlzm- - 
tct-horiza ccwerage is prwfded by the vehicle antenna. Included in the 
transmitted spectrum are supplemental carriers (or vlsidet&esla) differreg 
in frequency from thi principal carrier. The sidetatwith the laqp& 
fr rangle, and a number 
of a d d i t i d  ton- are provided fo resolve all range ambiguities. Alt of 
the carrier and range to* eigraals are harmonically related aad are syn- 
1 
I 
thesized from an uttra-stabte oscillator, -~ 
The ground transp&er features a multi-beam antenna which provides 
considerable gain with almost complete hemispherical coverage. A receiver 
a w o c i d  with each of %e €3 beruns of #e antenna se~t~3e~  an acthe beam 
s t r w f t e t ~ d  to the input of a single traarrmitter ehzti~, T ~ S -  
matrix to #e active beam. 
The spacecraft receiver amplifies and separates the s i g d s  retraps- 
rnitted from three or four ground stations and applies these sripaals to 
tracking filters. Phase locked Imps extract the carrier am3 r 
, 
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and range. These data then enter the vehicle guidance computer where 
the computations required for orbit determination are performed. The 
penalties and performance for the representative system are shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. 
0 
i- _ _  I Stn-G&-iGGX the total &OD system grformanck canbe a&n & es i 
- _  - - - - .  - . - -  _. 
4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the radius of the "equivaient sphere*** within 
which the true position of the spacecraft is known to a prdabifity of 68%, 
as a function of the position of the spacecraft mer the grtftlnd statim cam- 
plex. In Figure 5, tfie radiue of the veloci$y uncertainty 7'q3here" for a 
altitudes c9vert9g the entire AMID 
are indicated se ffgarea, with a range mmsure- 
ment error & : p e e  meters (rms) ami a range rate measurementerror of 
.OS meters perfsecond (rms) taken as the representative rbaeasurement 
capabilittes for the entire pass over the ground &&ion cornpiex. An im- 
portant additional assumption for generating the curves in Figures 4 and 5 
was that a representative value for the geodetic errors wa8 seven meters; 
tMs value was determined from t geodetiq analysis cC#tdwM by Gemmitics, 
r . 
b. ufwier B subcontract. 
As was - the Feasibility Study, this report te organized into three major 
&laly@i8, SX8tern Wi!tgn, rtnd E;qu€pm3G Implementation. 
aM€yze-* err0 
system and to establish reasanable equipment per- 
formance &jectives. Consideration was given to the uncertainty in the 
v&cuum velocity of fight, errors introduced by the proporl5stion medium, 
thermal noise errors, instrumentation errors, quantfeatian errors, muftipath 
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e errors, arid geodetic errors. By taking into account, the penalties asso- 
ciated w-itb controlling those s d r c e s  of error which are affected by cir- 
cuit Bnd component design, the magnitudes of all the controllabfe sources 
af system error were budgeted in an eamumkd maumer. 
to the selection of .. the spacecraft .. . transmitter output stage, the-desigrl af 
the ground antenna, and the appropriate characteristics for the phase locked 
loops. 
a d  a recommended program for the next phase of the AROD program i s  
illClUded. 
The conclusions resdting from the study are summarized in Section 5 
Four appendices containing analyses that were a9 considerable impor- 
tance to the Feasibility Study are emtained in Volume 2. e 
. 
./ 
f 
of *-AR8B -Peafib*Wy st*. T z r a M  az *if3 pmti€l% of **&f33F @UK- 
of tfrb section) ifll to determine reasonable performance ob;/ectime for the 
AROL) equipment. To achieve thie goal, the procedures folluwed in this 
seation are: 
1. The rariws sottpce% uf merteurenteat error irt the AB0-D 
ey6bIll W defihed @ the f - d  r8hkbJSh&M b0- 
the magnitudes of the errors and important symm ponm- 
eterrr are determined. 
The effects of geodetic errurs and varioue v&ckt-ground 
station geometries on eystem performance are adyzed. 
The improvements that can be achieved through the use of 
.-+ 
2, 
3. ., 
.rj s m d i n g  techniques are diecussed. 
~ 4. Equipment performance objectives, In the form af an mor 
budget,- estab&W un #e hsb of fer the 
error magnitudes ia€roduwpd by the various eoBrceB, the 
.r 
estimates of the 
The error budget, whid le baaed upon reasonable meaeurement 
accuracy goals, establishee the performance objectives for the major par- 
thm of the AROD equipment. c e e e  objective6 then form the basie for the 
AROD system deefgn and tradedff analyses (Section 3) and the equipment 
2.2 Sources of System Errors 
Before proceeding to an analysis of the error sources, a short &iscussion 
concerning the terminology used in this report is in order. "Measurement 
t r u e  val_ue of the vacuum velocity of light), a s-xwce over which _he.h- re@: 
tively little control (the prqmgation medium), arid sources over which he can 
exercise strong or complete control (e.g., thermal noise, quantization mors ,  
multipath). This Iast category is referred to as "equipment errors." 
Contributing to the system errors are the uncertatnty in the -et loca- 
tio- of the ground stations (geodetic errors) 811d the vebic e-ground statfun 
relative geometry, in add i t l a  to the measurement errors. 
B ie imgostmt to note that the errors in raage, range rate, position, 
and velocity lnveetigated in the Feasibility Study are abednte errors. Incre- 
mental errors in these quantities from one reading to the next could probabfy 
be made an order of magnitude smaller than the absolute errors by removing 
biased errors (eg., uncertainty in vacuum velocity of light, geodetic errors) 
and ismodhing tbrrnal mise errors. Althmgh an extensive investigation Into 
incremental errors was_kyond the scope of the Feasibility Study, 
very proper subject for analysis in the next pha~e 04 tb AROD program. 
Of all the smrces of error in the AROD system probably none is so 
beic  zw & uncertainty in our b o w w e  
The estimate of this uncertainty given by Froome is 2 0.3 k d s e c  or one 
part per mfflion (standard error). Although this unoertainty is expected to 
the vacuim velocity of light (c). 
t 
.-I There is RO means af making our measurements more accurately 
'* 
than the umertainty in the knowledge of c .  Therefore, rather than intro- 
ducing unwarranted weight, power, vdume, and cost penalties for equip- 
. dueedByi-**sw efmfe-w-*at- - t - -- 
was conducted as a partiof the system analysis portion of the Feasibility 
Study. The purpose of this study was twafold. First, it was necessary to 
determine the variation of the propagation errors with frequency and ele- 
AROR q m & e ~ p .  Qecoasd, it was aecessary to est- the errors as nfirnr?- 
tion of efevatiun angle and vehicle altitude st the operating frequency (2 Go) 
$elected as a result af the system design stidy srrmrtiafiz& in Section 3. 
a.zgb* a~ aid- in t8e Selection ~f the aperating parameters €OF l h r ~  
The resub of the investigation into propagation errors are contained 
in Appendix B A s  indicated in that appendix, etudies that had been performed 
up to the time of this investigation were not as complete and cmfus ive  as 
desired fur the AROD analysis; however, extensions of the propagation studies 
were beyond the scup  of the AROD Feasibility Study. it is necessa.ry,-ttrere- 
fur+* &eat W prqxtgation error Bata as tentatke, wbiia aw-ng -re- 
sults ob arMftionat experiments currently underway or pianned f o r  the %err 
~ .~ 
ropagation errors is  a function of many va 
and for a general analyysis of the errors the reader is referred to Appendix B. 
Hawever, for the purposes af this section, the results of the propagation study 
can be summarized by presenting its conclusions and graphs of the fnagnitudes 
of the propagatfun errors at the selected operating frequency. 
for a specific definition. 
. 
In srurnmar~r, the tentative conclusions af the propagation study are: 
1. Unless a correction based upon the spacecraft's altitude and elevation 
angle is incorporated into the vehicle computer, propagaticfn errors mom than 
an order of magnitude greater than those due to the uncertainty in c will be intro- 
duced. It is recommended, therefore, that such a correction be included, using 
reet-9 +o e~evstitm . - . -. ._ . 
Tb complete the summary of the propagation error study it is m w  cowen- 
ient to anticipate the results of Section 3 and to present, in F'igmes 6 and 7, the 
propagation errors encountered at the selected operating frequency, 2Gc. The 
errors hdicated in these figures are the reaitfual {standard devi&&m~} 
remaining after the application of a staxlard corrsetkon. 
2.2.3 Equipmeat Errors 
In this section, each source of error (in tbe equipment to be cfiscussed in 
Sectione 3 and 4) that is under the control of the equipment designer is identified 
and analyzed to determine the functional relationship between the magnitude of 
the error and Ehe significant parameters of the AROD system. These relation- 
ships will @ used €ater @ Section 2.5) to compute. the error xnag&udes and 
"bu-&Wt e r r o r s  for the tablishment of equipment performance 1 
- 
In the range measuring circuits employed in the AROD spacecraft configu- 
4 ration,* the error due to a finite signat-to-noise ratio can be obtairied from: 
~~ 
NASA's Contracting OEPicer's Representative the M O D  Feasi- 
restricted to the sfdetOne ranging system &scribed in Section 
- " .  - 
R 
0.2 
t 1 5 IO 15 
ELEVATION ANGLE, E (dbgrees) 
R . e  6. Propcrgatiotz-lmd#ced Range &mrs at 2 Cc 

mk 
4 7 r f r n  
AR = 
a 
in Seetian 4. 
in addition to the therm noise'errare introduced by the rang8 meas- 
uring tone W e  ranging tme), the e m r s  due to the ambiguity resolving 
sure Osat the probability of rmakfng +mi&&e in ambiguitgr resolution is very 
law. For %is rasoa, k = 4 is recomnedxi for determbing the signal-to- 
noise requirements far ambiguity resolution. Because of the low probability 
a4 an error in any ambigaity resolution (.ooO1), it is deceptive to compute a 
total rms range error including the errors contributed by the ambiguity 
resolving tams.  fnstead, the r m  error for the fine ranging tone is used 
* 
Witb respect to the! errors in Doppler due to a finite signal-todoise 
-io, it hi8 been ahawn5 tbst the nns range rate error for meaeuring equip- 
ment similar to W wed for the AROD meaElurements* can be expressed 
u; = r a s  range rate'error (in meters per second) 
T = cycle comting interval {in seconds) 
A t  = transmitted carrier wavelength (in meters) 
I__ (1) Oscillator fnstabiliQ - 
For the sidetone ranging system specified for AROD, three types 
of oscillator instability must be considered: long-term instability (days), 
very short term instability (milliseconds), and random, thermal-noiselike 
instability. Because the experimental data necessary to determine the 
exact, robability distribution for an oscillator's output are not available, the 
long term and very short term effeuts were separated from the thermal noise 
ef€ects in the Feasibility Study. For the first two effects, manufacturers' 
% e 
data ap oscillator stabilities were examined; for the last, the Wperiod of co- 
herence" concept, as defined by Edson? was used. 
' 
The eHect of long term instability on the range measurement is 
that the range determination will be in error by the same amount that the fine 
ranging tone is in error, if a phase megsurlryr device is used. Alternatively, 
if a digital time measuring circuit is wed, the error will be the same pro- 
portf_cmal err= 88 ia the clock generating the digital tfminP pubes. ha either 
I 
the determining factor for the range error introduced by this sowee- 
*R&tivistic effects are not discussed a8 a s m c e  of measurement error be- 
cause they c m  be shown to be negligible. Mast relativistic &ects (e.g., change 
8 
In operation, the long term stability that will probably be of must interest 
is that specified for one day. For those &OD missions with a shorter 
duration, this represents a conservative estimate; while €or Ionger missions, 
* 
updating or calibrating via ground commnd should be possible, if it is fmnd 
niaxfiWm-prcqagst2on delay will. be zippr-6itiniatety 50 millTs-Eonc€B.- 
For the random thermal-noiselike effects, it has been shown7 that the 
phase error in a phaee-lmked loop due to oscillator instability, assuming 
i 
that the frequency power spectral desstty for the oscill&or system is white 
and ~f aero m&, c8fl expressed as: 
As defined by Edrron$ cdreranoe time, or period of cohsrsnce, ts the time 
Equation 3 b s  two attendant difficulties. The first is that its derivation 
is based upon an assumed probability distribution from which ''drifts" in the 
oscfllator output frequency are excluded. The second difficulty arises from 
the fa@ that practical oscillators do drtft; consequently, measuring the co- 
&e oec€€€ator 
ig has bean rest%? 
wemenis has also been included in Section 2.5 to show that coherence time 
effects are of eecoDd order importance. 
- _ - -  
To cmert Equation 3 to  a form more useful for the AROD error corn- 
putationir, the assumption is Dnade %a$, tbe loop gain is large compared with 
the loop natural freq9ency. The rms range error can then be expressed as: 
where: A, = waweiengtPl of the fine ranging tone. 
r$ additional formuia is neceaeary for determining error magnitudes 
due to coherence time consideratiom. This formula relates the coherence 
t h e  for an oscillator syetem (Td used in a typical phase-locked receivhg 
where: 
T = ooherewe time of t&e vdtage conWolled oscillator 
CY 
in the loop 
li 
.I 
coherence time of basic oscillator used to derive ail 
other osciliators 
multipiication factor applied to the comma basic oscillator 
to ybld the kfh oscillator frequency. 
0TXtptrtzmithe~- l?&ftsintratu& bythe antem. sineethe €* 
ranging tone and the ambiguity resolving tones are generated and extracted 
as tbe difference between two higher frequencies, it is the differential phaee 
shifts between frequencfee that ppes through the signal processing circuits 
W-is &4mpOrtartce. 
4 8  I 
Whem the (tr;pnrrponded) energy returns to the spacecraft receiver, 
errors similar to thme introduced in the ground station fiiters are caused 
by differez&id phase shifts is the receiver filters. The filters in the space- 
craft recefver must be designed to minimfie these differential phase shifts. 
(4) VelocitJr Induced Phase Error 
ff a M a r d  phase-locked loop is used, there will be a steady 
phase error due t o  a constant Doppler frequency on the input signa€. As in- 
dk-ated in Seetiart 4.1.9, #e intigdtude of this phaseerror {in fadhas) is: 
~ 
t 
This tracking error can be reduced by the use of rate aiding fvefucity bias 
compellfiatiun). (InSecticzna 3 and 4, this approach is indicated to be desira- 
ble, and a specific imgdernentation is discwsed). An alternative approach 
toward reducing this emor is ttwl oomputation of 8 correction in the space- 
e 
’ 
l 
I or 
... ~ -- . _. .  . . ~ .. . ._ 
fin radians) 
i 
17) I 
I I  
I 
I 
I where kd = rate of &mge of Doppler on &e input signs1 (radians/second2) 
I This error mtty be reducible by the use of rate aiding. Alteraritively, corn- 
puted corrections may be used to reduce the aceeleratian induced error 
(6) Timing and Controls 
Uncertainties in the wact time of occurrence of critical signais in 
the spaeecmft, dekys in the spacecraft cireuits that have not been accounted 
far, and other timing and contra€ errors result directly in range errors. 
B. 
(1) 
The range rate errore lntmdueed by bscillator instabilities will be 
discussed in th0 stame rnmner as the range errors. Three types of instability 
will be considered: long term instability, very short term instability and 
random, thermal -noisel i8e instab fl i ty . 
rate errors intr by the iong term drifts of oscilla- i 
I 
drift of either the tramlation oscitlator on the ground or in the.vehicle will 
cause an erroneow Doppler estimate. The frdquency error will be equal 
to t$e magnitude of the frequency drm. , 
stabilities of the white zero-mean type is: 
_ -  - ._ .. -. . . 
(8) 
A tuT;- 
=i. -r- 
2 Tct 
where k t  = wavelength of transmitted carrier 
T = the*prqm&ioa time for the energy 
T = cydetom€inglndervd 4 
Tct = cohereme time of the received carrier frequency 
(in sac&) 
and where it hns been assumed that T >r. Since the Prhortest T anticipated 
2.2.3.3 Quantization Errors 
ti 
The rms error in the range measurement introduced by the quantization 
"barr" fs equal to the size crf the bat, in meters, @Tided by t b  square root 
d- 8f 
2.2.5.4 Multipaah Errors 
The range. and range rate errors due to multiple transmission paths 
are BO strongly a function Of the system design and the ground antenna design 
that Section 4.2-4 has been devoted to this subject In that section the func- 
-B-Ilof-tBe error sources p r e ~ h u s l y  discussfxi cantribute t o  the AROD 
"measurement errors," i .e. ,  the errors in the basic AROD measurements, 
range and range rate. An additional error source that must be considered 
in determining the 'Tsystem errorstf is-the lack of prekise knowledge of the 
locations of the grand s t a W s .  This subject i B  analyzed in detail in Ap- 
pendix C but W sUbsectioq will summarize the information contained in 
that a w .  
For the purposes d tiae system analysis portion of the AROD Feasibility 
Study, the question to be asked concerning these geodetic errors is simple 
enough: "How precisely are the locations of the ground transponders known?". 
The answer, unfortunately, is n o t a s  simple, but rather depends upon many 
factors. The most important of these factors are: 
The swveying technique used to debrmine the transpoader's 
~ lumkien (nutd the -_of times the location determination 
fs--t&). 
The jr& in Blrfiich the aurvq is to be performed (more accurate 
technfquss are a few yeare away). 
The general geographic area in which the transponder i s  I o c W .  
The relative geometry between the transponder and the network 
elemen& used in the ~urveping technique. 
WBetbx the transponder Is weanborne or land-based., 
I .  
2. t 
3. 
4. 
5. 
- " _  I 
To provide as eccurate sn analysis of geodetic errors as possible, a 
subcantract was awarded to Gectnautios, fnc. This subcontract was con- 
cerned with what were, from the standpoint of the Feasibility Study, the two 
most important ts of the gene problem. First, it was nec- 
the geodetic BCC Tro%xi the &ppEc&&iK ~ 
~ - 
of the operational AROD system. 
This subsection is principally interested in the problems in determining 
the locatione'of tbe land-based and "fixed" oceanborne stations; the ship's 
velocity determination problem is discussed in detail in Appendix C. 
stations is contained in Tables 2 and 3. In Table 2, estimates of the abcura- 
cies achievable with various geodetic techniques are presented €or fixed ground 
statiod. The accuracies indicated for HIRAN could be considered typical. of 
those that migh€ be encowred in ear ly  AROD feasibility flight tests. fn later 
phases of the AROD program, ground stations will be installed in remote areas 
that do not have very accurate ties to the North American datum. For these 
stations, Wrefare, the expected geodetic errors will be greater; for example, 
current eetimates for &e Project Msrcury tracking stations in Apstrdia in- 
dicate sn rmB error of approximately g0 meters. By the time that AROD be- 
comes opersticmal, howeyer, it is  expected that the u3e of geodetic satellite 
systems will nehfeve significant improvements in datum tier. 
coordinate errors of 7 meters (standard deviation) was selected to illustrate 
the capabilities of the AROD system in the sumlnnry portions of this report. 
A d d i t i d  data indicating the effects of geodetic errors of different magnitudes 
A summary of the principal results of Appendix C with respect to "fix&' 
On the basis of the estimates presented in Table 2, 8 value for the station 
included inAppendix A. 4 
Compcrrotive Accuracies o f  Methods for  the Uetmination 
of W e t i c  Positions Over Extended Land Areas 
-tic Satellites 
(1963-64 est.) 
Estimated Acwrocy 
(Stp;r;sOrdhr) . 
2 
.- 
a€ 12' - 20' ut IMM 
miles 
lri,CNM,€KK) o r  better* 
1mpooor tldtef 
(electronic trilatcrotion). 
I:lpoopoo (pho* 
pmmetric stellar tri- 
ong ulo t ion) 
ruts colntmt. extCnZhnS Q V t t f  
distances up to loo0 miles. 
A&;fiorol dweiloppnent re- 
quired to moke fully opem- 
t i w l .  
Under devulopment .' 
"The time at which this accuracy will  be achievable i s  strongly dependent upon 
rhp! tfhrt ucpsadsd in improving star cakrlogs. 
I -  
f 
_______- 
The second problem in positional accuracy deterrninatiou concerns the 
shipborne Btatiuns. This problem is twofold: first, the initial position of 
the ship must be detcnnined; and second, fhe ship must maintain this posi- 
tion. A 'list of the applicable techniques for initial position determination 
ject fair fWther 
.. - 
Now that the sources of error in the ABOD system have been identified, 
it is neces~ary to combhe &heir efi;ects in a general &4ysis f a r  v8lcying 
spacecraft-groumf swim geametries. The purpose of this analysie of the 
GeolrpetficaI Mlution d R6cision'@WP) is to deter'mfae the errors in the 
spacecraft's pdtim amf velocity* due to measurement errors and gealetic 
errors. 
Zn an extensive analyais*(Appendix A), a range of values for the meas- 
urement errors and statfor? ec?adiztstt? errers 'wm ~ e s ~ f m e d  & %e errers 
in position and velocity were determined. The information contained in that 
appendix can be summarized by outlining the procedure followed in the anal- 
ysis and presenting some of the test results. The equations relating the 
vehicle's position and velocity (and the associated errors) to the range m d  
range r&i readings (and assmiatid errors) and the ground station locations 
(and associaksd errors) were first constructed. A flexible computer program 
WaB itten to d&ermine *e posltfon and velocity errors resulting €r 
various measurement EuKf geodetfc errors. Representative ground station 
configurations and vehicle trajectories were then entered into the computer 
and the resulting errors were calculated. The derivations far the GDOP 
equations, a description of the computer program, and the results cd the 
computer tests are presented in Appendix A. 
t: --- 
I O  
I nstonto neo us o cc wra cy 
+!BO feet (groundwave)-or - 
+,I - 2 miles (skywove) 
I . . 
Co&inoti)n 
(eg., LORAN- 
Trans; t) 
k300 k t  may be achievable 
over extended arem 
m 
An ship within line-of- 
ellite's signals. 
A ship within range of a 
LORAN net could update 
its gotition periodically 
wit  accurate readings 
frwn Tmnrit. 
-toecrcirc#i Areas  
sa 1: t can utilize the sat- 
i 
'Tha incremtntol error between two proximats position deteminations is much 
m o t h  tfwn &e absolute error, 
I Although it was beyond the scope of the Feasibility Study to perform. 
an extensive system analysis and optimization for a l l  pxsible AFtOD con- 
figurations, some$ignificant results were achieved through the use of the 
GDOP program describad in Appendix A. The most important of these 
r w k w w e -  ~ ~ 
I 
I 
1 
1. An estimate of system performance for varying geometries 
for ttla mefisu~ement errors associated %ah a repr- *ve __ 
- 
021 system perfornmnce. 
The system performance analysis can best be summarized by presenting 
the sesu€ts of the computer tests for trajectories, baselines, measurement 
errors,* and statlan coordinate errors choeen as "representative" of the ex- 
peekd AROD configu~stivns. The three trajectorbs sefected far d y s i s ,  
and shown in lFlgure 8 ,  are: 
1 
I 
, 
I 
I 
1. A circular orbit over one side of an equilateral-triaqplar 
atation deployment. 
A circular orbit over 4ne station and bisecting the other 
side of the equilateral triangle. 
-4 circular orbit paraIfet to m e  side of the triangle but out- 
side the triangle by a distance equal to half the length of one 
side. 
2. 
3. 
The performaace of #e representative A N D  system for these trajectories 
is tndlbted in Figures 9, IO, I f ,  and 12. 
b 
I 
vehicle's computed position (for a 6896 probability) and the skme radlus for 
the cor&uted velocity. The meaning of these measures is discussed in -4p- 
pen& A and their relationship to the error ellipsoids is also presented. 
f 
Figrpre 8. Test Paths 
Several aspects of these figures deserve further discussion and clari- 
fication. me significant point is  that a minimum ele\xtic?n angle of 5' was 
required in  the tests for measurements to be acceptable; since the time 
wale begins as indicated in Figure 8,  the measurement datado not necessar- 
~ 6 at t = 0 .  The reason that the coverage interv nd- coincide in 
- ~ 
. - _ _  - . ..- - -  -_ - - - - . 
be determined and it can beseen that, for the trajectories indicated: the 
particular path followed by the spacecraft usually has very little e-fiect en 
system performance. For the summary curves appearing as Figures 4 and 
S in Section 1 of this report, path 1 was sefmted as being representative 
of system pefiormanca. ~n thase figures the locations ofthe grcnud stations 
\ are indicated. 
The advantage of selecting the baseline (S) as a fanetion of spgceoraft 
altitude can be seen by comparing Figures 11 aDid 12. For a worldwide 
AROD network, it i s  envisioned that stations at 500 mile separations m m t  
be installed to track vehicles at altitudes 8s law a8 90 miles; if these stations 
exist, vehicles traveling at altitudes of 2000 miles should use stations sep- 
arated by 1000 miles or more. 
In the represenmive system des€gn discussed in Sections 3 and 4, pro- 
vision G s  been made for utilizing measurements from fws ground stations; 
with this ftexibility the three. stations with the best gecnnetry can be- selected 
dynamicaily in the specraft. 
To avoid mathematicai complexities that were beyond the scope d #e 
. Feasibility Study, the usual assumption of constant meamremerit errors through- 
out the trajectory was xecQssary. In actuality, the measurement errors will 
vary, as indicated later in Table 4. It is therefare recommended that an anaiy- 
sis uf the efkcts of non-constaat errors be condrzcted as a part of the next * 
'9 t 
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The AROD GDOP program can be an extremely useful tcol in the selec- 
tion of appropriate system parameters as illustrated in Figure 13. In this 
figure, the radius of the position uncertainty sphere over the center of the 
ground station triangle (normalized for convenience as indicated in fippendix 
At-ts pioCtmi3 ag a Rmcticlll af the raage measumnrent error far wl'fop6 vahtes 
upon the v a l e  
ermrs. The strong depeadwlce of positioiil zrccuntcy 
for the geadetk errors c8tl be seen. Urping the data 
ta€iv&' ia subsection 2.2.4, a range measurement error a€ appraxiznately 
I 
grade system performance significantly, while r&Ging the range measure- 
ment error to one meter would not improve sygtem performance appreciably. 
In Appendix A, it is ehmn that the effect of range measurement e r ro r s  
and stattion coordinate e r ro r s  on the error in the computed velocity for the 
GvehicIe i s  of secondary i-rtance (for range rate measurement errors as 
smaU 88 .02 meters per smxmd). The primary dete factor for the 
velocity error is the range rate measurement error, f& &e err= values 
investigated. 
* 
2.4 Smoothing 
The remaining factor to be considered in determining the performance 
of the AROD system i s  the reduction in errors that can be achieved through 
the use - of smoothing - in the vehicle. A specific caloulation of the error re- 
duction achievable through smoothiqg mmt await a detailed analysis of the 
~ a* 
fittat eq&pmen€ frnpbmentatton awf tb staaistice involved in the error auut~es.  
Hawever, it will prakbly be tbe case that. many of the major ermr sources 
are not smoothable. Several examples ab errors that will definitely be non- 
smoothable are the station coordtnate errore, the errors due to the uncer- 
tainty in c ,  and the bias errors introduced by the propagation medium. 
(The significance of biased errors  would be greatly diminished, however, 
~ e 
:- I 
f 
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14 
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, 
zero-mean errors cwad result in substantial improvements in incremental 
accuracy). +, 
An additional factor that may reduce thevtility of smoothing is the possi- 
ble requirement for computations during powered flight. 
- -  
- 
2 -5 Performance Objectives 4 
t h e ~ . F ~  Study t~ one specific perfarmanee objective, it was de- 
c i d d  tQ seek results that would provide more genera1 hiormation concerning 
feasibility. Specificaliy, two families of curves were sought, one €or range 
and one for range rate, which would present graphically the variation of the 
A R g D  measurement errors with spacecraft equipment penalty, using ground 
station capability as a p&ameter. Meaeuremnt errors were chosen as the 
mea8uTe af effediveness rather than sy&m errors (in position and velocity) 
because of the strong assumptions that would have been necessary to utilize 
the fatter. It would have been nrtcessasy to assume, for the statiron coordinate 
errors, values that would have a strong influence on the system perform-. 
It would also have been necessary to a s s u m e  that the parameters to be com- 
puted were definitely position and velocity, and that orbit extrapohtion was not 
the primary eonsideration. 
e' 
~ From the resudtiag families d tradeoff curves, the feasibility of ABOD 
~ 
could be determiacsd for each applicatlon. A potential user cclvld consult the 
C U m 8  and dekrmine whether the combfnatias uf ARUD spacecraft penalty 
and ground station "cost" for his required measurement accuracy were tol- 
erabh, and whether the AROD approach would have a Iuwer overall system 
'' cost' than d e r  approaches . 
detailed design dltudy at one specific point, and &en to extrapolate from this 
To construct the feasibifity curves it wae decided to perform a fairly 
1 
to the selection of the appropriate measurement errors and spacecraft 
penalty for the detailed design study, since the equipment estimates would 
be *et accurate at thls point. For several reasons, selection of &e design 
p o d w a s  based primarily on range measwemeit errors rather &an range 
ra tepqars .  First, there exist nopublished data on range rate errms in- 
~~ 
~~- ~~ 
- -  
medium at @ of the € 
~ 
quently, attempts to keep errors ''in balance" become maningless at these 
points. Fourth, the cycle caunting time cannot be specified definitely at this 
time. 
The desired procedure for selecting an appropriate objective for the 
range measurement error was to estimate the errors due to all sources and 
then eetimate the regiw where the decreases in the total range measurement 
error h a m e  significantly smaller a8 the equipment penalty was increased. 
Although it was desired to utilize this procedure throughout the AROD oper- 
ating envelope, the complex variations of the errors with the spacecraft's 
position necessitated the selection of a particular point in the envelope as 
representative before the stan of the optimization procedure. Since the 
specified range of altitudes was 90 to 2000 miles, an orbital altitude of 500 
miles was selected as representative of the spectrum of Bystem missions. 
With propagation ~ and mdtipath consideratioas I id t ing  the minimum elem- 
tion angle to 5O (see Section 3), the maximum range encountered would be 
4000 &0s; therefore, a innge 1000 miles was selected a8 representative. 
The elevation q € e  corresgoeding to h = 500 miles artd R = LOO0 miles is 23O; 
this angle is also representative in that it is the angle within which a' vehicle 
in an overhead circular orbit will be for approximately half the time that it 
is within view of a growxi station.' 
m .  It must be emphasized that the "representative" point was only used to 
aid in selecting appropriate performance objectives for the varibus portions 
of €he A3UD equipmeht; it w a ~  not used to determine the limits of system 
performance. The system which was desiapred and "implemeat@' as indf- 
catec+l[n-rws 3snd 4 CTijtIf ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C t Q ~ ~ a t  dt pbts erotrgfeetrt 
. B, can provide satiefactary signal-to-noise 
a% orti1 as track tbe sapidlg changing bopplmr 
mxy fm choosing a.n"opti;lxu~m'' range measurement err= 
~ 
~- ~ *-  
&I& --Sat e xnitbWm range. %3WeV&?r, d&&Qii d 6 Z ' w e m f % ?  ~ 
Q 
Hav-bg discussed the reasons for t;Be selection of tbe representative - 
point a d  hkvG intrduced the procedure to be followed in budgeting errors - 
to  the various sources, we will now proceed with the analysis leading to the 
establishment d the error budget shown in Table 4. It is important to note 
at the outset of Ibis discussion that the e r ro r  budget W ~ L I  rrot established on 
theoretical conraiderataonrs alone. Rather, continuous f&back from the equip- 
rnent designers W B L ~  used to allocate errors and revise the . Tb0, tbe  
error budget indicated in Table 4 is the result af many iterations. 
A dlscussion of each of #e error sources will now be undertaken, with 
continual references to Table 4 and Section 2.2. 
2 5.1 Uncertainty of the Vacuum Velocity of Light 
Us- the vdue of one part per million indicated in Section 2.2.1 for €he 
uncertainty in c, the errors in the range and range rate measurements due 
to this uncertainty are those listed in the appropriate ram in Table 4. The 
vaIucts fer rrtllge cu#l Dapples for the various points in Table 4 were obtained 
from standard tables9 At repreeenWive point located in the center cof- 
ul;gll the (standard) e r ro r s  &e to @is source are 1.9 Wters and .006 meters 
per second. 
2.5.2 Prapagatio Errwe 9 
we e r ro r s  whose re 
Table 4 
, 
was €oilo\rirc3d. For the propagation induced range errors to be in balance 
with those due to the uncertainty in c ,  and to avoid the higb spacecraft equip- 
ment penalty associated with operation at higher frequencies, the oomjnrrl 
AROD carrier frequency was chosen to be 2000 Mc.* At this frequency the 
reerrfuat propagattan errors remafning aftar the gylpfiastim &-a zmr&€aft - - 
3 
Btandard worldwide atmosphere are W s e  s 
corded in Table 4, tbg propagrrtion indulaed 
s&tiijive pihi are 1.9 rattihrs 0&2 rasters per s m ~ c r .  ~ 
on correction table or formula mu$ be stored in the 
- -  The magnitude- of this error is difficult to determine because i t  dept2naii 
strongly on how well the altitude of the vehicle will be known. It will prob- 
ably be possible to make this error negligible, however, because even in the 
worst case of 811 unknown vehicle altitude, a table of approximately 300 six- 
bit &tries would res&( in 4 ra.zQe correction quantization “bad’ done mer. 
The rms error due to this bodt size is 1 L F m t e r s  ar less than 0.3.rneter8, 
which will have a negligible effect when added in a ‘‘square root of the 8um 
of the squares’’ manner to the other errore. This error has therefore been 
as~urned to be negligible in the error budget. 
*- 
’ 
2.5.3 Equipment Errors 
The primary purpose of the system adysie portion of the Feasibility 
Stiady-the establishment of appropriate equi&ent performance abjectfves- 
can now be fulfilled. The basic approach f&crwed in allocating equipmen$ er- 
romwa.s~ireep the errers aoz43atib2e with those from other sources and to 
altocate the largest errors to those s m c w  requiring ulegrmtest penalty 
for further error reduction. 
-~ 
2.5-3.1 Ther-1 Noise 
The estimates of thermal noise errors preented in the error budget 
(Table 4) ignore the reductions that might be achievable by smoothing be- 
- cause 
f 
iiity that snpothing may be prohibited by migelm 
y~ 
f 
quirements (ag ition determination durbg powered fligbt). 
I 
necessary to take into account the thermal noise errors caused by all three 
loops. The errors will add in an rms fashion since they are uncorrelated. 
r 
To determine reasonable objectives for the thermal noise errors, 
the first coneid-&ation is that they &wld be amroxirnately equal to the rela- 
tively uncontrollable errors, tho- contributed by the uncertainty in c and 
the propagation medium. If the thermal noise errors are much larger, they 
dominate the other errors and the total measurement errors increase 
rapidly. If the tfiermal noise errors are much smaller than the other6 
a slight improvement results. 
only 
On the basis of threshold considerations in the phase-locked loops, 
available transmitting components, spacecraft limitations, g r d  antenna 
design considerations, and other feedback from the equipment &s@i study, 
an djective of 1.2 metere LpI% waB eetabliew for ths *r&im error 
at the representative point. The performance objective w w  diso eeteb- 
~ 
the ailrrrbiguity rerrolving tones that the probability Or an error in 
resdutian be less than .001 at the maximum range uf 4000 miles. 
The signal-todoiise ratios that exist Ln each of the phaee-bckd 
.b 
loops are computed in Section 4.1.3, and presented in Tables 9 and 10. A's 
indicated there, #e range of variation possible in the signal dynamics 
requires the use of phase-loc 
the 2OQO Mc signai and the 2005 Mc signal. The altitude chosen in 4.1.3 
for switching loop characteristics is 500 miles, the same as that for the 
fepresentative point. Cm-tfy, m r " s  are pospliete when eo- - ~ 
Ioops with a switchable wn for tracking 7 
mal noise errora for 
was err fly) sel 
qisxliiy, &he r d I e r  fwp n G i s e  b*iC;ltlfi) 3a.d bee32 U S A  * *A@ ccIllpiXt&Xm, - - 
the t h e r d  noise errors in rtmge and range rate at the represenarrive 
B. Range Rate Errors 
Fof the reasons cited earlier, primary attention was given to the 
range measurement errors in the establishment of the equipment perform- 
ance objectives. Sufficient information was obtained to achieve the study'% 
primary gual-the generation of the family of feasibility curves for the 
range rate (and range) Illeasuremm€ errors-but optimal aeteetion ofa 
range rate des;ign point was not emphasized. For those mielrcions in which 
the range rate error8 are the primary consideration, the frequency selection, 
r.f. spectrum design, and the entire error budget may have to be re-evaluated. 
At that time, a d d i t i d  data may be available to increase the knowledge (9, 
ami confidence in, tbe raoge rate propagation errors. It should also be pos- 
sible t~ specify the cycle counting time when specific missions are decided 
€n designing-the r .f. spectrum, a primary consideratiw was the 
desire to mZnimize €he range error due to thermai noiee for a given total 
input signal pow is minimization is achieved by providing equal sig- 
aad 2005 Me signals ,that are mixed to extract the 
5 ~ ( I C  fine ranging tone. With this factor automaticdlly esfabliahfng the . 
signal-to-noise ratio in the range rate phase-locked loop, Equation 2 yields 
a ruPge rate measurement error of 0.030 meters per second at the repre- 
sentative point for the minimum cycle-counting time of 0.1 seconds.* 
e€!H?&&Y - 
LncrGases in this time will result in proportional decreases in up, and it 
m y  be desirable to  exploit this approach, if possible, to bring the tbernral 
noise error more into balance u&.h the other errors. 
As before, the larger of the two possible range rate e r ro r s  at the 
- 
in Table 4. If s d e r  wn had been used in the computbtion 
Dnal mise e r m r . w d d  have been smaller by a factor of %and 
~wce with tite ather errere. . *  
- -  
w&& &tG M more 
22L3 tkaEE1.inarm 
- 
T& definitions of, and formulas for. the instrumentation errors given 
in Section 2.2.3 -2 will now be used to establish equipment performance ob- 
jectives. In establishing these objectives, care has been taken not to seek 
an accuracy that would cause a high vehicle equipment penalty unlem the 
accuracy was required ~ to be compatible with other e r ro r  sources ta the 
aRoD system. In s ~ a e  case$, however, it is possible to reduce the &s”x- 
rnentatian errors to negligibie 1 6 V d 3  without incurring an excessive penaltg. 
I . - - .- -. 
A. Banp Errors * 
(1) Oscillator Instability 
With respect to  the long term stability of the basic frequency source 
used in the AROD system, range rate considerations discussed in a subse- 
quent paragraph (under Range Rate Errors) invoke the requirement that the 
stabiiity be better than one part in lo9. TMmr requirement tesdts in a rmge 
error that is three orders of magnitude smaller than that due to the uncer- 
tainty in c , and that is, therefore, negligible. 
% 
The very short term oscillator drifts must be lesa than one part 
in 10l1 in the 50 milliseconds maKimurn transit time to make the m e  
rate errore negligible. This requirement ensures that the range errors are 
also negligible. 
A computation of the eS&ts of random thermal-nobelike insta- I- bilities (described by derence time in Equations 3, 4, and 5) is hampered 
for an oscillator. Edson6 estimates the coherence time, or period af 
cohereno&, produced by thermal noise alone to be 1.45 x 
10 radians per second; converting this number to a 5 Mc system (for ref- 
erence) by the fornwla' Tc2/T,, = (fi/$)2 yields a coherence time of 
approxi-tery 
are applied ~ to xmmufacturers' datalo concerning the physical parameters 
a 6 lv~c oecillator, an estimate for T~~ of approximately 1012 aecondi~ 
seconds at 
7 
 second^ . AittemaWeb, if the formulas of Befereaoe 6 
I 
*s&ahiiii. : 
To ensure that zero-mean instabilities wiii have a negiigibie e$- 
tablished for the coherence time of the basic 5 Mc oscillator in the vdicfe .  
If the design indicated i n  Sections 3 and 4 Is analyzed in detail, I€ i B  seen 
that only the 2000 Mc and 2005 Mc signals are significant in computing 
coherence times; the contributions of the translation oscillators and voltage 
controlled oscilhtors are  negligible because of the "inverse-frequency-squared" 
relationship. Since both the 2000 Mc &id 2005 Mc signals are used to derive 
the 5 Xc fine ,ranging tame, and since three local oacillatars are involved 
in the processing of each of the &band signals, the equivdent caherence time 
€or the entire system is approximately 1/8 (lo8) (5/2000)2 a 102 seconds 
(from Equatip 5 ) .  To determine the rms r q e  error resukbg from this 
coherence time, Equation 4 is applied to the fine ranging tone phase-locked 
loop. The resulting maximum range error is approximately 0.09 meters, 
indicatirrg that this effect is negligible. 
9 
8 (Measurements by one manudacturer on i ~ n  existing oscillatm at 
2295 Mo yield a cohererace time estimate-of about 5 seconds; ccmwrtiarg &is 
to 5 Mc Spdicates a cohw'ence time estimate of approximately 8 x lo5 eec- 
d 8 .  Hczwever, this est+&e is ultra-conaervativa because the meaaare- 
makt inc€uded the effects of non-zero-mean frequemcy drifts. Even if this 
ultra-conservative estimate is used, the resulting range error-less tihan 
one rneter-does not markedly affect the total range error at the represen- 
tative point. However, this indicates the necessity for obtaining a meaningful 
estimate of the coherecatcre t m e  for  the oscillators selected €or AROD at an 
early axxs? b 4sSEdgn nrur,tie..stirf- 
8 
. .  - .  - - - _. _. - 
Since the filter€%- problem in-the epaceeraft receiver is-difficult 
a substantial portion of the range measurement error budget should be &lo- 
cated to this 3 w c e .  Coxwequedy, the performance objective was estab- 
lished that the filters in the spacarcraft receiver Eshould not introduce a 
r 
-~ 
The signal dynamics of the missions analyzed in the AROD Feasi- 
bility S t w  are computed in Appendix D; the results af this analysis were 
a primary factor in determining the parameters of the phase-locked ioaps 
employed in the measuriag equipmskt. When Equations 6 and 7 are applied 
to the 5 M c  phase-locked loop that had been designed t o  keep the tfiermaf. 
noise error within the budgeted value, it la found that tart combined phase 
- v  
cornputatfun, it b a ~  been assumed that the Duppler and Doppler rattt term 
I 
( 5 )  Timing and Controls 
9 ' ft is definitely desirable to keep the error cmtribution from this 
eource as small BB possible. To achieve this, the delays in the spacecraft 
- 
circuits w l l  be mefully calibrated and precautionti taken to reduce t;he 
"jlker" and dri€t in control pulaea. The equipment performance objeciw, 
_ I  
'€%e long term s w i l i t y  requirement €or the basic irequency source 
is established by-the requirement that the ground translation oscillator (ap- 
proximately 60 Mc) and the spacecraft translation oscillator be sufficiently 
close in frequency after a drift of days, weeks, or even months so that no 
excessive error is introduced in the Doppler measurement. The availability 
of VLF transmissions to maintain the ground based oscillator frequency 
very accurately, and the capabili6 of updating (or calibrating) the spacecraft 
oscillator frequency on ground command indicated that an  appropriate objec- a 
tive to result in this source having very little effect upon the range rate 
measurement e r ro r  is a maximum of .005 meters per second. To achieve 
this goal, stability requirements of one part in lo9 for the spacecraft trans- 
lation oscillator and five parts in lo1' for the ground station translation 
oscillator were established. (The e r ro r s  introduced by the ground transla- 
tion osciflator and the vehicle translation oscilfator should add in an rms 
manner as they ar0 uncorrelated:) It is anticipated thst the ground stgtian 
bilities are reflected Sn the d u e s  in Table 4. 
C stabilities will be ac8ieved by monitoring VLF transmissions. These &a- 
4 
The very short term oscillator drifts should produce only negl-e 
errors. Establishing an objective of a maximum drift of .02 cps or 01ie part 
in l#" for the maximum transit time (50 mfllirr&conds) ensures a maximum 
range rate error of €086 than .0015 meters per second. 
utilizing Equation 8 to estimate the error due to the coherence tins 
~f tim r e ~ e i v e d & r g a - , a ~  as- ttze consefvative d u e  ~f Z* sazms~s 
---a 
for the coherence time of the basic 5 Me source, the range rate error due 
to thermal noiselike instability is found to be less thaa 3 x 
per second €or all pdnt6- In this case the effects af the 2005 Mc chain do 
not enter tikg calculation, a d  the equivalent coherence time fe therefore 
meters 
- .  &iue f w a ~  eartier, of; 8 x xOZ eecmtis. 
iecassed, highly conserv8tive ee't 
to- ivmgmate mewmremt -fin(t resufks in thsermr of€ess+Jtazt -8805 
meters per second shown in Table 4, for the minimum cycle counting time 
of 0.1 sleconda. 
- 
L.5.3.8 Qua&eation %rrors 
The QuantiEation errors established M objectives for the range arrd 
range rata reading8 are 0.29 meters and -0075 meters per second, raepec- 
Lively. TBe mange error requiree a quantization "box" of 1 meter and was 
selected to be sufficiently small tu have atmost no effect on -the total range 
measurement error at the repreeentative point. The range rate error was 
chosen 8s a compromise between a desire to avoid a taunter operating at 
more than 10 Mc in the spacecraft and a deoire to make this error b i g -  
nif iauk 
- 
2.5.3.4 Multipath Errore 
0 
The carrier frequency and the antenna agpFoach far the ground artsrtkd 
ware selected to mnlrn multipath errors negligible for large portions of the 
- 
ARQD agerating envelqpe. fn analysffil of multfpath &e&a in Section 
vation s~@es. Even at these low anglee it i~ only under extreme coaditima 
4.2.4 ftls shwn thrtt W e  object 9 ue can be achieved except z& very hw &- 
2.5.4 Tatail Errors 
The error8 indicated in Table 4 will probably have probability dis- 
tributions and subtle correlations that make difficult their combining %o 
obtain a htal error. To &ta& a first appraximatia, however, the total 
error jistandarti deviation) was stimated t ibe the square root d &e sum 
~~ ~~ ~~ 
were dtaiaed, it is still neceOBary to present the prweciure for eelecting 
fhe spacecraft equipment penalty, coznpyting the required ground station 
capability, ami extrapolating from tbe design point. This info2matiOn is dis- 
' I  
Section 8‘ 
etrate that-the AROD concept ie feasible and to define the @ W t y  factors 
associated with the performance objectives established in the system 
analysis portion d &is report (Section 2). Thia design was optimized 
only to the extent permitted by the scope of the Feasibility Study and 
should be regarded aa representative. The degree of optimizatian that 
was carried out, however, went well beyond what is  Itosmally reqnired to 
resohe the queertion at Zeaeulility. Further optimization of the system 
design must s w a t  the mign Study phaee (Phase B) of the AROD Program. 
At that time the mission, environment, and reliability requirements of the 
operational equipment will be better defined and 8 re-evaluation of 8l1 &e 
design approaches can be made as well as a re-examination of the equip- 
. -. - __ . - .. 
ment performance objectives, Detailed designs of the critical circuits 
should also be accomplished during the Phase B Study, supported by ex- 
perimental investigations of selected circuits 82d components. 
The governing philosophy for the system desigt2in the Feasibility 
Stu<fi‘ was to achieve tbe performanee objectives with minimum penalty 
to the spacecraft, while efmultaneouely achieving a ground station design 
capable of unattended operatfon fix prolonged peri& in remote areas. 
Although no quantitative reliability objective was estab1iiphed for the 
Femibility h d y ,  reliability factors strongly influenced the choices af the 
recammended rkign approaches for the system. A noteworthy example of 
In this manner, during critical periods d the flwt profile of the vehicle, 
where four stations a r e  in view, sufficient AROD tracking data will be 
avasable to the guidance system to permit a real time orbit determina- 
tion in spite of an inoperative condition in oae of the ground stations or  in 
one of the signal proceasing circuits of the spacecraft. 
In the reprtsentative design, the largest sources Olf equipment e r r o r s  
(notably therm# noise) are maintained in economic balance w&b the other 
two major smrces of measurement error not attributable to  t$e eq~ipme&~ 
- - 
'i( 
the residual propagation ermrB. To 
la- reduction in thermal noise errors  would seem imprudent unless the 
accuracy to which c is kD.ownand cur ability to characterize the &nos- 
phere a r e  greatly improved. With the present knowledge, however, re- 
duction af thermal noise errors at a high cost in vehicle equipment weight 
and power would only be justified if the ensuing improvements in incre- 
mental accuracy were  of interest to the user of the AROD system. 
. _ - _  . _. 
With the exceptim of thermal noise and multfpctth errore, all errors 
introduced by the AROD equipment have been allocated at either insignifi- 
a n t  o r  negligible levels since the penalties incurred thereby are juetifi- 
abty small. The er rore  caused by rnultipath effects at elevation angles 
near the horizon have not been made negligible because of the cost re- 
quired to do this. A large component of the total range rate measurement 
ermr at the 5' minimum elevation angle (see Section 2.5) may be intra- 
duced by multipath effects. However, this error decreases rapidly with 
elevation angle, contributing lese than 1 per cent of the tdrir range rate  
error at elevatfen W e s  greater than 15'. 
It must be uot& &at th6 r)oonomic balrance of errore discuesed above 
applies only when the absolute values of the range and range rate itarrors 
are considered. Where incremental measurements are useful to tbe guid- 
ance system, an order of magnitude improvement in accuracy may be 
achievable. Biased measurement e r ro r s  such as the entire error due to 
the uncertainty of c and a major portion of the propagation error can be 
. 
t 
F 
eliminated. ?Jon-biased errors whidi are subject to short term smoothing 
of which thennaf noise errors are the most important, can also be srgrufl- 
cantly reduced for incremental measurements. 
The rsmainder of this section includes: 
1. A ation 2 equipmeiit parameErs for the rep 
~~ 
CrutBng the aperatingprineipfers aod tbe b a s e ~  for ehtwsixq &% 
ches and criticat cxlanpone-. 
x3€#wame* 
in the study for choosing them. 
A comparison of the recommended design approach for the un- 
attended ground transponder with competing design approaches, 
A trade-off aqdysis relating system measurement racwraoy to 
Bystem penalty factors. The bash for choosing the representa-' 
ttbe system oeer eeaper and more wetly systems (in tenns ~f 
sy~tem penalty Enctors) i s  given. 
It is appropriate at this point to summarize the ftground rules'? thut 
governed the system design. The performanoe objectives for the equip- 
ment have been assumed to be those established in the error "budgeti* in 
Section 2.5. In accordance with discuseions with the Contracting Offber's 
. . 
4. 
5. 
- -  
Reprksentative, modulation techniques that were considered for the system 
design were restricted to the type termed "sidetone ranging'' ache-. 
In these eystems aU the epectraI components of the transmigeions are 
contiauous waves. Multiple ranging tones are employed for system timing, 
the higiamt frequency tone be- used for f i w  rnnge determination, the 
lower frequency tone& behg employed for resalviag range ~tmbiguities in 
successively larger range quanta. 
lie between altitudes of 90 and 2000 nautical miles. 
able for the g r d  tramponders to track the vehicle from horizon to 
~~ 
It was assumed that the vehicle trajectories to be considered would 
Although it is aesif- 
that three factors d i -  t became apparent early in-the 
nstthis. €%vge@attw 
.. 
* I , 
I , 
32.1 Spacecraft Equipment I 
A hurctiortlil block diagram of the vehicle equipment design is & ~ w n  
w in Figure 14. The design shown emplags anly e d i d  3 
are pre6ently azvaifable. The dfa 
The four grotpi  stations ~~p~~~ simultanewsIy are tsoiated from 
ea& other by meam of a unique €ranslation frequency employed in each 
ground station within view of the Bpacecraft. The command #mu~srn*r 
issues turn-on eigaals and selecto the transllation frequencies for rZle four 
activated slasians. A eimple scheme will be employed to prevent 
roble 5 
Posrmreten of the Representative AROI) System 
VEHICLE EQUIPMENT 
Acquisition Interval (99% p&i I ity) 
Deb Seapiing Rate (Moxiwm) 
Equipnent Weight (f3imated) 
Number of &amr 
Antmm C6-iFsqp 
Tmmnitter Power Output (Minimum) 
Receiver Effective Noise T.mpcmtus 
( M o X h u r r )  
Receiver M s e  6mdwidth (Maximum) 
Aquiri*ion IntenrPrt @9% prpbobility) 
, 
*h, = Vehkle Aftituds 
~ c p r f t \ , ' > =  
nautical miles) 
1 w c p s ~ < m  
mutical mites} E**z 9 (Vehicle Ascanding) 
10 sumpIeJsecorrd 
27 pounds 
1 14 WOWS 
800 cubic inch 
6QMc 
13db (E=P) 
13 
Omnidirlbctknai in Azimuth 
20 worn 
7dbfE=#P) 
forE>!P.  
Vehicle Position 
(From Flight Plan or 
Guidance System) 

e 
e 
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Tbe most importan$ subsection of the vehicle equipment is the trans- 
mitter chain because ft weigha more and requires more input power than 
any @.her portion of the equipment. Moreover, achieving 8 given level of 
reliability is almost alagys more difficult for transmitting componeats 
than it is for the receiving and data processing cornpone& which consti- 
tute the balance of the vehicle equipment, Several approaches tonard the 
arhievement of r-f power outputs in the range of 2.5 to 39 watts of cn r l ~  pawer 
at 2000 megacycles* could be 5UrtabIy moddated for the sidetone 
r z z g i i  s&m m c i  capabie or the frequency stabilities dictated by the 
performance objectives-of the e y s t a ,  were assessed during the study. 
The factors viewed in-making the comparison between the various appraaches 
were efficiency, reiiabdity, ruggedness , flexibility, ease of modulation, 
weight and size. Among; the components evaluated were Mystrons, crossed 
field devices including amplitrons and voltage tuned magnetron oscillators, 
traveling waye tubes, thermionic amplifiers and oscillators, and vaFlrctor 
harmonic generators. 
r-f power source over the ather approaches by a rather clear margin. 
They are outstanding from the point of view of reliability and ruggedness, 
especially since, unlike the other appruaehes, they are low voltage devices 
witk far less criticili power supply requirements than the competing COM- 
ponents, Varacturs available today are capable d P 2.5 watt output at 
S-band. With present day transistors, driving the varactor chzin somewhat 
below 100 Mc is optimum. An overall efficiency, that is the ratio of r-f 
power output to dc power @ut to  the traasistor driver, of 15 per cent is 
estimated for the recommended approach where the vamctor chain is 
drfiea at approximately 60 Mc and a multiplicathn of 32 is affordad by 
the varactor chain. This efficiency may appear grossly inferior when 
viewed agaimt the extremely high efficiencies, 50 per cent’or higher, 
that are quoted for some of the other mmponente, notably the amplitmn. 
The varaotor harmonic generators were selected a8 the recommerrded 
CL. 
* 
- 
T h e  reasons for selecting these parameters are discussed in Section 3.3. 
6 1  
e HOvievef, the efficiencles quoted for these devices refer to the Hiate circuit 
efficienq-. When one takes into account the p.iwer losses in the high volt- 
age converter. the regulating circuit (a corstact current source for the 
amplitron), the filament circuit, and the driver circzit, it is doubtful that 
more than 25 per cent overall efficiency can be achieved while maintaining 
the phase stability requirements of the AROD system. Another important 
factor favoring the transistor driver-varactor multtplier approach over the 
competing components is the anticipated extension d capabilities of these 
components in the near future. Since their introduction far mierc~w;:: 
applications, varactors have ahnwn a cs::tir,uing improvement in power 
output and efficiepcy at higher and higher frequencies. In addition, high 
frequency transistors have shown continuing improvement in these respects 
although at  a somewhat slower pace. 
The total r-f power output of the vehicle transmitter of 12.5 watts is 
developed by means of 5 harrnocic generator chains, each with a 2.5 watt 
output. Five watts d cu’ power are generated at nominal frequencies of 
2000 and 2005 Mc to provide the 5 Mc fine ranging tone. 
2.5 watt5 are developed at a carrier d- equency of 2003.75 Mc.which is phase 
The remaining 
modulated by range ambiguity resolving tones d approximately 156 kc, 
9.8 kc, 610 cycles and 19 cycles. All the carrier frequencies and sidetone 
frequencies are derived from a common stable crystal oscillator operating 
at 5 Mc. 
The circuits required for receiving and tracking the retrammitted 
and translated signals from the ground station will now be discuased. 
Three types of low noise r-f preamplifiers were considered for this 
application: traveling wave tubes, parametric amplifiers, and tunnel diode6. 
Although the tunnel diodes are at a slight disadvantage with respect to thr: 
other approaches @terms of sensitivity, they were chosen on the basis 
of their reliability, ruggednee8 and simplicity of the r-f circuit. Traveling 
wave tubes were rejected because of the excessive weight and power input 
penalties associated with them, as well as the need for a hi# voltage power 
supply. For the AROD applications, the higher instantaneous bandwidths 
thst can be achieved with the Esaki diode circuite are an important advantage 
62 
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i n  rnintmizjqg the uncompt.rmtab!e differential phase errors between the 
spect~-al components of the e-. Parametric amplifiers are relatively 
M i T O W  band and require a more complex r-f circuit when pumping require- 
ments are considered. Moreover, it appears reasonable to assume &at 
the improvements in sensitivity performance of the Esaki &&a will con- 
tinue in the near future, 
Bach a€ tbe three carrier signal3 d l  be tracked by a phacpe locked 
loop (for each of the four ground tratrspmders). The ~d'tage cmtrdhd 
osri l lntcv-  (VCQ mt,-ut d *e gtiir3c: io&& ioop tracking the translatad 
4 Gown converted 2000 Mc carrier will be applied to a digital range 
rate measuring circkit. The Doppler offset frequency will be measured 
by means af a digital frequency comparator using a reference frequency 
derived from the 5 Mc stable oscillator. For the signal tracking circuits 
shown in Figure 14, the frequencies denoted at the output of the multiplex 
filter in &e receiver arise from a downward translation of 65.625 Mc at 
the ground transponder. Using a sample of the 2000 Mc carrier output of 
the s cecraft tranramitzer as the local osciiiator, internieciiate frequencies 
of 65&5 Mc, 60.625 Mc and 61.875 Mc represeni the 2000 Mc, 2005 Me 
and 2003.75 MG carrier signals, respectively, for a zero Doppler offset 
condition. The outputs of the voltage controlled oscillators tracking the 
translated aid down converted 2000 and 2005 Mc carriers are  applied to 
a product detector whose difference frequency output is tracked by a fourth 
phase locked loop. The output of t h i s  VCO is compared in phase to the 
5 Mc reference tone in a digital range measuring circuit for the determi- 
nation of fine range. 
The first  ambiguity resolving signal is developed by product detection 
of the outputs d &e VGO% tracking the 2005 and the 2003.75 Mc carriers. 
No additional phase locloed bops tire required for tracking the lower fre- 
quency ambiguity resolving signals. These signals are tracked by dividing 
the frequency of the output from the VCO tracking the f ine ranging tone by 
the appropriate ratio and using individual phaae tracung filters as shown 
in  the block diagram, Figure 15. The frequency divided versions of the 
VCO output a r e  in essence, the equivalent of a VCO in a conventlomil 
i 
v 
I 
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phase locked loop. In a phase tracking filter, &e divided VCO output is 
adjusted in  phase to coincide with the phase of the noisy ambiguity resolv- 
ing tones extracted by phase demodulating the f i rs t  ambiguity resolving 
done signal using the 1.25 Mc reference tone as the phase reference. The 
phase adjustment is aecomplhhed by a voltage variable &awe shift net- 
work employing eiectronicdiy controlled reactances {aatumbla reactors 
or varactcm); the network is controlled by a I m p  fftter with apropar%imaB 
t e r n  and an integration term. 
For the spectrum choeen in the re~reew%:ive Byaiem, +e 8.5 watts 
allocated to the ~akuipity reeciiving tones is sufficient to maintain the 
probability of resolving a range ambiguity erroneously in aarg of the tones 
to less than 0.1 per cent, The method of synthesizing &e! transmitted 
spectrum permitted by the mudular varactor harmonic generator trans- 
mitter scheme affords a great deal of flexibility in the system design. 
For certain miesions and trajectories it may be desirable to allocate a 
greater por- of &e total vehicle transmitter power to the carrier on 
which the Doppler frequency is being measured. The derivation a€ the 
reference range tones after all the spectral cornponeads have been um- . 
biped in &e multiplex filtet Is recommended for the reason tbat the 
system will be immune to differential phase distortions and perturbations 
introduced by the transmitter chain or multiplex filters that occur mer a 
period greater than the two way propagation delay. 
3.2 2" Ground Station Equipment 
I 
\1 
The overriding design objective of the unattended ground station irs tn 
provide sufficient signal-to-noise-ratio at the vehicle to meet the pedonn- 
ante objectives and to &bve a high order of reliability wiWn -sonable 
equipment costs. It is reasonable to assume that an operational AROD 
system would be expected to addeve a useful life of many years. By 
obviating the need for frequent logistics support, the system designer can 
achieve a saving in operating costs which could e a ~ i l y  exceed the cost of 
establishing the. AROD groud network. 
* 
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A fimci iooat b'cck diagram of the  represeptative g m s d  transpclnder 
suitable f u r  unattended operation in remcte areas is shown in  Figure 16. 
The major design problem for the ground transponder is  to meet simul- 
taneous requirements for cont ir,uous tracking of the spacecraft within an 
almost hemispherical volume and a minimum power ga-h requirement 
ranging between 13 db a t  a 5' elevation angle and 7 db at the 2e 
ground station design approach that was serected during the Feasibility 
Study features a mufti-beam a c t e m  with stacked beams in eievation. 
'PA's kzzii; ivi'& semi-anw-mr coverage in azimuth are provided for each 
elevation antum. A total of 13 Seams a r e  required, the lowest of which 
has a beamwidth of 5* centered a t  an elevaticii angle of 5'. Beam cross- 
over points in elevation are 1.5 db dowri from the maximum. The beam- ~ 
widths of the higher elevation beams are tapered in accordance with the 
bverse of the slant range squared for the 2000 miles maximum altitude. 
Around the zenith, a conical beam whose half angle is 35O is provided. 
A superheterodyne receiver employing a parametric amplifier front 
end is provided for each of the 13 ports of the antenna. Because of the 
limited vehicle transbitter power dictated by vehk.Ie penalty considera- 
tions, the signid-to-wise ratio available over the one-way Doppler band of 
- + 50 kc is much less than unity (refer to subsequent paragraphs for details). 
For this reason, tfie noiseband must be limited to much less than &e 
Doppler bandwidth prior to retransmission; otherwise, at high vehicle 
altitudes, gross inefficiency would result in the ground station retrans- 
mission,in that the signal power output would be only a small part of the 
total power output. 
For each of the 23 receivers in  the repreaentative design approach, 
following IF amplification of the received signal spectrum by means of 
three amplifiers whose bandwidth i s  much iarger than the Doppler band, 
the IF output for the 2000 Mc received carr ier  is applied to an automatic 
frequency control circuit. This circuit will acquire Lhe minimum re- 
ceived signal witbin an offset of 400 cycles per second, within one third 
of a second, with a probability of .9.11 The probability of acquisition 
' 
*.. 
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increases to .999 f i e ?  ;1 one scccjrxl interval. Afier acquisition, the tunable 
\-HF ctsciilat0r wiil track the signal to an accuracy of 100 cycles per sec- 
ond. iAn active condition in  an:^ one of the thirteen receivers will be 
sensed by individud threshold circuits which will enable a gate asso- 
ciated with each receiver. The purpose of thegates irg to prevent thermal 
noise from inactive receivers (or beams) from entering the transmitter 
eircrrits, Following summation of all the gate outputs (only orle active), 
the e%:,ire s p e c t m  is m-&tipiexed through seven crystal filters, Each 
w y s h i  iiiter has a bacdwid’lh of less than one kc and matched phase d&y 
characteristi . This techoique will introduce uncompeiisatabfe phase 
error8 wtefl -xithrn the error allocated in Section 2.5. Active eii cuits in 
the entire sigaal processing chain of the transponder arc always much 
wider in bandwidth than the band limiting, passive components. Following 
dtmultipfexing of the signal components, the IF signals are heterodyned . 
up to S-band by means of the m m e  iwal wcillator sigzal that was ueed for 
down conversion in the front end translated to a lower frequency by the 
ultra-atable translation oscillator selected in the command link. This out- 
put, on the order of a m;lliwatt, is applied to a single transmitter chain 
employing coaxial T--HF tniodes, The transmitter output is noininally 2 5  watts 
and is :tppLitd to a ferrite switcking n1ati.h which 1s controlled by the 
matrix directs  the transiriitter oulput to the active beam for retransmission 
to the spacecraft. 
% 
t *hreshotd detectors in the f reqwncy tracking loops. The ferrite switching 
3.3 Paraiuetric Analysis 
3.3.1 Signal Parameters 
The operating envelope of the AROD system is bounded by the minimum 
vehicle altitude of 90-Gutical miles, the maxlrnum altitude of 2000 nautical 
miles, and a miniinam elevation angle 2t which the ground transponders 
wil! operate within ihe perfcrmance gix-en in Secticn 2 ‘ 5 .  The minimum 
elevation argle is dictated by multipath and propagat:m error ccmiderations. 
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~e Both these ~ources of error increase rapidly as &e radiation path approaches 
the horizon. A lower limit of 5' has been chosen BS the point w b r e  propaga- 
only a moderate degree of complexity need be introduced in the ground sta- 
tion antenna design to achieve a sufficiently low sidelobe level at the hori- 
I 
1 
I tion e&cts do Q& contrihte dominant measurement m o r a .  Io addition, 
l 
o prqvent rnultipatb errors from being dominant. 
significsLnt signal parameters that result from a carrier f r q w ~  
I i 
Table 6 
L * 
The overhead pass imposes the most severe requirements on the 
equipment with respect to maximum Doppler shift and maximum Doppler 
rate. The acquisition time requirement shown in the table is the interval 
during which the ascending vehicle occupies the elevation angle iqcrement 
of 4-5O. This in'terval will be minimum for the overhead pass, hence, the 
equipment requirement is again most severe for this w e .  Path loeses 
shown for Ehe boumtdargoonditiiona in the table are dependent only on the 
vehiete altitude and elevation angle. and will be the ame for overhead and 
non-overhead passes. It can be concluded therefore, that the system per- 
formance objectives can be met far all vehicle trajectories if they are met 
for the overhead pass. 
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3.32 Choice of Operating Frequency 
Among the AROD system parameters, the operating frequency hae the 
strongest influeme upon syst performance atrd penalty factors. A nom- 
inal 0peraPing frequency of 2 Gc for the AROD system was established 
dura the study from the results of the propagation e r ro r  investigation 
aWi the equipmeat design considerations given below. The propqption 
error results are summarizgd in paragraph 2.2.2 and are treated in 
detail in A-ppendix B. Propagatinn errors rentrll.l!e !c the fi3.GZ T G C Z ~ ~ C  
meat CriGis 8s do equipment errors ami the errors due to the uncertainty 
of the vacuum velocity of light. By examining the basic design constraints 
of the AROD system where: 
8" 
. 
c Vehicle antenna gain is restricted to unity by the need for horizon 
horizon coverage; 
Ground transponder antenna gain is restricted to low orders from 
considerations of complexity (hence, cost and reliability) and the 
heed for nearly hemispherical coverage; and 
Increasing the vehicle transmitter power output introduces severe 
5, weight ami power input penalties to the spacecraft, 
it became clear that the operating frequency should be the lowest at  which 
the system measurement accuracy objective could be achieved. This fol- 
lows from the consideration that, for the same signal to noise ratios and 
with all other system parameters remaining fixed, the product of vehicle 
power output and ground station antenna power gain is related inversely 
to the square af the frequency. However, this trend i s  opposed by the 
faat that propagation and multipath ei-rore increase rapidly as the operating 
frequency'is iowerd. 
ties of the propagating medium are in reasonably good balance with the 
errors due to the unoertafnty of c. The range propagation e r ro r s  estimated 
during the study were more strongly considered in choosing the operating 
frequency than the range rate errors for several reasdns, the most impor- 
tant of which was the higher cmfidence eve1 in tbe range error estimates. 
At 2 OC, the range and range..rate errore introduced by the uncertain- 
. 
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This was necessitated by the paucity of pu&lished data useful to the esti- 
mation of range rate errors for AROD.* 
,The range error &e to the uncertainty of the pl'oprrgptfon velocity 
d light in a vacuum is only range dependent and ranges from less than 0.2 
meters to 1l1iaz-e than 0 meters Over the extrwnittss ab tbe operatting eevelope 
AI 2 a0; th0 residurrt range errora due to the uncertainty d the char- 
&mlu\ard ztzxqhere, dikh aititwie, and elevation angle) are in gened  
lese than or equal to the error due to the uncertainty of c. At 1 Gc, the 
I 
af h d;RoD p0U.d 8bthI. ' t  
acterirrtics of tbe propqa- rnprtf1.m {EEEOY ccrrcctisr;s &re a- . "  xor a 
rersidual propagation errors in range would be approximately three times 
greater. For this reason, the performance objective for total range 
measurement error could no& be attained. An increase of operating fre- 
quency, say to 4 OC, would at best reduce propagaCian errore by a factor 
dF t.lrk0. For the m a a ~  vehicle penattiee artd ground a t a h a  ievestmernt the 
total range axj range rate mepeuwmtrnt errere lm~resea 6 atma SO per 
oent with the 4 Gc qetern compared to the 8 CC syetem. 
4 * 
Hfgher operating frequencies might bgcome attractfve for miasions 
requiring speration at rang- a€ tens af thousand8 ob miles and beyond 
where wide fie16 of view antennas are no longer requirsd. In these appli- 
cation$ directive antenrms can be used to great advantage at the vehicle. 
Choice af a higher operating frequency is particularly attractive for these 
applicatiom where the antenna aperture and weight are eonstrained by 
vehicle limitations. 
"he fiindamental limitation of the AROD equipnent accuracies for both 
range and raage rate nre the errors due to thermal noise. The f t e  
* h r  &si- e r e  range rate errom affect syetem perforzn.uk more 
etroqgfy than raage errors, the cmclusfons on the optimum operating 
frequency may have tS be re-evaluated. It appear8 that more useful data 
for estimating rsnge rate errors introduced by the propagating medium 
will be available in the near future. 
a 
signal-to-noise ratios that can be achieved in the tracking filters in the 
vehicle receivers a re  determined by the available signal power, the spec- 
tral density of the noise surrclurding the si&, and tbe bandwidth of the 
receiver tracking filters. The bandwidth of the tracking filters must be 
sufficiently wide to track the dynamics of the input signals. The dynamic 
characterbtics 9f the signals are introduced by the velocity and accelera- 
raft with respect to the grouad stations. These cause 
'2x5 DeFr;ier irequency shift and ;de rate of change of Doppler frequency. 
It will  le 8ttuwn iq %ction 3.3.4 that, with a s w  power-to-noise 
3 power density factor @/No) of 2 x 10 cycles per second or greater avail- 
able at the vehicle receivers for the twu principaI spectral components of 
the AROD transmission, the objectives for noise errors established in 
Section 2.5 can be realized, The (S/N 1 ratio a t  the vehicle is also crucial 
from the point of view af establishing the acquisition time of the tracking 
f l t a r e .  The @/No) ratio at the spacecraft receiver can be expressed by 
0 
the followiag: 
where : 
&. 
[el 
[e,f v 
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AG 
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Mo 
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- is the signal power-to-noise power density ratio 
- is the signal power received by the ground trans- 
- is the net electronic amplification of the trans- 
- is the transmitting antenna power gaia of the 
- is the space loss. 
at the vehicle receiver. 
ponder. 
ponder. I 
trammer. 
e 
- ira the syetem design margin for the up link. 
- is the transmitting loss at the transponder. 
- is the pow- density of the self noise of the ve- 
- is the power denaity of the self noise of the ground 
hicle receiver. 
receiver, 
The vehicle antenna gain is assumed to be 0 db for receive and transmit 
by virtue of the horizon-to-horizon coverage that is needed. It can be seen 
from Equation 9 that [ S/N d RV will always be smaller than the S/No 
ratio at the ground transponder receiver by a factor greater than Mu 
because af the degradation introduced by the9seff noise of the vahiele 
receiver, Nov. It is Lmportant to note &at incrarraing AO indefinitely 
does not obtain a significant improvement in P / N ]  RV at lev& where 
the r e t r m p i t t e d  noire from& ground atation swamps out the receiver 
self nofee at the vehicle. 
Since primary power is f a r  more expensive at the vehicle than at the 
I 
ground station, even for remote sites with oniy meersional maintenance, 
i t  is appropriate that the component of noise at the input to the vehicle 
receiver due to the amplified noise of the transponder be greater than the 
self noise a€ the vehicle receiver. If we make: 
the d-ation &-[S/NJ Rv due to Nov is 1.2 db compared with a 3 db 
degradation if b t b  colnponents are equal. A further increase of the trans- 
mitted noise romponent by a factor of 3 will reduce the Nov degradation 
by only- additional 0.7 db and appears to be uneconomical. The technique 
of swamping out the vehicle receiver self-noise provides a second im- 
portant advantage by reducing the effect of vehicle receiver sensitivity 
degradation on overail system performame, and thus effectively increas- 
ing tihe system delaign margin. For the operational AROD system the 
apparently unecoxpomical extension of this technique may be warranted by 
the reduction in Vutnerability to 'Interference that the technique affords. 
Thh is particularly applicable at ground stations where commercial 
power is available and frequent servicing ia poeeible. Althm tbe ground 
stations are vulnerable to interference, both hostile and unintentional, 
they do not pose is serioua 8 problem in this respect when compared to 
the vehicle equipment, inasmuch ae the system degrades gradually as 
ground stations become inoperative by responding to interfering signals. 
I 
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In additim, greater zPadelobe reductionat and near the horizon can be 
a 
a 
employed at( the ground station. thereby restricting the volume from which 
interference could enter the ground receiver or alternatively, increasing 
the intensity of the iaterference required to@grade transponder perform- 
ance. The susceptibility to interference d the system is fundamental to 
. 
- 
the modest signal powFr that is developed st the space0 
terminals, and serve8 to emphasize the importance ot 
the owrating frequencies for the system as well as the siting d the ground 
stations. 
From Equation 10, the product of net electronic gain and transmitting 
ante- power gain (A G ) for the ground transponder can be deter- 
mined for the maximum range of 3940 mutical miles. 
G TG 
31 
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where : TeV - is &e effective noise temperature of the vehicle 
- is the effective noise temperature of &e ground 
receiver. 
receiver. %G 
Conservative estimates for effective noise temperatures a r e  900' Kelvin 
for the tunnel diode r-f preamplifier in the spacecraft and 600' Kelvin for 
an uncooled parametric amplifier at the transponder. A 1 db transmitting 
loss is assumed for the up link. At 3940 nautical miles, the space loss 
is 9 7 6  db and the rnaKimrrm value of AG GTG is therefore, 2.5 x 10 18 
or 184 db. 
I 
The minimum value of the @/No) ratio at the ground transporrder 
can now be dculated: 
x 
The system design margin for the transponder to spacecraft link, %. 
is taken ~e 5 db to allow for component degradation, An additional 5 db 
is lassumed for the down link. Equation 12 results in a minimum value 
3 of 8.3 x 10 cycles per second where the noise power 
density is given in terms of power per cycle per second. The minimum 
power for the received signal at the ground station can be es t abWed  fronn 
thie ratio. For the all solid state transmitter that has been selected for 
,J 
the representative 5ystem with a totat power output of 12.5 warn, 5 watte 
is allocated to each of the principal spectral components at 2000 a d  200s 
megacycle3 wit# tist? remainfng 2.5 watts allocated to the phase nwdulatiezd 
secondary carrier at 2003.75 megacycles. The minimum received signal 
power required for each of the rnaior spectra1 comAmnPnla at e' - fi-tnd vr.ry 
station in given by: 
3 
= 8.3 x 10 k TeG = - 162 dbw 'RG min 
where: k - ie Boltzman's constant 
tion at 5' elevation -e can be calculated from: 
She receiving antenna power gain that is required at the ground eta- 
where: MD 
LD 
- is the system design margin for the down link. 
- is the transmitter iosses at the vehicle. 
- is the vehicle transmitter power output for each 
principal spectral component. 
%. 
pov 
As with the up link, M is taken as 5 db. The transmitting losses 
at the vehicle total 1 db; 0.5 db for the multiplex filter networb which 
combines the varactor output into the antenna line, 0.3 db for the circu- 
lator employed in the diplexer and 0.2 db transmission line losses. 
The receiving antenna gain required at higher elevation angles cao 
be tapered downward wi& the equare of the slant range for the 2000 
nautical miles orbit to a minimum of 7 db at the zenith while maintaining 
3 the required (S/N0jRG of 8.3 x 10 cycles per second. 
The power output of the AROD ground transmitter will be maintained 
constant by means of a simple AGC loop. The gain control for the AGC 
loop will be provided at the iuermediatt frequencies where the required 
gain swing uf less than 40 db can be provided easily. The total power 
D 
F 
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output of the graund station, which includes the amplified receiver noise, 
is given by: 
where: 
A~ CIul be mttx~ished from Equation 11 *ere the maximvrn value required 
for the product AG GTG was detern.&ed to be 184 db. The 13 db aiittenna 
recplrer! reccptioii caii %e i i i i l i ~ d  un transmit to reduce the power out- 
put requirements of the ground transmitter. The maximum net electronic 
amplification required of the transponder, AG max, is therefore, 171 db. 
The noise component of the ground transmitter output would exceed the 
signal power by about 12 db if no provision w e r e  made in the transponder 
to narrow the noise bardwidth to less than the double Doppler band af 160 
kilocycles. An automatic frequency trackmg circuit similar to thoee 
employed in conventional radar front ends can be employed to reduce the 
noise bandwidth abouE each spectral compoaed to less than one kilocycle, 
thereby,insuring that the nofse spectrum power eurrounding the principd 
spectral component will be at least 8 db down from the signal power under 
all conditione. It follows that the total power output required from the 
ground transmitter is 18.75 watts by (exact) solution uf the range equations. 
An output of 25 watts has been assumed as the nominal requirement for 
the system design. 
BG - is the noise bandwidth of the ground transponder about 
each of the principal spectral components. 
3.3.4 Signal Tracking Parameters 
The tracking filters employed in-the spacecraft receiver can be con- 
sidered to be narrow band filters whic4 reject the noise energy arriving 
at the input terminal lying outside the effective bandwidth of the filter. 
This is accompliehed by synchronizing and tracking a voltage controlled 
oscillator to the noisy si)pna' by means of a cross correlation. This proc- 
ess &sentially enhances the eignal to noise power ratio at the output by a 
factor equal to the ratio of input noise bandwidth to the loop noise band- 
width, assuming uniform noise spectral density at the input. 
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a time which is a function of frequency offset, loop gain and loop bandwidth. 
ViterbilZ has estimated tbe pull-in time for second order phase locked 
loape for noi4eless signals PE: 
- i B  the h time. 5 1  *re: 
Xear - the freqltency difference btween tb vco and signal at the beginning of pull-in. 
- is the loop damping factor. 
- is the naturd frequency of the loop. 
5 
wn 
Experimental data at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (dPL) have shown 
good agreement with Ecpation 16 for signal to noise raticxr of 10 db and 
lower. A minimum output S/N of 10 db wiil be assumed under all condi- 
tions for the loops in the AROD sygtem in order to avoid thresholding 
effects. Experiments reported by Frazier and Page l3 have shown that 
near optimum acquisition performance is ubtained with the b o p  damping 
fado% 5 ,  set from 0.3 to 0.85. Since minimum loop wise bandwidth is 
obtained at a daplping factor of 0.5, this value has been chosen for dl the 
tr- filters in the vehicle. It & be seen from the foregoing coasider- 
atians and the relationship of loop noise bandwidth to wI1 derived in Section 
4.23, that the maximum vdue for wn in the carrier tracking ioop that 
satisfies the 10 db signal to noise requirement, is 200 radians/second 
t 
and from Equation 16, the pull-in time for an unaided loop is greater than 
71 
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4 IO seconds. It is necessary, therefore, to provide an external means af 
presetting &e VCO in order to bring the acquisition time within require- 
4 2 mente. BY *ping the VCO linearly at a rate of 10 cycles/seconds 
and using a Loo cycle fiiter followed by a threshold detector as the sensor; 
the positive hsW of the Doppler bpnd (vehicle approaching the ground . 
ea will be swept in 10 seconds. Por the case of 
No at the mhiccle at 3940 nautical mile range, a -13 
db sigoal to mise rstfo wiii be present at &e output of the 100 cycle filter 
&en the VW mtercepts the signal. When the threshold is exceeded at 
the output of the 100 cps filter, the sweep will be stopped ami the phase 
locked loop will be enabled for final pull-in. At this point, the VCO will 
be preset within 100 cycles of the signal. From Equation 16, the time 
required for fidal pall-in will be less than 0.1 seconds where the loop 
udamped natural frequency, on, i s  equal to 200 radians/second. The 
threshold detector aril1 be se t  at a value corresponding to a false alarm 
rate of 10‘ 80 that for a 13 cfb signal to noise ratio, the probability d 
detection wi11 im 90 per teat." Umier these conditione, the cumulative 
false ahrm probability for the entire sweep will be 
back to Table 6 ,  25 seconds are available for acquisition at the maximum 
vehicle altitude. The probability of detection within this period ie greater 
than 99 per cent. In the event of a false alarm in the acquisition circuit, 
aa “in lock” sensing circuit will r e - i ~ t i a t e  the acquisition sweep if an 
9 n  lockft indication does not occur within approximately one’ second of the 
time &at the phase locked loop was enabled. For the 90 nautical mile 
orbit, where acquisition within 10 seconds is required, #e signal toanoise 
ratio at the a t p u t  of the 100 cps filter is 30 db and the probability of 
detection on the first ten-second eWeep is increased to greater than 
99.99 per cent. 
Referring 
In the trackmg mode, the output of the VCO locked to the translated 
and down converted 2000 Alc carrier will be used to measure the range 
rate. The effective loop noise bandividth will  be 200 cps at vehicle alti- 
tudes greater than 500 mutical miles. The 200 cps poise bandwidth is 
78 
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the maximum bandwidth that satisfies &e requirement fur  S/M at .the a t -  
put of the tracking filter to be equal to or greater than 10 db. The un- 
smoothed rang0 rate error due to thermal mise in this tracking filter will 
be lese than 0.04 meters/second at the maximum range. At lower vehicle 
altitudes, the increased Doppler rate due to higher vehicle accelerations 
introduce larger steady-state tracking errors in the phase locked leaps 
&ue to lag {em &tian 4.1.3). Aithaugh these errors have a negligible 
effect on range rate measurement accuracy as long as the loops remain 
m lock, they tend to drive the loop tuwsra t,?e r?sn-!izear a d  iiiiiskble 
operating region. Two methods of reducing the steady-state tracking errors 
will be empluyed which are extremefy simple to implement. By sensing the 
Doppler offset in the car r ie r  tracking loop by means of a simple frequency 
discrfmtnator. velocity bias compensation c p ~ l  be introduced as 8h open 
loop correction. This reduces the static error in the tracking loop by the 
I 
a 
fractional accuracy to which the correction is made. Compensation to one 
part in one hundred is easily obtained with available discriqinatora, Thir 
techniMis described further in Section 4.1.3. 
The second method of reducing dynamic e r rore  is to capitalize 6n the 
greater signal pawer that is available at the lower altitudes at which the 
signal dynamics are most severe, by increasing the loop bandwidth as a 
function of altitude. By the simple expedient of changing the loop band- 
width from 200 cycles to lQ00 cycles at altitudes below 500 nautical miles, 
the steady-state error due io Dappler rate will  be reduced by a fakctor of 
25,  while the thermal noise error will not exceed 0.038 meters/second. 
Control of the laap bandwidth can be accomplished by changing the loop 
gain or the time confsfmt of the 1% integrator. 
-0 atiditioaal pharss locked leaps with the same rnrarnelers as the 
one described above WfM be included in the vehicle receiver for tracking 
the tramslated carriers that are transmitted at the vehicle at frequencies 
of 2005 and 2003.25 megacycles. Velocity compensation for these loops 
will be prwided from the discriminator in the 2000 megacycle trscking 
filter . 
3 , 
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The 5 megacycle fine range tone signal will be developed by product 
detection of the 2000 and 2005 megacycle carriers. A !3 db degradation 
of S/No will be eacounlered in the detection process (see Appendix 0.) so 
The rnaximm Doppler shift and Doppler rate will be reduced by a €actor of 
approximately 400for this loop, 
to the fine -e' tone. Velocity cornpeneation will be provided to this 
IojF fmm the 2000 megacycle tracking filter to reduce the steady-state 
tracking errors. lhlike the range rate measurements, ctex$-stztte p k e  
errors in the tracking fitter are added to the thermal noise in the range 
measurement. Steady-state errors in the 2000 and 2005 megacycle loops 
are essentially equal, depending on how well the parameters of the two 
loop are  matdrea, and will cancel each o&er in the product detector. 
However, the total thermal noise errore ire summed in an rms fashion. 
The optimum value for uh of the S megacycle Imp is approximately 30 
cycles per second a&? will  resuIt in a total tracking e r r o r  of 1.6 meters 
at the maximum range of 3940 nautical miles. 
that the minimum input S/No to this loop will be 10 3 cycle@ per eecomi. 
to &e frequency ratio af thR? carrkr 
I 
3.4 Cornpariaoa of the Transponder Design Approach to 
Other Approaches 
The requirement for unattended operation in remote areas was the 
overriding consideration governing the selection of the ground station de- 
sign approach. Fbr these unattended stations, the paramount design ob- 
jective should be simplicity of the transponder design, emplaying a mini- 
mum number of critical circuits and componeilSs. With the vehicle transmitter 
power output established by vehicle penalty cmiderations and the error 
budget, operrtting frequency, receiver qrrtenmt gain, and effective noise 
temperature of the transponder receiver a re  the parameters which most 
strongly affect grauzd station complexity. 
frequency are tbated in Section 3.3.2. These factors affect all cdmpeting 
d e w  approaches to the ground station in a similar manner. 
The design factors affecting the choice of the 2000 Mc nominal carrier 
. 
Conceptually, use d a &laser receiver in C O R ~ U I W ~ ~ O ~  with a carefully 
shaped single bearm antema covering the AROD operat@ envelope axxi 
with extremely Im sidelobes at the horizon, is ideal. However, at this 
writing, no Maser is known to exist which has been proven feasible for 
unattended a. If such a device were to be developed in the near 
future, it is doubtful. that 
* m e d a l  des;@ approach, 
vulnerable to interference and would probably necessitate the %lap cf ~2%- 
pl ex anti -hie rfe rencr ?e chr?iqAes. 
I 
cover', such a design is inherently extremely 
* 
The two design approache described in 1324 Proposai "Airborne 
Ranging and Orbit @termination Sjs tem (AROD)" dated 30 -4pril 19ti2, 
submitted to MSFC, w e r e  considered durirg the study. The recommended 
design approach is generically related to the approach termed "Active 
~roulad Station" i1t the proposal. n e  ''semi-passive" approachZO was m- 
jected for two principal rtia~om. First, for the highly directive case, 
where hundreds or mom dements are employed, the cost af providing a 
high p i n  ao[lpltbier for ea& element is prohibitive. If a 1000 element 
retroreflectfve antenna is taken 88 an example, approximately 140 db of net 
electronic amplification would be required for the 4000 mile maximum 
slartt raoge. in addition, the proMems of maintaining differential phase 
deiays ar the carrier frequencies within limits prescribed by keeping 
defocassing effects within reasonable limits, are difficult for amplifiers 
of this order of gain. Contrastingly, in the preferred design, abbolute 
carricrr frequency phase shifts in the single signal proceesiag channel 
are Crt little eonceh, Only the uncompenrulltrtble differential phase detayk 
hiween spectr~'comp0nent.s introduce measurement errors ia the re ~ 
metded approach The ulje of a siagle midebdm3 multiplexed amplifier, 
in ifeu of the individd amplifier channele, does not appear feasible with 
a practioal design, insofar as the performance objectives established on 
.the study are concerned, by virtue of unavoidable intermodulation effects. 
The second major reason for the rejection of the semi-pwsive approach 
is the fact that its antenna gain, as a function of direction, 114 not compatible 
with the operatiom1 ani~elope of the AROD system. If planar arrays are 
t 
c m j d q c d ,  at loa i.leie!i$fin a.ngfes, here rmximuiri ? n t e m a  gain is required, 
the &hi af 
approach -t. as conceived during the study to circumvtr;t this incornpat ibility. 
Use of the self-focnssing semi-pasaive apprcach a ~ d  esigniag far more 
modest antenna gain wourcf .ameliorate only the economic shortcomings 
of the approach because of the large reductio8 of the flufnber # elemeats 
needed. b w e r ,  afl the other disadvmtagee would still apply. 
For the reco~iuredeb crpproach, annuiar beams atacked in elevation, 
wnere the gain for ea& beam can be individually controlled, are ideal for 
the M O D  application. This served as  the major reason for selecting the 
recommended-antenna design in favor d the Luneberg fens that was de- 
scribed in  the IBbti Proposal. The beam geometry of the selected antenna 
is also ideal froin the point of view of minimizing eystem performance 
deg&dation due to nultipath trailsmissions, inasm&h as the maximum 
directivity is &forded in the elevation plane. This permits coatrd of &a 
planar array weuld be a rnininmn. KO econcrnital,design 
m 
P 
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fractional transmitted power illuminating the surrouanding sea or ground 
clutter. For the recommended ante-, sidelobe level at the horizon will 
be maintained below -20 db witb respect to the peak of any of the beams. 
This will obviate any Bignificant fading and will maintain muItipath errors 
1. 
b within the budget. 
Utilization of the recommended antenna in a system employing only 
one scanning receiver channel introducee the complexities of implementing 
a track-while-scan capability- Although more cornpiex than the recorn- 
mended appruaah for the unattended ground station, &e single receiving 
charnel approach would afford a considerable saving in equipment costs. 
This foliowe from the fact that the coit'of the additional r-f switch matrix 
in the receiver and the track-de-scan logic will be more than offset 
by the eliminatida of 12 receiving channels, each containhg 8 parametric 
amplifier. On the other extreme, the most reliable utilization of the 
multi-beam antenna would be to provide individual transmitter chains for 
each beam, This is the equivalent of 13 independent transponders opera- 
ting with a common antenna structure. In this manner, failure of any one 
of the transponders would reeuft only in introducing a gap in the coverage 
envelope of the ground station. 
' 
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It is obvious that the system designer should tend towards the redun- 
dant appruach where the unattended station with minimal logistic support 
is concerned. In terms of acquisition time, where a single receker scam 
the 13 antenna ports, the acquisition time would be increased by a factor 
of 13. This m a y  be only rnarginaily acceptable. Recalling that nobe & a d  
lirnaing ie essentiai In ttre ground tr&nspcAdller, by virtue- of 
smewraft power outgut did rmu& in a**ignal-to-noiee 
t,haaz -10 ub at the mmxtmum range, a frequency trackfag scheme must be 
included. Once available, the frequency tr&ing circuit &hrc?s 8' sfsple 
mean8 of'determining an adhe barn condition and permits the use of one- 
to-ane logic in controlling the ferrite switching matrix at the ouwt  uf the 
transmitter. For these reasons, use of multiple receivers rather than 
multiple transmitters is justifiable on the grounds that tramponder per- 
formance is tmprpved thereby, 'd well a3 reliability. The recommended 
systtMln design can be regarded, tierefore, as a hybrid where the beet 
amprornise is sought between.reliahility and equ@ment cost. Dltimatei 
decision ELS to the final configuration for tbe unattended stations +st 
await the evaluation of the reliability factors and the logisties cogtis in- 
curred by component failures. It L appropriate that this be performed 
on the bk&gn study phase of the AROD program, 
It is interestiilg to note, that for the representative system design 
chosen for this report, g r d  stations located where l-tic support is 
readily available, by tending towards the more complex track-while-scan 
ctorrfiguration, WOUU result in lower equipment cost than the redundant 
configurations. An additional large investmeat in the key parameters of 
of eyatem performanee enhancement atzd is, 
there€are, not economical. An alternab approach for selecting the active 
benm of themufti- ntenna which appears promising for the manned 
ground sbation is to cry an fnterferometer at the command link fre- 
quewfor controlling receiver and transmitter switching matricee in the 
S-band transponder. "hie approach may be competitive in  cost and =liability- 
to the track-while-scan system and is worthy of further study, At the 
, 
I 
# 
13 antenna gain or effective noise temperaEure, 
* 
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t 
contemplated command l iPk frequency (in the regio2 of 136 megacycles), 
ray bending due Lo refraction of the atmosphere would not introduce any 
significant problems in the interferometer. The maximum gross angular 
e r r o r  at a 5O elevation angle would be approximately 0.5'; however, by 
introducing a ectrrection function in the read-out of the interferometer, 
thie e n a t  could be reduced to less than 0.20.14 The interferometer, 
€s not recommended for the ynmanned station for the same reason &B the 
track-while-scan approach, rramefy complexity. 
3.5 Trade-off Analysis I 
As icdicated earlier, the performance objectives for the representa- 
tive system design werf established from an analysis of all error sources, 
and the system penalties were derived lrom estimates of the weight and 
input power to!erabte on the spacecraft. Next will be analyzed the varia- 
tions irt system performance that resuit from changes in system param- 
eters  to indicate the trade-offs that a re  to be considered in the selection 
of the operatioilal AROD system. 
In Table 7, the representative system design is compared with other 
possible system coafiguratioils on the basis of the total measurement 
error. Several asmrnyiions were necessary to facilitate the comparison; 
the m o ~ e  important of these assumptions are: 
.a The operating freqtiency is fixed at 2000 Mc, hence the propaga- 
tion-induced errars are the same for all systems. 
All systems employ a varactor harmonic generator as the 
source in the vehicle. 
The same ground station des@ approaoh, i.e., multi-beam 
antenna and multiple receivers, is employed. in the ground stations 
for ai1 systems being compared. 
0 r-f 
* 8 
0 
To obtain the trade-off data shown in Table 7,estimates were made 
of the weight and input power requirements for two spacecraft systems 
other than the representative system (see Section 4.1.6) and the antenna 
p i n  and relative cost of two other ground stations. The relative equip- 
ment costs shown in the table apply to unattended stations, For stations 
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Table 7 
Trade-Off lobi e 
-_ I !--- . 
f i 21 i 55 
2 21 55 
W W W S t ~  2t I 55 
4 27 114 
$ (repre- 
sentotive) 27 114 
6 27 114 
7tfi;gh cod) 40 . * 250 
8 .; 40 250 
9 40 " 250 
* .  
- 
b w e t  
brtpui 
(WOt)s] 
2 5  
2 5  
2 5  
1 2 5  
125 
125 
25 
25 
25 
Measurement Errors 
at h = W  mi, I R=lW mi. Ground Station Equipme& 
13 
7 
19 
13 
7 
. 19 
13 
7 
=XI 
13 
5 
-50 
13 
5 
u 5 0  
13 
5 
& -I_ 
Relative1 gr 
G s t  1 (meters) 
2 5  3.0 
1 .o 3 2  
J 3.8 
2.5 3.0 
1.0 3.1 
J 3.4 
a34 
.062 
BI9 
.or/ 
.o45 
with better logistics support, 8 smaller variation in relative costs &tween 
the three systems would result from the tendency to employ less redundancy. 
me total measurement errors far tbe nine syste&s resdting from all com- 
binations of the three vehicle syeteme and the three ground stations were 
then calculated from the data in Section 2.5. 
Several trends and conclueions are apparent from Table 7 .  The econ- 
omy of keeping the various error ~ources 'Yn balanceft c m  be seen by 
comparing sysiem 7 ewest cost), system 5 (representative sygtem), and 
system 3 (Io*est cost). The data for these systems indicate that perform- 
ance degrades rapidly as equipment capability is decreased. while substan- 
tial increases in equipment capability result in only minor improvements 
in performance. Tbus, an objective of 3.2 to 3.4 meters for the range 
measurement error seems reasonable. With respect to the range rate measure- 
ment error, approximately 0.03 meters per second see- to be a reasonaUe* 
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the Feasibiliv Study. I 
I 
objective, although the balancing of this error wa6 not a primary goal of 
I The data contained in the Trade-Off Table will provide useful @e- 
lines for the design of the operational AROD system and for the division 
of system penalty factore between spacecraft and ground statim. For 
example, System 1 might be preferable to the representaW9 system #f 
the n m k r  of ground stations were sufficiently mail, or if the vehfae 
penalty rrdtrztions c d d  JuMiy the increased investment in the ground 
mmions. Aiteraatively, System 9 might be a superior choice to the recom- 
mended system if the additional vehicle penalty were tolerable or if the 
number of ground stations were sufficiently large. The ultimate choice 
must await the design phase of the AROD program wben missions and re- 
quirements are further defined and the system can be optimized. The use of it 
representative eptem desm was appropriate for the Feasibility Study 
because the ultimate choice dues not reflect significantly on the question 
of feasibility. 
$6 
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The discussion of the important implementation considerations affect@ 
the design of the representative AROD sy~tern will begin with the space- 
craft equipment. In this subsection, emphasis is placed upon the transmitter, 
wideband receiver, phase-locked Imps, and measurement circuits. An d- 
mate of the weight, power pad vdume required for the spacecraft equip- 
ment is included. 
4.1.1 Gpacecraft Transmitter 
The vehicle tranrimitter requires more m e r ,  weight3 more, ard 
occupies more volume than any &er portion of the AROD spaceoraft equip- 
ment. Considerable attention W a s  devoted, therefore, to the selection of 
the design approach used in the repreeentative system. 
4.1.1.1 R-F Sarrces 
At the cl;taet of the AROD Feaeibility Study, an investigation was ini- 
tiated to detenmiae which r-f sources could be considered suitable for use 
in the AROD s m e m r f t  transmiq. * fn c o n e a d o n  04 tim pnticipated 
maximurn ogeraUag range af S 4 U  nautiqal miles enb ibe desired AROD 
measurement accuraGieB, power soumes between 2.5 axxi 30 wattd at fre- 
quencies between 1.0 and 2.5 OC: were considered. Both amplifier and 
oscillator devices were i estigakd and a comparison W B B  made, based 
on reliability, efficiency, weight, packaging factore, modulation flexibility, 
phase stability, power supply reqr;ire&ents and ruggedness, 
f" 
* 
. .  
The following cornRgnents were investigated for suitability as the trans- 
0 Klystrons 
e 
mitter output stage: 
Crossed field devices including cw amplitrons and voltage tuned 
magnetron asciIlatt9rs. 
0 Traveling wave tube amplifiers. 
* G w M  Drift Tube Klystrons. 
0 - 
I) 
Thermionic tride-cavity oscillators, mnpUfiere rad mltipiiers. 
A u~~ -&e ieirocie-cavity ampiifiers. 
Varactm harmonic generators (selected approach). 
T%...----- 
' Stability Requirements 
Regardless of whether the spacecraft transmitter output stage were an 
mil lator,  amplifier, or harmonic generator, a high degree a€ frequency 
and/or phase stability would be required in ordelf to satisfy the measure- 
ment accuracy objectives eatabliefied in Section 2.5. If a high stability 
crystdl oscillator employing proportimal type temperahre contrd and 
having a bacric output frequency in the region of 5 Mc fs considered as 
representative of a state-of-the-art frequency standard for spaceborne 
application, a short-term stabt2itg (1 to 10 eeconds) of 2 2 x could 
be achieved with a reasonable expenditure of temperature contrd power. 
If it is a~lsumed that tbe frequency varies linearly during the one second 
interval, 8 drift of 1 x wfll be encountered in the maximum propa- 
gation time (50 milliseconds) for the AROD system. Long term stability 
of the s a q e  Wit after warm-up would be less than 1 x lo-' per day. Thew 
stabilities meet the performanex. objectives eetaMished in Section 2.5. 
Indications are that fnlequemy prlandanb suitable for use in a space 
environmentand'haw short t e r m  stability of 5 parts in lo1' pe; second 
will soon be available. Small transistorieed pprtable laboratory type 
units of &he abwe stability are now available off-the-shelf. 
If the output atage of the spacecraft microwave transmitter is self- 
excited, the same degree of stability a8 that of a crystal standard would 
Le desirable. If an amplifier is employed at the transmitter output, the 
88 
r-f oscillator stability must be preserved throughout any mdtiplier and 
driver stages, as well as in the amplifier stage. The requirements for a 
harmonic generator output stage are essentially similar to those of the 
multiplier-driver, except for the hxgher power handing capability. 
1 
Klystrons 
The investigation of the mystran os r showed that a high degree 
u€ frequewy ssabiiity uan be achieved in g;fr>und-based equipment by either 
passive stabilization 01: by phse-tock to a quartz crystal reference. 
Several state-of-the-art plume -1 sek systems are capable of o m  part in 
8 6 10 per second short term stability and one part in 10 per week over 2 5O C 
temperature range, but the effieieucy and the ruggedness'of such equipment 
is nd well  suited for space application. In consideration of the phase 
stability requirernentb'of an amplifier stage at the output of the transmitter, 
the Klystron amplifier is  qaite inefficient due to the requirement €or a high 
"degree af power supply regulation in &dit%on to the basic amplifier in- 
efficiency. 
* 
Crossed Field Devices 
Of the crossed field devices. the Amplitron has been found to be the 
most efficient. The Raytheon QKSS97 is capable of producing a minimum 
'power output of 25 watts at 2200 Mc with a plate circuit efficiency in excess 
- of 50 per cent. The driving power at this output level would be approximately 
250 milliwatts. This could be easily supplied by a crygta.l oscillator and a 
varactor multiplier chain. Although the Amplitron presents a number of 
advantages power supply regulation becomes a coneiderable problem when 
a curve BUCB ELB that &town in Figure 17 is considered. Tlre extreme slope 
of the V-I characteristic xnak~e  the maintenance of phase stability very 
difficult for any constant current supply suitable for spacecraft installation. 
At the momegt, this appears to be the prfncipal problem associated with t he  
use of the law power m Amplitron in the ARQD spaceborne trammitter. 
The problem of maintaining the low power cw Amplitron at the critical 
operating point has been studied for some t h e  by the manufacturer. Since 
89 
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little anode current can be drawn. exeepk at the correct voltage far inter- 
action at the freq.termy of the drive eignaI applied, the key to sucwssful 
operation is that the Axnplitron must be maintained at a constant current 
1eve1-l~ it is therdore comenient to set tbie voltage with a power supply 
. A suitable current 
satisfaaory for AI3033 mainly with regard to efficiency. 
Amptitron stmeture must also & considered. Figure 35 illustrates tem- 
perature characteristics d a Raytheon QKS997 Amplitron. 
Prcbkms assoz!at,-d with ‘Ue perrla~-iei& magmi “hiat i6 pari ox. .I. me 
An interesting characteristic of &e Arnptitron is its ability to serve 
as a passive transmission fine when the high voltage is removed. Wit& a 
low forward insertion loss of 0.2 to 1.0 db, an addiiioaal element of re- 
li&llity is ad&& to th;e system if the driver power level is suitable for 
e, this point may 
rtant factor ff er power capability of the Arngdiitrbn were 
to be emplay@ only €or long range operation and at other times, the trans- 
&&er power were reduced to conserve spacecraft primary power. Further 
~~~~~~~~e~~~ in the cw Amplitron may make it suitable for aROD appfica- 
tion, especially where higher r-f power levels are desirable; however its 
pluitability from the reliability standpoiat remains to be proven, 
trdled, frequency or phase mcldulated, and cpt~ withstand the vibration and 
Sinee theVoitage Tunable Magnetron CBD. be frequency can- 
shock associated with operation in a spaceborne environment, i t  was eon- 
puts from 0.5 watte to 50 watts, Typical plate efficiency is about 40 per 
cent. The VTM ie essentially a wide-band .device U t  em be linearly 
tuned at rates in exeese 
to a narrow-band application involves utilizing special techniques ia high 
voltage regulation and AFC to hold the centm frequency within the speci- 
fied tolerance. To provide a high degree of frequency &ability, a feedback 
circuit is required, Circuits that are applicable inelude: 
cycles per second squared. TO adapt it 
e 
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0 Frequency comparison 
e hjectionl1.rcking 
0 Loaddmatch  
Phasecornparigon 
Of these, injection @Smg appears to be the rnclst suitable for AROD w e  
mmtjmmm cooltrol of tine out& fretpew and does not 
assdciated with the comparison rate of the frequency 
comparison and the plume oompnrinnn clip_tlts. Ceittr2! by !csb rziszzzt& 
is sat zpp:ic;aW& io M W D  needs, since frequency error would be no less 
than about 0.1 per cent. With injection locking, power supply regulation 
probtems are similar ta those associated with the Amplitron, except for 
the peculiarity that exists in the Amplitron control locus. No known eimi- 
Iarlty exists fur the VTM. An additional problem uf concern is permanent 
magnet flux h i t y  variations c a m  by changes in magnet temperature. 
During the mawfecr;uriag pnw=ass, the tubers permanent magnet is stabil- 
i d  d temperstwe mintmize these wtrhtions, but m a  WMI 
special &eign the mprature/frequeay variation is presently 
1.8 x IO-' perm& pet ctegree C. ~ w i a m e a a l l y ,  tht applicability of the 
VTM to AROD cmnpres to that of the Amplitron. The overall eff icieniy 
w d d  rindoubtediybe somewhat lese due to the lower efficiency of the tube. 
., 
Trapeling Wave Tube Amplifiers 
The investigation of the Traveling Wave TuBe (TWT) has indicated that 
I 
there are a number of units available €or spaceborne application in the 
S-band frequency region. The etate-of-the-art for these unitrs is well 
adwqced abd'aeveral S-barrd pnits including solid-rsttte puwer supply are 
available off-ttnS-sh&. The& unita have been primarily designed for 
satellite telemetry -commmicatica w idebaod microwave amp1 if ic at ion. 
The efficiency for the tube {inchding heater power) is approximately 30 
per cent ab midband. For B 12 watt r-f output package, including an all 
solid-state power supply, the mllrtnat overall efficiency is approximately 
15 per cent. In an AROD application, Be point of concern for the TWT 
would be the phase iwtabiiitles arhfch are generally functions of power 
* * (  
t 
ir 
supply variations and changes in environmental conditions. A t  the time of 
the investigation, no exact data was available on this point, but it was 
generally agreed among manufacturers fiat a "rule of thumb" to follow 
would be that 0.01 per cent changes in helix voltage wil l  =use a 1 degree 
change in phase. The anode and grid sensitivities are appmximately 10 
per &at of the helix sensitivity. 
1 b 
Supported Drift Tube Klystrons 
The Eimac Supported Drift Tube Klystron (SDTK) has been considered 
d u r a  the f;lpacecraft transmitter component investigation, since it appears 
to offer simplicity, ruggedness, and high degree of stability without some 
of the disadvantages of other tube devices. Mainly, since the SDTK does 
not employ a magnetic field. the problems associated with the use of a 
permaaent magnet are eliminated. Significant features of the Eimac 
X-1005 am 10 watts output' h~ the region 2200 to 2300 megacycles with 
.005 per eant frequency StaQilftY when operating ag a pow& wcillator. b 
It ap&a.rs that it would be difficult to achieve a frequency stability better 
than one part in 10 even by phase ~mGng to a crystal oscillator-multiplier 
chain, The efficiency (including heater power) is estimated as being greater 
tfuun 30 per cent. 
7 0 
The major problem assooiated with ais device is that of modulating 
the wtput signal. Presently, the modulation bandwidth is specified as 
being + 2M) kc although it is estimated that an electronic bandwidth of + 1 
MG can be achieved through the use of a varactor modulator that is coupled 
to the oscillator cavity. Furth8r investigation would be required to deter- 
mine if the SDTK could fullfill the AROD frequency stability requirements 
via phase-lock to a crystal controlled fmquency generator and at the same 
time provide the desired modulation bandwidth. Considering that the AROD 
modulation index is small, the SDTK may be useful if power supply regula- 
tion requirements do not present unusual problems. This device is not 
known to have unusual voltage or  current characteristics. 
- - 
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Thermionic Devices 
A number of cavity thermionic devices were investigated including 1 
the following: 
0 Cavity oscillators 
e Cavity amplifiers 
Of these, the wit; amplifier is m s t  euitable for m e  in the deeign of an 
LarGmi~&i, c&&c-& gts kc:-&- &e ue-& Qia&ule as6"q&G 
with regulation of the high voltage supply. 
space6rne  operation at S-band. Models ere available with r-f output power 
up to 25 watts. Plate circuit efficiency for  these units is approximately 
35 percent. 
Until recently, the triode and the cavity for all of these units were 
built repiira'tely and a suitable combination w88 chosen by the designer aad 
manufacturer of the uait rssembly. An admucement in the state-of-the-art 
that is said to provide increased &ability is a cavity-triode assembly manu- 
factured as a single unit. The cavity 04 this unit ia evac-d during the 
manufacturingprocese. An additional feature of this device is a second 
filament that pravidee quick warm-up for  intermittent operation. If em- 
ployed in the AROD transmitter, this feature would be a deeirable one, 
since it may provide a considerable power MLving. 
Several cavity triode amplifier UaiQ are available df-the-shelf for 
Among the disadvantages associated with the w e  of the cavity triode 
amplifier in the AROD trafmmitter design iEJ the low gain which is apprort- 
imately 10 db for the higher F e r  units. Afthaugh a cavity tetrode could 
posrefbly provide increaeed gain, DD &#able unit wna found for operation 
at S-band. 
Varactor Harmonic Qlewratora 
As is the case f o r  most epaoeborne electronic equipment, the hlgh 
degree of reliability to be realized from the use of adid-state components 
is extremely desirable in the spaceborne transmitter of the M O D  system. 
d 
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Through the use of the varactor Harmonic Generator (HG), it may be pos- 
sible to generate r-f energy at S-band having the same degree of stability 
ae that of its lower frequency driving source which can be a transistorized 
temperature controlled crystal oecillator. With this des@, the require- 
mentsforextremely well regulated high voItage supplies and regulated fila- 
ment supplies are eliminated. However, a well regulated low vol tsge source 
wfll be required for generating suEFicient VHF energy to hive  a varactor 
multiplier &,ab to the desired oiitpd level at  S-band. Present state-of- 
AA'r2e-tirt qm.idiiy ior rhe varactor harmonic generator a t  2 Gc is approx- 
imately 2.5 watts r-f output power and the efficiency will be dependent 
upon the order of multiplication. Typjcai efficiencies for the HG when driven 
in the 100 megacycle region are: 70-80 per cent doubling, 50-70 per cent 
tripling, and 40-50 per cent quadrupling. Presently, efficiencies at S-band 
are somewhat less,  but considering the rapid advance of the device tech- 
nology, both the efficiency and the power handling capabilrty should soon 
approach the present performance at VRF. Typical conversion efficiencies 
for various types of harmonic generator ekcuits at S-band have been shown 
to range from 35 per cent for a quadrupler to 60 per cent for a doubler 
when using a micro-etch germanium varactor diode. * 
In addition to the epitaxial and gallium arsenide varactor diodes that . 
and are snikhle fsr cff!cic;f karmsiiic have cut-off frequencies above 100 
generation at -band, the diffused-junction silicon varactor diode such as 
the Raytheon E K 303 is of interest ,  since it can deliver approximately 
100 watts of r-f power at 100 megacycles with an efficiency of 35 per cent 
as a doubler. 
For the varactor HC to be useful in the AROD spacecraft transmitter 
it may be necessary f o r  tibe r-f energy at the output stage to contain the 
range tone modulation. It has been shown l6 that the varactor frequency 
multiplier can be amplitude, frequency or phaee modulated in that it can 
reproduce the driver modulation at the output of the multiplier. Amplitude 
modulation is not of interest in the design of the AROD transmitter. There- 
fore, it will not be considered. Inboth FM and PM, since the total power 
remains conatant throughour the sequence of modulation, the HG chain can 
a 
. 
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be optimized at only me power level with no cmcern for input-output power 
linearity. Since a typical doubler can provide approximately 10 per cent 
bandwidth, no difficulty should be experienced in passing the significant 
sidebauds that contain the AROD range tone modulation if a low modula- 
tion index is employed. Parameters fur She AROD system indicate that only 
mi energy, the half F e r  bandwidth of the multi- 
. Since s e v d  cascade muStiptiers will be re 
plier chain must be considered. Again. no prohfsm In fonreee~?, s k c e  9 
large ~ambr d sigzdfficzcf sidc"-s ai 'rhe transmitter output 16 neither 
required nor desirable aad the modulatian bandwidth will be relatively 
small. 
Among the problems assoqiated with the use of the cascade HG is the 
degradation of performance with changes in average varactor capacitance, 
circuit inductance changes, etc., caused by various environmental condi- 
tions. Obviously, i€ the number of components can be kept small, the corn- 
zed. Therefore, an important qualitative consider- 
tjp€ier chain fs the harmonic number, since it 
will directly influence the number of components. It has been pointed out 
that the key to obtaining good efficiencies in high order multipliers is the 
use of "idler" circuits.17'18 Since this will entail the use of additional 
components, high order harmonic generation in  a single stage must be 
compared against the use of doubler stage8 on more than just the basis of 
efficiency. When the mtput frequency is m much as one-tenth of the varactor 
cut-off frequency,*t&e doubler has been found to be decidedly more efficient 
tfitaa higher order multipliere. On this basis, a doubler appears to be the 
best ch&e for the f M  stage of the varactor HG AROO spacecraft trans- 
mitter, F 
II 
4.1.1.2 Solid State Transmitter Design 
This section treats the design of the spacecraft transmitter for the 
representative AROD system based on the choice of the varactor HG as 
the most suitable design approach. 
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In mdar EO employ the varacmr ~~r~~~~ Ee~erator in the d w k p  
an S-band AROI) spacecraft transmitter, some means must be found to 
gewrate &fie r-f spectrum energy in exces  of the state-af-the-art capa- 
biXity of El s 
made up af 
varactor output stage. Since the AROD spectrum will be 
modulated and ~~~~1~~ fixed frequency microwave 
The microwave r-f spect.~~r?z te k trammitt& is alilsiraiisct h Figure 
19. To satisfy kRUD periurtnar,ce requirements as discussed in siectioa 3.2, 
frequencies fl. and fg are ea& geoerated at a level crf ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~  watts. 
To accomplish this, the output energies af two 2.5 watt. €iG & a h  are 
summed. Siwe modulation is not employed on either crf these signals, the 
problem af maintaininff correct phase relationship is not B serious one. 
Wfien properly des 
1 can be pre-adjusted far optimum 
05: a @ingle ehanael are driven from 
a cornman source. onily phase stability is of-c-on- Lerz. 
~ ~ b ~ g u ~ ~ ~  resolving tones. TE,ese are harmcjnicdly related signals and all 
are generated iii the Itrequency synthesizer. In the design of the r-f spec- 
trum, the range tones were setected so that the power fevet at frequency 
fg (inciudiag the sideband power) need not; be greater than 2-5 watts. This 
permits the .use d a single HG chain for generating carrier frequency fg 
and the associated modulation spectrum. 
frequency f, is pbase modulated by the four lowest frequency range 
Y 
each having i. differat frequenc~r,is to be summed iaEo a singfe antema. 
As e~piolined earlier, tfie individrraf. branches of a c h a d  having a common 
freqwmy, for instance the 2.QW CC channel. should cause no serious prob- 
lems, &ace phase a d  amplitude can be adjusted BO k a t  a hybrid ring can 
be employed to sum the power. Very little loss should occur at the differ- 
ence port of the ring iT phase and amplitude stability is assured. This 
arrangement is illustrated in Figure 20 for frequencies fl  ;ud fg. 
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To sum frequencies f l ,  f2, and f into the C C I ~ ~ Q ~  ante-. directional 
filters are qmployed. Since the separations between frequencies are rela- 
tively ~ d ,  highQ cavity type f i l t r e  will be required. =rip-fine configu- 
ration is raIed aut at this point since the unImded Q af typical diefectric 
material indicates insufficient isolation would rwult. 
3 
29 
Item and a common ante- are sugge 
of 
of the radiated frequencies offers another possibility. 
The impartaat point here wwld be &o aatifeve a common phase center in 
the desm of the antenna. A des* such as a turnstile cudd sathiy this 
mndftion. EIP addition, the c r w ~  polarization woutd provide g d  isolation 
between channels due to the Low mutual cmphg. Three elements would 
be required for the three frequency AROD spectrum. Any single element 
could be used for receptlan, since circular polarization is Byggested as 
most dersirabte for the growd station antemas. 
the r-f sat ion 
later. Five valiutor HG chafms'are ernplayed in this design and each b 
supplied with sufficient r-f energy in the region d 60 megacycles to pro- 
&ce the d3girt.d ni~tpat toy& zt micr..ura.srr freqze,-,ie=:. g*&i!jz& 
i 8 are supplied from the spacecraft frequency synthesizer. and 
translistor amplifiers are used to generate the required drive level. Since 
a 5 watt power level L desired at 2.000 CC and 2.005 Ce, two HG chains 
are wed at each frequency and thq power is smmed to produce the 5 watt 
e transistor amplifiers provide sufficiept power 
ideband power, is required 
at 2.00375 &, a single HG chain is used. The transistor amplifier €or 
driving this multiplier chain psovides appraxfmately one-balf the r-f power 
level of those for dr lv iq  the parallel HG chains. 
" 
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4.1-1.3 Modulator 
Referring to the illustration of the transmitter r-f spectrum, (Figure 
19) microwwe frequency f is shown phase modulated by ambiguity re- 
solving tones of the following frequencies: 
2 
5/32 Mc 156 kc- 
Si512 Mc zz 9 .8kc  
*5/8192 Mc w 610- 
*5/202,144 Ma s" 19 - 
"ro assure reliable perfcrzxa~ce <if the spacecrtGu't receiver 
phase-locked loop whose purpose will be to track the carr ier  
frequency f2, the 610 - and the 19- range tones a re  complemented 
with the 9.8 kc tone, 
Thle removes modulation tones from the vicinity of the carrier.  
The qWng process to accomp1ish this is shown in Figure 20 
along with the linear mixing of all ambiguity resolving tones to 
provide the composite input signal to the modulator. 
Since the modulation index of the range tones will be kept small in 
order to Umit the significant sidebands to oniy a first order se t  per range 
toae, rndtiplication of the modulation index need not be resorted to in order 
to produce .the desired results. Therefore, there a re  a number of points 
along the chain of transistor amplifier and varactor harmonic generator 
stages of the fi microwave channel at  which modulation could be accomp- 
lished. For simpiiciry, this point is shown at the transistor amplifier in 
Figure 20. 
Indications a re  that a varactor frequency multiplier may be made to 
8 serve the dual purpose of harmonic generator and phase modulator. 
Particularly, since the modulation bandwidth requirement is small, it may 
be deeirab€e ~ modulate in a later stage of the carrier generator chain. 
The quadrupler or first mfcrowave doubler may prove to be a desirable 
point for injecting modulation. 
Given I power capability of approximately 2.5 watts, it is desirable 
to distribute this pawer as follows: 
I 
I 
to2 , 
Carrier - 1.6 watts 
156 k c  - 0.8 watts (total first  order sidebands) 
9.R kc - 0.1 watts (total f irst  order sidebands) 
600 - - 0.1 watts (total f i rs t  order sidebands) 
19 - - 0.1 watts’ (tatat first order sidebands) ’ 
The modulation index €or the 156 kc tone would be approximately 0.8 
radian. Por tfre Tempiaing tones, an index of approximately 0.3 rarffan 
wauld be required. 
4.1.2.4 Frequency Synthesizer 
Repeating the figures that have been given earlier in  the report re- 
garding frequency stability of the AROD transmitted signal, it is within 
the 8tate-of-the-art to achieve a short term stability of approximately 
11 5 parts in 10 per s e d .  Indications are that stability per day would 
9 be better than 1 part in 10 . This degree of frequency stability requires 
praport id  temperature control matched precisely to the turning poi& 
temperntare of &the cryetal. Quartz crystals aperating in the frequency 
region of 2.5 to 6 megacycles seem most suitable. In selecting the basic 
frequency for the AROD frequency synthesizer, 5 Mc seems a logical choice, 
since direct calibration against frequency standards, for example %%T, is 
easily achieved. 
From this gne frequency standard carried aboard the Spacecraft, all 
radio frequency, intermediate frequency, and range tune signals will be 
generated. Figure 21 is the basic block diagram of the synthesizer. In 
illustration, only the range tonee, Me Doppler Mas frequency, and the ”f” 
transmitter driving signals are synthesized. In addition, twelve intermedi- 
ate frequency local oscillator aigaals will be required for the spacecraft 
receiver. 
For simplicity, circuitry f o r  generating the local oscillator signals 
has been omitted from the diagram, since the generation process is iden- 
tical witfr that shown for other signals. 
d 
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A time-base will be required for making Doppler and range measure- 
ments. This signill will  be derived from the 5 XZC frequency standard. 
The exact circuitry of the timing N s e  generator illustrated in the block 
diagram, Firzurpl. 21,will be diewed by measurement requirements and 
computer interface parameters. 
4,113 Widthand Receiver 
m 
The spaoecraft receiver will sense the retransmitted spectrum from 
..- uy 4- fuw* -.*- v"uulllz& -.-e fj&Z@tzcf p3.& a'atioiir;, Fsr z y  6-ie gi.3*& a*&- 
tiwr, the spectrum at the receiver wi l l  be similar to that sent to the g r d  
by the transmitter (Bee Figure 19) except that it will be shifted by the ground 
station translation f-ency plus the two-way Doppler. It is important to 
minimize overall receiver bandwidth and to as6we minimum cross-tatk 
between the four eets of signals. The four-station spectrum illustrated in 
Figure 27 has been &wen as representative for this study. Four ground 
two times the two way Dopglsr, or agqmxismteiy 12 megacycles. 
3 stations so arranged wolpld occupy a maximum bmdwidth of 11.250 Mc plus 
4-1.2 .I R-F A q l i f i w  
Referring to the illustration of the vehicle AROD transmitter-receiver 
r-f section, Figure 20, the 12 megacycle s p e c t m  received by the space- 
craft transmit-recefve antenna is presented to &e input of the receiver 
r-f amplifier throtigb a diplexer and a pre-selector filter. A tunnel diode 
amplifier will be used to mplify the incdming spectrum before down con- 
vertiug to the intermediate f requew (i-f). Off-the-&elf tunnel diode 
microwwe ampiifien, are presently available having a mise figure of less 
than 4 db, sad a gain of approximobely, 20 B;b. Them amplifiers are capable 
af bandwidths in exceas of 100 &IC. Therefore, no problem is foreseen in 
, 
Q 
obtaining uniform response witbin the 12 Mc passtiand required for the 
AROD receiving spectrum. 
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4.1.2.2 Mixer 
k tunnei & d e  mixer will be used to down convert the amplified micro- 
wave eigaat spectrum to &e i-f spectrum of approximately 54 to 66i mega- 
cycles. since tlats converter requires only watts of  low^ osciilator 
I 
Gf ~czur&2 ARC3 mzagur3meab. 
Isoolation will be 8 point o€ concern in the design and deTcreIopment of 
the r-f section of the receiver. For the assumed system parameters, the 
center of the rnicrmave spectrum received from ltbe f a r  g r d  stations 
will. be about 60 rnfsgacgcles lower in frequency than the 2.000 Gc trans- 
mitted signal. Therefore, the minimum separation between transmitted 
and received sqpuils at the qmce vehicle wiff be appraximatefy 54 mega-' 
cycles, Although it 
decpfred rtaceiver-tr 
AROL, ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ n ~  accuracy ~ ~ ~ i ~ e ~ ~ ~ t ~  dictate that 
the frequency translation at the ground stations €E made as small as pos- 
siMe in order to reduce the affects of translation oscillator drift. A mean 
transrfation frequency of 60 rnegacyeks w a r e  to be a reasonable choice 
whereby recefve'r4mimrnitter issfation requirements can be satisfied. 
MMinioturized cclaxiaI circulators and multi-section pre-selectors are 
applicable for achieving &e isola&icm. Sub-minLshtre circdators are now 
available for opersths at S-band having inilt ieulation of 20 db aad 
antenna match, isd 
t wei&t is 188s than 
between transmitter and 
5 
2 2  S h s  and size is approximately 3 cubic 
rmiver, a 4 section interdigital bandpass filter can be added between the 
To achieve an isolation 
F 
circulator receiver port and the receiver. For a rejection of approximPitely 
40 db of the transmitted microwave spectrum at the receiver input and a I 
passband of IS rnegacydes, the filter insertion loss would be approximately 
0.5 db. Size of &e unit would be approximately 10 cubic inches and weight 
is estimated at 0.5 pounds. 
Another device that may find &plication in the design of the M O D  
transmitter-receiver microwave r-f section is the ferrite limiter. Several 
models are available using a garnet sphere in a dielectric-filled strip-line 
configurmon whereby the integpttion of the limiter w#tttr other circuit cam- 
ponents into a single strip-line subassembly is facilitated. In the frequency 
r % i e ~  2-s 2 Cc, it f ? ~  n;stkzted +&=E the ! i~~i t -  Lbrech~!d . ~ f  SITFA p 
unit could be made as low as a few microwatts if the bandwidth were  small. 
Although the insertion loss is high when compared with other microwave 
components in the receiver input section, the acceptance of the 2 db loss 
could prevent overload in a later receiver section, for instance the tunnel 
diode amp!ifier. 
Since the minimum power requirement for the receiver focal oscillator 
is appraximatefy 67 db bctow the power level of the 2,000 Gc transmitted 
signal, sufficient isolation must be provided in the dipkxer aad the re- 
+ ceiver pre-selector to prevent receiver overloading. Even more important 
regarding the isolation problem will be the elimination of receiver inter- 
ference from the 2.00373 Gc and %&e 2.005 CC transmitted signals. To aid 
in aecompfishing this, the transmi#er and receiver spectrums have been 
60 arranged that the transmitter interference signats are furthest from rhe 
receiving SpectruJn. 
4.1.2.3 Wideband I-F Amplifier 
Before separating the twelve major signals contained in the down con- 
intermediate frcequency amplifier 
will be employed to increase the signal amplitude. An i-f center frequency 
of 60 Mc has Seen chosen since it is compatible with both bandwidth and 
gain requirements. Up to 1W db of gain can be achieved in  off -the-shelf 
equipment that includes tuneel diode microwave amplifier tunnel diode 
mixer, and transistorized i-f ampIifier . 
4.1.2.4 Post I-F Receiver Circa$& 
la order to provide rPimi1ar characteristics for detecting each of the 
twelve major signals of the received spectrum, wherever possible identical 
circuitry is employed in each channel of the post i-f section of the receiver. 
FQwe 23 is a simplified block diagram of this receiver eection. It illus- 
. 
trates the equipment associated with the reception of one ground station. 
Re€erring to the AROD frequency allocation W e ,  the microwave frequencies 
frmsmitted f rcm g r u a  statfor;. iziunber 1 w d d  Be 1934.375 Mc, 1938.125 
X'nic 2 moriuiation tones, and 1939.375 Mc. These frequencies are based on 
8 translation at the particular ground station of 65.625 Mc. Zero Doppler 
' p .  
is assumed for &io example. 
After down conversion in  the r-f section of the receiver, the micro- 
wave signals transmitted from ground station number 1 appear at 65.625 Mc, 
61.875 Me (plus sidebands) and 60.625 Me respectively. 
fintical 5 Mdc passband amplifiers a re  employed to f eed  each of these 
to B phase-lock tracking filter. Ea& amplifier will have a paslsband 
fa eu?tss of two times the maximum Doppler bandwidth for the 
signal returned from the ground station. ?Izis will be approximately 500 kc. 
Each incoming signal is converted to a mean frequency of 5 Mc by mhing 
with a signal that is derived by combining an r-f ~ignal from the frequency 
synthesizer. 
lator signals, iedation impiifiers are employ& to couple the output of 
the fio Ma widebaad amplifier to the individual mixer circuits that drive 
To prevent cross coupling of the intermediate frequency local oseil- 
the phase-lock I-. bolation Is inportant here, since some local oscil- 
lator signals may be identical in frequency to that of a down converted 
received sipnal in another channel. 
*_ Automatic Gain Control CAW) should be provided to the wideband 
amplifier to prevent possible overioadlng, but since the signal levels from 
the individual ground stations m a y  differ, separate AGC signals are gener- 
ated in each channel of tbe receiver. In the final design, it may be possible 
tb simpltfy circuitry somewhat by generating o d y  one AGC signal for con- 
trolling all receiving circuitry associated with a single ground station. 
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To generate an AGC signal that contrds the gain of the 5 M c  bandpass 
amplifier, the output signal is mixed with the 5 Me VCO output that has  
been shifted by W degrees. A filter is used to remove variations such as 
might be caused by modulation: etc., and to provide the desired AGC time 
constant. The output of the filter is used to control the gain of the bandpass 
amplifier. 
signal of the 5 Mc amplifier is through aslimiter 
i@ related to tbe phase of the 5 &IC VCO signal. After phase-lock is accom- 
plished in each of tbe three channels, Doppler information is extracted 
from the channel associated with the 2.000 Gc transmitted signal. Product 
detectors are employed to extract the 1.25 and 5 Mc signals, and the 156 
kc, 9.8 kc, 610 e:ps and 19 cps ambiguity resolving tones are extracted 
' froah the receiver channel (la) associated with the 2.00315 Gc transmitted 
signal. Since these signals have been mixed during transmission to pro- 
duce complement tones, a reverse process will be required at the receiver 
to regenemte &e 19 cps sad 610 cps range tones. The preservation of 
phase infcmnation coetatnr#l ia the lower frequency ambigufty resolving 
tones is equallg important to that for the 1.25 and 5 M c  toass. This is to 
be considered in the design of the de-complementing circuitry. This point 
is also of cnnwrn i n  separating the r-ue tcno~.. 
ng qpiied io the phase detector where the signal phase 
4.1.3 Phase Locked Loops 
This subsection contains a discussion of the design of phase locked 
loops which are required as a part af: the AROD spacecraft equipment. The 
first part illustrates the type a€ lo opt^ required and some operations on b e  
signals which simplify the task required of the phase locked loops. "his 
is followed by a brief discusion of the operating principles of phase tocked 
loopa during both acquisition and tracking. 
Phase locked loops are ueed in the spacecraft receiver as narrow band 
filters. This results in PUT improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) which 
is equal to the ratio of the bandwidth of the noise at &e input to the loop to 
the nohe bandwidth of the loop, The required input noise bandwidth is 
principally determined #y the range of Doppler frequencies which must be 
tracked, and the noise bandwidth of the loop is essentially determined by 
the rate of change d Dsppler frequency. An improvement of the order of 
100 to I is typical for the loops considered in  this report. However, before 
the increase in eigoal-b-noise ratio can be obtained, the input frequency 
must be determined, In addition, the loop must be capable of changing the 
center of f t s  prtsehd rapidiy emugh to track the signal as its frequency 
chaqes .  fiewe. it is imperative &at we izvestfgate both tLlc accgiisition 
aim.? ir-acirhg propwtieer of tbe ioop. 
The spectrum described in Section 4.1.1.2 requires phase locked loops 
. w.hich operate on frequencies of 5 , 2 0 0 0 ,  and 2005 megacycles. Phase locked 
loops are not required for the range ambiguity tones (Section 3.2). Since 
the frequency difference between 2000 and 2005 megacycles is small com- 
pared to 2000 megacycles. the loope3 which are locked to these frequencies 
will contain similar components. 
* 4.lJ.1 The Range Rate Loop 
The carrier frequency (ZOO0 megacycles) is the first signal component 
acquired by the AROD system. The three important goals for the AROD 
eystem which make the frequency acquisition problem a difficiiit one are 
ilic & U i i V * A U g ,  4 L -  C - l l - - - - > - - *  
1. It is required that the signal be acquired within ten seconds for 
the 90 nautical mile trajectory. (Section 3.4) 
In order for the ARUD system to be able to acquire a t  any point 
in a vehicle's trajectory, it must be capable of acquiring over the 
complete Dappler range of 100 kc: (Section 3.4) 
The signal-p(.%?er-to-noise-power ratio at the output of the Voltage 
Coatrolled Oscillator (VCO)+.(Figure 24) must be greater than 10 
to avoid threshold effects. 
The simul&neous realization of these gostls is difficult to aehieve because, 
2. 
3. 
21 
as will be shown later,  a short acquisition time requires a large natural loop 
frequency (Equation 41). as does a large acquisition range (Equations 37 and 
40) while a large signal-to-noise ratio requires a small natural loop 
112 
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frequency (Equation 181. In order tc achieve our objectives it is necessary 
to add an external acquisition scheme to the basic phase locked loop shown 
in Figure 24. 
During the early part of the ARQD Feasibility Study the most promising 
external acquisition scheme for the tracking receivers was  believed to be 
a CMrp matched filter?' However, as the eigaal dynamics requirements 
became btier established (see ~ppeadix I)), it was found that a simpler 
technique would suffice. In essence, this technique requires an external 
sweep circuit which sweeps the entire range of possible Doppler frequen- 
cies as is shown in Figure 25. The operation of this circuit can be described 
as  f d l m ~ :  
8 
8 
1. 
c 
1. initially, the problem is the acquisition of a signalsof k n w n  carrier 
frequency perturbed by an unknown Doppler which nay vary overthe range 
of i- 100 kc to 0, In order ta accomplish this, gate 2 is open and gates 1 and 
3 are closed, so that the VCO (voltage controlled oecillator) is being swept 
at a rate of 10 cps per second, Hence, it takes 10 seconds to sweep the 
complete 100 kc range. The resultant output from the mixer is passed 
through a fiiter with a passband from 0 to 100 cps. The output of the filter 
peaks when the frequency of the &ut signal coincides with the frequency 
of the sweep generator. For the signal-power-to-noise-power ratios ob- 
4 
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of detection will exceed .9 in a single pass and the false alarm probability 
wiil be lese than IO+. (Section 31 
2. Mter a signal has been detected, gate 2 is closed and gates 1 and 
3 'are opened. The phase locked loop takes over the remainder af the ac- 
qulsition function and then tracks the signal. The time required to com- 
plete acquWtim of t t r t  signal is much less than one second because the 
Doppler uncertainty has been reduced to 100 cycles per second. (Equation 41) 
The discriminator shown in Figure 25 assists the basic phase locked 
loop during tracking by feeding back a voltage which is  proportional to the 
Doppler frequency portion of the VCO output. The advantage accruing to 
the loop from the use of this feedback can be explained best by considering 
J 
- .  
, 
I I t I 
# I I  I I t  
the tracking performance of the phase locked loop both with and without 
feedback. The essential difference can be appreciated for an input signal 
of constant frequency ct! + A, where kc is the frequency of the input signal 
for  zero Doppler frequency and A is the Doppler frequency. It is conven- 
c 
ient to design the VCO so that its output frequency is uc when its input is 
zero volts. 
* 
It will be shown in Sectlon 4.1.3.2 that #e steady state tracking error 
(is . ,  &e ;>base dffferencc b t - ~ ~ e x  the izi+ut si@ and &e VCO uitp'ut) is 
praportionai to A in the absence of feedback, 'ihe eiiect .oi the ieeciback 
.- - 
is to continuously bias the VCO so that in the absence of an error signal 
from the low pass filter, after B time to, the frequency of the VCO -put 
contbues at the value it had attained at to; i n  the absence of feedback the 
VCO output frequency would tend towards i")~ after time t 
VCO, and hence. makes the effective value of A proportional to how well the 
response curves of the VCO and the discriminator are matched. (It is easy 
to match these curves to one part in a hundred), With this circuft , the 
tracking error due to the Doppler offset and the rate of change of Doppler 
frequency are balanced. Katurally, the linear range of &the VGO is inde- 
pendent of whether or not feedback is used and must be greater than the 
tobl Dqpler freauency. The output of the discriminator is also used as 
a bias compensator for the VCO in  the 5 Mc fine range phase locked loop. 
cantly improved by varlyirg parameters as a function of vehicle altitude. 
At h@ altitudes, the signal-power-to-noise-power deasity ratio is small, 
and hence, the loop bandwidth mqst ai80 be relatfvdy small 80 that the 
sfgEnal-power-t.o-naise-power ratio is acay3td.de. Fortunatefy , the fre- 
quency of the signal being tracked does not change rapidly BO that the track- 
ing error given by Equation is not excessive and &e small loop hand- 
width is acceptable. At lower altitudes, higher Doppler sates are expected, 
and hence, Larger Ioop bandwidths are necessary to avoid large tracking 
errors; the signal-paurer-to-noiee-powver density ratio afso increases so 
that the loop baufwidth can be increased without exceedirG the noise error 
This heurbtic 
0' 
argum b nt is an indication of haw the discriminator continuously biases the 
. I  
- 
In addition, it has been found that the loop performance can be signifi- 
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requirements. The improvement obtained by using one set of parameters 
at altitudes above 500 nautical miles and another eet below 500 miles is 
indicated under "Computation of Loop Performance.'' 
4.1.3.2 Fine Ranging Tom Wase Locked Loop 
The design &jectives for th be rangfag tone and range rate phase 
locked loops dtffer greatly. The requirements for the fine ranging tone 
Inrrrr a n A  +he zcLaunmn +&art A l U n r  8wnl . r  thn rr -m.<rmma.r+a -4 *I.- P.--.&-.. l ~ a n  
cyc ~ ~ U W V L W  rrvj  UI~IU* AAVLLI  i y c ~  AGYUALLIL~UIYLO VL uac. L . U I I I L C A  i w w y  
A-yr Tu 
> are ttt"e following: 
1. The fine ranging tom must be acquired in leas than one second. 
This is consistmt with the overall system requirement to begin tracking 
i 
a 
r' 
after approximately ten econds for the 90 mile orbit since acquisition of 
the 5 Mc tone cannot begin until after the carrier signal has been acquired. 
The acquisition of the carrier and fine range tone must be performed 
eequentklly because the fine range tene is derived by mixing the 2000 and 
2005 Me loup VCO outgujs. 
This loap must be capable of auquiring over a Doppler range of 
250 cycles per second. This is much less than the Doppler range af tbe 
carrier signal because Doppler frequency ie proportional to the frequency 
of the tone. 
These conditions are easy tq  meet because the carrier loop is locked 
to the correct frequeacy. Hence, the output af the discriminator on the 
range rate loop (Figure 25) uan Ise used to bias compensate the fine range 
tone loop (Eigwe 26) as well 88 the range rate loop. This means the lwp 
needs to acquire a rigmil which Mere in frequency by a emall amount 
from the b W  tenterr frequency of the YCO. In addition, the bias corn- 
pensat- which bas been added to the loop will help reduce the tracking 
errom to oigntficantly smaller value@ than would be otherwise obtained. 
The performance ob the loops are shown in the next section. 
4.1.3.3 Computation cd Loop Performame 
I .  
2. 
- 
The aoquisition and tracking performance of the oarrier phase locked 
c 
loop cLrcuit is described in summary form in Tables 8 and 9. Table 8 
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illustrates the performance of a carrier Soop for one set of loop circuit 
parameters; Table 9 e h w s  the improved characteristics when the loop 
parameters *e a function of vehicle dtitude. For the case illustrated in 
Table 9, one set d parameters €6 wed for altitudes which are above 500 
nautical d e s  (Lnd andher set L used below 509 musical miles. (optimi- 
zation d t€m loop parametera 8w1 witching aI 
of &e Feasibility €kdy but is 811 appropriate 
phseg of the ARGD pmgrmn.1 
txnplementetion of P circuit *ich utilizes the two sets of parameters 
is simple since it only requires two low-pass f'€fters and a switch to acti- 
not a primary gqal 
for aady in eubseguezxt 
.- ' 4 
vate the appropriate filter into the loop. A further improvement in the 
operation of the loop cau be obtained by m& the loop parmeters a con- 
tinuous function af altitude. This may be done by simply using a potentiorn- 
eter in @ace of the resistor R1 shown in Figure 27 and ie worthy of further 
?+ s t a y .  # 
Table l@ iUtwtrotea the performance of a loup whfch is designed for 
tracking the 5 M 
A short discrtssion of &we tabbe follm8; {A more compfste discus- 
sion and derivations of afl formulas used are contaiaed in Sectionxi 4.1.3.2 
a n i  4.1.3.3.): 
loap. The loop gain in radiane per second per radian is K, and T and 7' are 
the time constants 4 the low pass mter (Figure 2?)z3  
1. Th,e przrn,ctz~~ R, 7 ,  szd i' %re %e cirrruii parameters oi the 
2. The performance of the pbase locked loops is Shawn for altitudes 
from 90 to 2000 nautical miles a a i  eiewtion angles (E) from SO to 90'. 
The effective d m t  frequency, Am ia obtliaed from Equation 21 ami 
A- I); ttm rate 
Appendif D. 
3. 
-e of Doppler frequency (A) ~r t d n  f r m  
The effect d noise during tracking is deaertbed by the standard 
deviation of &e p h w  error due to noise pn). For large signal-to-noise 
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The s~ -power- to -no i~e -pwer  density ratio (S/Noj is calculated from 
EqUatIosr 9 in Section 3, with the antema gain assumed to be 13 db, 10 db, 
and 7 db for elevation angles af 5'. 23'. aad BO*, respectively, based upon 
the bszn crossover points Lndicated in Figure 33. B in cycles per second 
io defined as the loop noise bandwidth uad equals wn in radians per secand. 
in ombr to avoid threshold effeots Qrins bor the tracking and acquisition 
modes, the system is &signed BO thak 
for all points in the AROD operating emelope?' merefore, the minimum 
value d SINo determines the largest acceptable B or wn and: 
(19) - .I (S!No}min (radians) ( L J ? i L L Y  
4. The tracking error was calculated frorn12: . 
where A represents the rate a€ &mge of Doppler frequency and A,#) 
repreeqnts the Doppier frequency offset from the biased center frequency 
of the VCO. The discriminator in Figure 25 reduces Aeff to: 
1 0 1 1  
*-'I Aeff =;i .'?I.& 
for all loops during tracking. 
It is important to check the acquisition properties of the loops. 
The u8e of the externill sweep circuit to obtain an initial estimate of She 
carrier Doppler frequency ar#f bias discrimination on both the carrier and 
fine range toQe loops greatly assist the carrier I m p  acquisition. The 
frequency pull-in range (rr) within which a loap can acquire a signal d 
constant frequency is: 
5. 
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t e Sinw Q is p e e r  than Aeff the loop is capable of aclqar-rriag the signal. The 
assumption of constant frequency during acquisition is reaicidb because 
the loop utquires very @&&. The aquisition time is 
3 
- "-'n 
a this value into Equation 23 shows thas the total acqufsitiorr time for the 
cmriar Imp is asswbtidly q u a l  to the 10 s e d l e  which are required by 
the external me& circuit. For the fine rarging tone loap, xesr = A d p  .01A 
due to bias compensation. 
4.1.3.4 Frequency Acquieition 
An understanding d the acquieition p r o p e a s  ab pbaee locked loops is 
system. Ths bask parameter af intepeut in tzre diilcussion of acqui- 
baeic to all of the Pcqaieitim achemes whlch barn been eonsidered for the 
sition prqpertiee i s  the ''tmmrtainty" of the s i g ~ i s  tobe acquired. For 
example. if an egtimate of the m i 6 r  dift is obtainad, then the phase 
locked loop needs to acquire the signal only over the region of uncertainty. 
This will be discussed more fully in subsequent paragraphe. 
A block dtagram for the basic phase loaked loop i s  shown in Figure 24. 
The input signal to the loop may be represented as: 
4 Hem wc is the radtut frrtqus~oy of ths tranemittsd signal. In the MOD 
system, loag. be oonrsidared for Clurbsr h.eq\tsncbe'of 2 Ch aad 5 Xc. 
The A. tern represenrte the two way Doppler &Ut tfue to the radial velocity 
(at t  = 0) and A reprersmts the rate of change of frequenoy due to the radial 
acceleration of tbe Babellite. Higher order deriv~tivea of A are neglected 
a phase shift which cantrine the information in the range loop. Unfortunately, 
much remains to be learned about the effects of noise on the acquisition 
I 
I 
i 
since A is reasonably oonetant during the short thne of acquisition. #o is 
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properties aE a phase locked loop circuit. However, In the AROD syskm 
the signal-to-noise ratio will never be less  than 10. and heme, the effect 
of noise on the acquisition will be of second order. In the absence of n o i e .  
the instantaneous phase ( +$ and radian frequency ( ws) of the input signal 
are: 
The frequency of the output of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is a 
constant (r: plus a time varying term which is proportional to  the voltage 
C' 
at the input of the VCO. The low pass filter only passes the difference 
frequency term. Hence, from Figure 24: 
Here, 9 is the instantaneous phase of the output of the mixer and K is the 
loop p i n  e x p r e s d  in units of radime per second per radian; Hfs)  is the 
trander funetion of the low pass filter. Differentiation of Equation 27 
yields the general equation for the instantaneous phase error in a phase 
locked loop: 
During acquisition. t: takes on a wide range of values, and hence, i t  is not 
possible to linearize Equation 28. The solution of this equation has been 
studied in detail by .4. J. Viterbi l2 for several different low pass filters 
md both a constant reference signal (A = 0)  and a linearly varying input sig- 
nal frequency. 
In the AROD system, the Simflk! RC low paas filter shown in Figure 27 
is sufficient. The transfer function of this filter is: 
The DC gain of this filter is unity and the three db points c m  be shown to be: 
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Substitution of Eqlrati'OnS 26 and 29 into Equation 28 yields: 
* A;, i t  - 9  
dt2 n 
3 
d-$ + ( Z ~ ; U ~ C O S ~  +--,$ 1 + w ' s ~ #  = A + -  +- T '  T '  
2 K  7 wtthwn 3 - and 2 5 w n  = K- 
23 €rapemy d the h p  a;ld S is '*he damping coefiicient. Since this is 8 
exmxi order aiiierenttai equation, the loop is known as a second order 
loop, In general, this non-linear equation cannot be solved in closed form. 
be obtained by substituting y = d 9  and x = 4 into Equation 31 . This yields: 
I .  
The quantity wn is known ae the n 
1' e. 7' 
~ 
a Valuable information about the acquisition properties of the loop can 
dt 
A graph of y = $VIS. x = # is known as the phase portrait in the PhaQCe 
plane method. From this graph, it is possible to determine the behavior of' 
6 &I# with time. It qhauld be nobed that Equation 32 IS periodic in x with 
a period of 2 ~ .  Hence, it is necessary to plot the phase &me trajectories 
only in the region from - s to 8.  This procedure is quite tedious to perform 
by hand computation. but can r P d i h j  , ho *;m.rlntdrS ..- -- ---' _---- -- u L I I I y I u % ~  WI au criicsiug computer. 
actually solving Equation 32 . For example, in phase plane analysis it is 
well known that the system can achieve equilibrium only at'points for which 
!& is indeterminate-.z4 Hence, the points of equilibrium are: dx 
Fortunately. the equilibrium points of the loop can be obtained without 
where N is an integer. I 
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Case1 A =  0 * 
t 
If Ihe phase locked Ioup is attempting to acquire a signal with a canstant 
input frequency, then Equations 33 and 34 imply &a€ the stable point of 
the system is de&ribed by: 
s inx  = - A. 2 .a T' n 
Henee, the ~ystem~cannot be stable and cannot achieve lock cx stay in 
lock if 
~ ~ ~ r t ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  it cannot be assumed that the system will lock on if Equation 
36 is not satisfied. 
In addition to the reqnirement that Equation 36 does n d  bold, one of 
the foltowing criteria must be met: 12 
fr -1 
ktvr.een the center' frequency of w vco asxi the initial frequency ~f tiie 
ways t 
e 
?To. 
2. If the signal frequency does not satisfy c@ltditfan 1, lock will stili 
e C C 3 f  ic: 
I1 J5 TiWn t 1 (rxt/see). (371 Aeff < S2 = 2 w  
x 
Here, %2 is she puli-in range or the amount by which the srgnal frequency 
e VCO center o ed frequency. In the ARQD sysbm, 
act)lsitivn aiding on the carrier and bias compensation on the other tones. 
For thk loop shown in Table' 8,  tbsr pull-in range is approximately 6000 
radfans/second, while the acquisition aiding reduces the uncertainty on the 
input signal to 100 cps or 200 K radiandsecond. 
to spare because uBe af 
I 
Caee iI Linearly Varytn * g Reference Frequency 
The ability d a phaee locked loop to aoqpire a ramp in frequency c8n 
be determined by two simple considerations. First, we note from Equations 
33 ami !M that s-ar points will exist if and only if: 
I€ thb ine@ifv is not satisfied the loop will not be able to acquire the 
~ignal  and, in abdftion, a loop which is initially io lock will not remain fn 
lock. For &e parameters shown in Tables 8,  9 and 10: 
A +  - 
7' 
2 e .5 
n w 
(391 
Since this i m q d i t y  ie satisfied, ye may estimate the pull-in range as: 
(40) 
The effective Doppler offset ia lese than the pull-in range for all cases - 
3 
a &  $ C %  rad/sec 5 = - 1
2 
{when the acqaisiticm aid- is, cmside~ed). 
Acquisition h i i - i n  Tune 
A formula for estimating acquisition time which has been derived by 
V i t e r t P  io: 
. NI) 
- - 3 '  
2 5wn 
- -  
In the followinpection, it will be &own that for a given un the effects af 
noise are minimized by choosing b = 1/2. in this ca8e, Equation 41 becomes: 
tp1Z 
- 
3 
129 1 
* 
e 
This formula r..zn bt. derived under the assurnpion that the filter (Hfs)) 
which is used ii; the phased locked loop has a long time constant or equiva- 
lently a n a r r w  low pass bandwidth. in  addition. i t  is assumed that the 
frequency of &e input signal does notchange by a large amount during the 
puli-in time. 
. 
t 
It is obvious f r m  Equation 42 that the puli-in time is minimized by 
sirnuhanewsly maximizing the natural frequency of the loop ( w  ) and mini- 
mizing A-sp. The maximum value of L is  d e ~ ~ ~ r m i ~ e d  fre?r! t!!e z i g d  -k- 
..-&..IC .uLLw aim b 3  & X * ~ Z I I  in Equation is. Tne vaiue of A 
by tbe acquisition aiding system. 
ll - 
.y C A  i n 
nr\;cc ..o+:,, -.-.A :- -:.--- is determined eff 
After the carricr and i a n g n g  tones have been acquired in frequency, 
i t  is neccsssaLq to ' l o c k  on'' and track in phase. Fortunately, the non-linear 
equation which describes &e phase lock loop during acquisition can be 
linearized when the 1- is phase-locked since &e phase of the error signal I 
out of the mixer is small and hence, sir1 q5 z L' and cos rl z 1 .  It foqows 
that Equation 31 rectucts to: 
This  is a linear differential equation and hence. in the tracking mode the 
p\ase Iocked loop may be analyzed by standard linear techniques. The 
h e a r  circuit Hhich is shown in block diagr&n form in Figure 28 represents 
a phase transter niodel for a linearized phase locked loop. 
We are interested in the ability of a loop to track the phase of an input 
signal which has been distorted by noise. The phase error, J, , is defined e 
as: 
t * 
However, the loop operates on the noisy input signal which has  a phase that 
differs from the phase of the pure signal. Hence, it is  convenient to de- 
scribe the toop in terms ~ f '  the closed loop transfer function: 
(45) 
a relationship which describes the phasc error of 
V. cos qii,(t) - represents the input to the loop; 
V6 COB Wot + 
Vn 00s pot  f 
In ~ 
- represents the signal; 
+ #n) represents the noise. 
I 
Equation 46 may be rewritten in the form: 
or 
(47) 
vn 
% 
vin cos &&) = v ((1 + - cos qn) cos (wot i- qS) 
I7Il --sin r#j* sin (wot + 
vB 
8 
. 
For large signal-to-noiee ratios Vn/Vs << 1, use af the approximations: 
132 
e yields: 
vin cos qjin(t) = V~ {coe [wet + Q, i v  + - n sin ~h J 
% 
(49) 
+-c- vn +.cos [(w,t +*s +-sin vn *!) 
v8 vB 
- v?l 8b.t en 1) 
€3 
Expanding the second term of Equation 49 and discarding all terms of 
hwer than first order in pn/Vs) yields: 
a 
i i  
The fluctuatioas in Via are eliminated by the use of 8 limiter prior to the 
mixer in the phase locked I s o ~ ,  The i n s t a r i f a r ~ ~ ~ ~  phase am be written 
8s the ii-m G: si phase itiie io iiia k u i .  e i g d  ( +  j anb a p b e  shift due to 
noise ( 9  ). In other words: 
8 
D 
We note &at me component of the phase error ib due to noise (HL qn) and 
another component, which exists even in the absence of noise, is a tracking 
error. 
The steady state tracking error d the loop [ (+e)sJ when it i s  attempting to 
fullcarr an excitation In p&ase can be obtained by use of the final Mtue 
theorem: 
(be) = iim qe 
ss 8-4 
“he phase variation due to noiee is natrrrally II. random variable. 
From Equation 54 it follows that for wbite noise of zero mean 
value: 
E CQ = 0 
Here, Q- is the standard devktion of the pbase due ti0 mise. tunis in units 
af d i a n s . )  For white Gaussian noise Vn and #,,are independent of each 
dher. Hence: 
Hum, B is @e effective noise bandwidth of the pbage locked loop. Since 
the Joop*is a linear system in the tracking mde,  it follows that: 25 
.D 
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The loop noise bandwidt, has been related to the natural frequency of 
the loop by Devekt.’ He b e  shown that for a loop with a large gain K 
that 
2 - No On 
(r -- n 2s 
The steady etak error for &phased lacked Ioag in 8 tracking mode is 
calculated from Equation 82. The closed loop transfer is obtainable from 
Figure 28 aad is: 
If the instantanmu8 frequency is B ramp 88 ie shown in Figure 29, then: 
where u(tj is a unit step function. 
Hence, 
where, #(s) is the Laplace Tramform OB the instantaneous phase. The 
atem state error becmnes: 
135 
Figure 29. Frequency Ramp 
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For the fitter used in tbe AROD system Equation 29, lim H(s)  = 1 .  By 
expanding e-st in 3 Taylor series snd perf~nning the limiting process 
8-0 
I 4.1.4 Raege Rate Measurement 
in this section, we will discuss simple methas  €or measuring the 
Doppler freqtueucy fld) to the .I cps (nns) acculaacy established as an 
objective ia Section 3.8, This b equivalent to a range rate quantigation 
. errorof: 
*&i = -0075 raeters/sec. c &d 3 x lo8 4) = -  - =- 2 a ft 
~ 
It will also be assumed that counters ope-rating at ii rate in excess of 10 Mc 
are to be avnided in_ the ~ p c e c r z f f ,  if p ~ s s i b k .  
The two-way Doppler frequency tone can be obtained in the satellite 
by mixing &e received signal with the transmitted sigMl. However, if 
this were doae infha eakllite, it would be necessary to distinguish between 
positive and negative Doppler frequencies. This difficulty may be avoided 
by biauing the Doppler frequency hy 88 Bmount fb so that fb + fd is always 
greater than zero. T U  biased DoppLeCfmqaencg is generated by mixing 
the received siw with p signal which has a frequency equal to the trans- 
mitted frequency minus fb. For convenience, fb is chosen as 156.25 kc 
because this is the frequency of tbe nearest ambiguity re80lving tone and 
hence, this bias is easy to generate. This frequency wilt be knawn to 1 
the biPf frequency in the formulation in the next paragraph. 
c. 
~ 
I part in 10 9 (Section 4J.l.l) so that we w€lt be able to neglect errors in 
' 
e .  The biased Doppler frequency i s  measured by cateutating: 
where + ia thc phase change of the biased Doppler signal in the measure- 
ment ehle T .  Tb 
arc the act espectiveig 8 
the Doppler f 
o = rp0 * A# and T = To* AT where $o and To 
error Afd fro= Equation 69; 
'so 
and: fd + fb = T (71) Ct 
where Af is neglected for the reason given in the previous paragraph. 
If the relative errors Aq/ Qo and AT/To are to de (as 
is ccrtairily the case), we obtain: 
b 
d l  
y.;- : - . - . I : - -  - L - d  
. a A a  ampiiiva L I ~ ~ L  Cui fwed reiativr errors the Doppler frequency error is 
largest when f takes on its maximum value of 100 kc. Since the error in 
f; 
FT 
d 
f should not exceed .1 cps the requirement placed on the measuring cir- 
cult is 
d 
I, 
+. = 4 x 1 0  -7 P3)' 
00 
Accuracy of this order o€ magnitude can be achieved only through the 
u s e  of digital techniques. One method which can satisfy this requirement 
A high accuracy clock is used to initiate the measurement. This 
is the &ollc\t.iog: 
1. 
clock is capable of a s w a r d  deviation which does not exceed 6 nanoseconds 
in the .1 seconds used to obtain a Doppler measurement (Section 2.5). 
2 .  A digital counter is u s e d  to determine the time, t to the first 
positive going zero crossina;. The error in measuring tl is determined 
essentially by the frecpency e,) of the cmpter which determines the 
quantization interval of the digital circxit. The standard deviation of tl 
due to quantization is: 
1’  
l 
A reasonable counter frequencv might be fc  = 10 Mc- 
cycles during the .1 second measurement time (Section 2.5). 
4. 
ing. This counter is stopped at the end of the .1 second measurement time 
and contains a measure of the time (t2) since the last zero crossing. The 
standard deviation af t is given by Equation 74. 
3. .4~c&er cwzter is iised io deiei-iuiiie &e number (Bi j of compiete 
A third coilcter is reset to zero at each positive going zero cross- 
0 
2 
8 
From this procedure it is evident that the measured Doppler frequency 
In this method: 
4 ( T b )  
The errors in measuring the .I second interval and tl and t2 can be 
considered 8s uncorreIated. Hence, we obtain the standard deviation of 
T = 1 - +  
0 -- “1 ‘2 
f 
T by summing errors in an rms fashion to obtain: 
0 
-1. L 
(7 8) Since phase is not measured in this scheme, A$ = 0. 
We conclrtde €rom substitution of Equations 77 and 78 into Equation 73 that 
the Doppler method described in this section satisfies the AROD require- 
ments. c 
e 
4.1.5 Range Measurement Circuit 
To estimate equipment penalties nMf the concomitant accuracies, the 
range measurement circuit that has been assumed in the M O D  Feasibility 
Study ia similar to units used elsewhere4 Xn the system under considera- 
ticln a cjlock is started when all of the ranging tgacae of the transmitted 
sigopJ ~ul taneous ly  crost3 zero in &e same dirf?ction. h essence, the 
clock is stapped when the tones of tbe received signal simultaneously 
crms zero. Tbea time measured by the clock io naturally an analogue a€ 
ratzge. Bowever, for the o m  meter range qxmtilati~n cbjectivc cs&b!ished 
in Section 2.5, it is dceseary to measure the phase af the 5 ~c fine ranging 
tone to 12'. This requires a clock which is capable of operating at a fre- ' 
' 
quency of 150 Me. This requirement may be eliminated by the reasonably 
simple heterodyne scheme which is shown in Figure 30. The received 
5 MC fine r&guig tone is tracked by a phase locked loop and the clean 
output from the VEO iS Mixed  down to a frequency of 15 kc; the reference 
5 Mc tone is alrjro mixed down to 15 kc. The outputs of the mixers retain 
the phase idonnation on the 5 Mc tone as long as the mixers are well 
matched to avoid differentid phase shifts. The mixing process makes it 
possible to reduce the counting speed by the ratio of 5 megacycles to 15 kc 
so that a one megacycle eouater wifl 'be sdficeieza#. 
The Z a k i i S  wiii be wei i  matched ~ the diodes used in the mixers are 
ala0 well matched. This can be accomplished by adding the predision 
resistors r1 and .rz to the diode8 as is  shown in Figure 31. The effective 
forward and back  resistance^ Ri and Rbbecome: , 
where, Rt &! F$, are the forward and back resistances of the diode by 
its&. NOW, if fhe precision retietors are chasen so that: 
140 
L 
%) 
sin (2r x 15 x IO 3 t + o + 
sin ( z A X  5 x 106, + b e )  
1 
TO OJGITAL PHASE ' 
MEASUR tNG ClRC Ul TS 
t 
. cos (27 x 4.985 x IO6 +OR) 
14 1 
the effwtive resistances become: 
R: = r 1 
R;, = r2 
4.1.5.1 Tracking the Ambiguity Resolving Range Tones 
m- I ~ L& fiiPi~&& fo+ the ambfgufi;ii resotvii-. ra%-e 
tones which are generated as side tones in the AROD spectrum. These 
tones are synthesized a6 sub-harmonics of the 5.0 Mc fine range tone, the 
highest of which is transmitted as a carr ier  displaced 1.25 M c  below the 
2005 Mc carrier. All successively coarser ambiguity resolving tones are 
introduced into the spectrum as phase modulation of the carrier at 2003.75 Mc. 
Shawn in block diagram form in Figure 15. The output of the VCO poltage 
controlled wcillator) is divided down in frequency by the appropriate amount 
to yield a signal at each ambiguity resolving tone frequency. Since the out- 
put of the VCO has a large signal-to-noise ratio (Section 4.1.3.3, Table 10) 
ami eontai& &e Doppler shift, the output of ine frequency divider is, a clean 
signal with the appropriately scaled down Doppler shift. The other input 
to the tracking loop is the demdulated ambiguity resolving tone which w e  
w k h  to track. The 1.25 Mc signal is obtained by mixing the 2005 MC and 
2003.75 Me components; the other ambiguity re60l~hg tones a re  obtained 
by phase detection of the modulated 1.25 Mc signai with a reference 1.25 Mc 
The suggested method for tracking the range ambiguity resolving tones is 
1 
signat 'and filtering the result through a wide bandpass filer to minimize 
phase distortion. 
The operation of the trackiog loop can be understood most easily by 
considering the phase transfer model shown in Figure 32. The electronically 
controlled phase shift network adjusts the phase of the frequency divided 
output from the fine range tone VOO to the phase of the appropriate ambiguity 
resolving tone. The phase detec tor  output is proportional to the sine of the 
phase difference between its two inputs and is fed back to the phase shift 
sin 1.; t -C oO] Electronically 
Controlled ‘-d Phase N y k  Shift 
t 
sin (wt t 
I 4) 
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network through a low pass filter it is interesting to note that once the 
iaplt is acquired, the signal fed back to the electronically controlled 
phase U t  network b conetant because the phase difference between the 
two inprrte remains coawtant. Hence, after acquisition, a,n extremely 
narrow band low pass filter is desired. "his makee it possible to obtain 
the same S/No at the aut@ of the fprtge ambiguity reaolvhg tone tracking 
lodpls dr8 at the output of the voltage ooa$rollad oscillator in the fine range 
tone phaee lacked loop. This ~tircuit should be &ntal@ed in more detail during 
the next phaee a€ the AROD program. 
1 
? 
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4.1.6. Weight and Pwsr Estimabs 
-4.1.6.1 T!*ansrn€tter 
in reviewing the spacecraft electronic equipment requirements for the 
AROD system, it is seen that &e transmitter will consume thq most powe;, 
cont r ih te  XKS& to the package weight, and be the largest in size of any 
singfe unit &at makes up the spacecraft AROD package. (See Table 11.) 
In order to make an estimate af the transmitter size and w e i e t .  envi- 
ronmental and rlipf?fzti~~! requfrer.ents >avs been stiidi& mii aLate-6-ihe 
a r t  capabilities for solid state harmonic generators and associated tran- 
sistorized driving circuitry have been projected to bring them in lirie with 
the AROD time frame. The estimates to be given for the transmitter in- 
clude harmonic generator circuitry and microwave power summing and 
diplex- cofnponent~, and driving circuitry other than the frequency syn- 
thesizer. 
For a design such as has been shown in Figure 20, the transmitter effi- 
. ciency is estimated at 15 percent. For a total of 12.5 watts of r-f power 
into the vehicle antenna, the input power would be 83 watts. To provide for 
heat difirsiyation under these operating conditions, sufficient mas8 must be 
included in the unit housing to permit adequate heat sinking. 
._ 
it is estimated that a single 2.5 watt channei of a design such as shown 
in Figure 20 would occupy 65 cubic inches of space and would weigh approx- 
imately two pounds. For five channels arranged as shown to produce 12.5 
watts of micrwvsve energy, the unit stze would be approximately 350 cubic 
lnches and the weight would be about 12 pounds, including power summing 
components. 
In addition to the transmitter; VHF, UHF, and microwave circuitry; 
the modulation circuitry; and the receiver microwave pre-selector could also 
be included in a unit of this estimated size and weight. 
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TABLE 11 
Spocecmft AR& Equipment Estimotes 
Q 
Tmm i t t er 
Receiver R f  Section 
I I. ond Phase-Lock Loop (4 units) 
Frequency Synthesizer 
Pswer Regulator ."', 
Range bte  Meawrernent Cifcuits 
~ i ~ n g e  M aswendt* Circuits 
Power Supp!ies for Range and Ronge Rote 
Tota Is 
83 1) 
0.3 
8.0 
61) 
8.0 (loss) 
2 2  
3 f )  (brs) 
1142 watts 
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SIZE 
(cubic inch) 
350 
20 
210 
IOO 
25 
25 
10 
20 
790 cubic 
inchei 
f 
12 b) 
0.8 
7 .o 
2 5  
3 5  
0.6 
03 
1 .o 
272 pounds 1 
e 
a 
b 
4.1.6.2 Receiver 
The AROL, receiving equipment to be carried aboard the spacecraft 
will include a microwave r-f section, a -z-ide band 3-f amplifier and four 
units such as the one shown in the bicxk'diagram, Figure 23. From a study 
crf off-the-shelf tunnel diode microwave equipmen&, it is estimated that the 
microwave and wideband i-f amplifier ion of the receiver can be COD- 
tained in a single unit of less than 20 c inches having a weight of approx- 
imately 0.8 paund. Power for this assembly wouid be about 0.3 watts. The 
size and w..ight estimatf: is 3 i d z  assu=il?g that the receiver pre-selecior 
or interdigital bandpass filter will be included in the microwave assembly 
u€ the transmitter unit. 
Each of the bandpass amplifiers and phase locked loop units of the re- 
ceiver would require about 60 cubic inches. For & -anit containing four single 
loop circuits as shown in the block diagram, the power per unit is estimated 
to be 2 watts. 
- i  e 
The total receiver power estimate is then 8.3 watts and size is esti- 
mat& at 260 cubic inches. Wefght WW be appraximately 7.8 pounds. 
4.1.6.3 Frequency Synthesizer 
% 
The irequency synthesizer for the spaceborne AROD system will con- 
tain circuitry for generating highly stabilized signals ranghg from low 
frequency aidio tbrougfr VHF. Each of these signals will be synthesized 
from the temperature controlled 5 megacycle crystal oscillator contained 
in the unit. 
The paver level od each butput signal will be iow, since a significant 
amoult of driving power is required only at the input of the transmitter 
varactor harmonic generator chain and this energy is generated in the tran- 
sistor amplifier section of the transmitter unit. 
The most significant power requirement for the frequency synthesizer 
is that for temperature stabilization. Manufacturer's estimates are that 
this would be from 2 to 4 watts after warm-up. Total uperational power 
requirements for the unit is estimatad at 6 vpatts and t h e  unit size and weight 
would be approximately 100 cubic inchee and 2 . 5  pounds. 
i t  
4.1.6.4 Power Conversion and Regulation 
Considering the frequency and phase stability requirements of the 
AROD system, it can be assumed that any primary spacecraft power &nil- 
able for operating the AROD equipment will require some degree ob rem- 
lation. For regulatim of the transmitter power, s OCi’DC coaverbr  will 
ired. In this case, an efficiency of arppraci 
m the convererlon and regulation prm*ess. - 
sidering the estimated transmitter input pmer of 83 watts, t@e power sup- 
ply rsize ami weigh is estimated to tse: 25 cubic inches, 
ing proper mounting for heat sinking to some member of the vehicIe. 
where required. Most of the lower power requirements could be satisfied 
dfrectty by solid state diode regulators. 
3 p e d s ,  ms*m- 
A small amount of pawer could also be supplfed to other AROD units 
4.1.6.5 Range and Range Rate Measuring Circuits. 
The circaite necessary ta measure range and range rata in the 
vehicfe are btscwsed in Sectione 4.1.4 d”4.1 .5 .  The analog sectiuni in 
beth ar-rugemente consist basically of a miver follwed by a low pass f ib 
ter. The power necessary to drive this portion will be supplied from out- 
side circuits and therefore, will be neglected at this point. The remaining 
circuits are digital in nature and consist basically of transistor flip-flops 
or diode logic. All counter stages operating at or belaw 500 kc c m  be built 
using IBM-COMPASS circuit techniques which need about 30 mw per flip- 
flop and associated gating circuits, and have a packing density of a b u t  20 
flip-flops per cubic inch. The high frequency counter stages will be built 
us- conventional low voltage transistor circuits which will need more spwe 
but not more power. Since every measuring circuit will be needed, four 
times the final estimates will be obtained by multiplying the individual re- 
quirements by four. 
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4.1.7 Equipment Interfaces 
Although it 7.4as not a primary goal of the feasibility study, an analysis 
of the equipment interfaces for the  AROD system was necessary to uncover 
any potential problem areas and to provide guidelines for future phases crf 
the AROD program. Three interfaces w e r e  considered to be d sufficient 
importance to deserve some analysis in the feasibility study: the interface 
with the vehicle C O - ~ T ,  the interface with the telemetry system, an8 the 
interface with the commnmi link. 
4-1.7.1 Computer Interface+ 
t 
The analysis of the interface between the AROD equipment and the Be- 
hicle computer emphasized the definition of the tasks which the computer 
mag have to perform. $n addition, the most recent estimate of the compu- 
tational capability avadable for ABOD was obtained and is  included in this 
discussion. 
The first  and primary AaOD task to be performed in the vehicle com- 
puter is 
from the -4ROD ground stations to the paraxmters of interest t~ the vehicle's 
guidance system. In the Feasibility Study, it was assumed that these param- 
eters  were the spacecraft's position a i d  velocity: h w e v e r ,  it may be &sirable 
to compute instead the orbital parameters for the vehicle or the vehicle's 
position at some future time. To convert the AROD data, it will probably be 
desirable to make the transformations from time to meters and from cycles 
(plus time) to meters per second in the vehicle computer. For the range 
transformation, it will be neceesary to interpolate readings to determine the 
vehicle's "average position" during the propagation time. For the range rate 
transformation, the velocity of the ground station due to the Earth's rotation 
must be cansidered, and the exact formula fd (e - e )  = 2ftk  must be used 
conversion of the range and range rate information obtained 
* 
* By request of NASA's Contracting Officer's Representative, this interface 
w28 de-emphasized because of the likelihood that the earlv AROD test flights - 
would be 0; vehicles on which the computer would not be ;sed for AROD 
computations. 
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(Section 2.3.3.2). The eoniputer may also be called upon to update its 
stored value of transmitted frequency, OR gruitnd command, to improve 
the accuracy of the AROD measurements. Additicmal conversion functions 
which may have to be performed are  the conversion from the initial pamrn- 
eters to a coordinate system which is moving with the vehicle and them- 
trqxAatton of the initial focstioas af the ground stations to their loeattoas 
a t  the present time, in the reference coordinate system of interest. 
The second task which the computer may likely be called upon to par- 
form is the cornputatid of propaption rorrwtims tn the masured r a q e  
and range rate from each station based upon a standard atmosphere (see 
Appendix B). This standard correction will be stored in the vehicle com- 
puter, either as a table or as a set of equations, in both cases with the 
correctiontarying with the vehiclef s altitude and elevatim angle (or, alter- 
natively, altitude and range). The computer requirements for this table or 
set of equations cannot be specifically defined a t  this time because of the 
lack of knowledge of the required accuracy and the range of altitudes that 
must be stored. However, it appears that a negligible "quantization" e r ro r  
would be introduced if the  ''brute-force" approach of e t ~ r i e  a hbfe of 100 
to 300 six-bit entries were followed. If formulas are stored instead, the 
storage requirement wil! be markedly reduced, but the cgmputatiana! re- 
quirements will be increased. 
% '  
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the computer may be called upon to 
select the appropriate ground stations for use  in  the AROD measurements. 
Another function which the computer might perform is the precompu- 
tation of the anticipated Doppler from a particular ground station. This 
information could be put to several uses. It could possibly be used for aid- 
ing initial signal acquisition in the spacecraft by biasing the voltage con- 
trolled oscillator in the range rate phase-locked loop {for this ground sta- 
tion) to the anticipated frequency. It might also be u s e d  to aid the ground 
station in acquiring the spacecraft's transmissions by an eocoded command 
to inform the ground station of the approximate Doppler that it will be en- 
countering. An adc!itional use for this information might be the computation 
e 
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of the velocity- and acceleration-induced phase tracking error encountered 
in the 5 Metracking loop, and the compensation for, and removal of, this 
error. 
Another task which the vehicle computer might usefully perform is the 
resolatlosr of range ambiguities. In the system design discussed earlier, a 
suffietent number af ambmity resolving tmes is included to completely 
resoive &I a d r ~ ~ s f t l e s  for LI 4000 nauttcd mile range. TIW poeitian Mor- . .  
mntion that may be available in the vehicle cumputer could prove vew use- 
ful for reducing the number of ambiguity resnlvkg tr?lzt?s r q ~ ~ l r & .  
A final task t;o be oonsidered for the vehicle computer is the smoothing 
of the data which are gathered from the various ground stations. The advan- 
tages of performing this task in the computer depend to a great extent upon 
the permissible time for the smoothing and the probability distributions of 
the measa& data. 
Information concerning the capabilittes of the Saturn ASC-15 computer 
to perform the AROD tasks was obtained in conversatianas with personnel 
working 011 the computer. The computer currently planned for the Saturn 
C-r will probably have the following capabilitieg: 
P a .  6000 operations per second 
b. 500 multiplies per second 
0 
c .  
d.  
Perhaps 50 &Fogrammed divides per second 
Perhap 50 ;quare root operations per second 
e. 6000(23-bit)words of storage on the magnetic drum 
Current estimates for the computer indfcate that the guidance operations will 
require atmodst a 50% to 75% duty cycle. 
Changes to these oapabtlitiee and requirements are expected in t€w mar 
future. It Le also anticipated thsrt an advanced version of the ASC-15 com- 
puter wit1 be available for the C-1B and later versions of the Saturn vehi- 
cles. Among other changes, the new computer will have 16,000 wonls of 
storage. 
d 
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e $! 4.1.7.2 TeleGetry Interface 
In the early AROD flight tests, it will be necessary to telemeter the 
range and range rate measurements to the ground via the Saturn telemetry 
syCltem. These data will be used for post-flight evaluation of the perform- 
ance of the AR6D system. In additiw, in the operational AROD systems, 
it m y  also be necessary to telemeter the range and range rate informatfan 
at various points in the mission to verify satisfactory operatian of the AROD 
en,ufpmmit. For these reasons, a br idana iys is  of the telemetry interface 
was conducted in the AROU Feasibility Study. 
- 
In discussions with NASA personael in the Telemetry Bran& of the 
Marshall Space Fright Center, a satisfactory picture of the telemetry inter- 
face was obtained. From this information, it can be concluded that there 
appear to be DO major problems involved in interfacing with the tciemetry 
system. 
%turn data are currently organized into data "boxes" of 100-bit capac- 
ity. Iq these baxes ten groups {or words) af 10 bits each are temporarily 
stored and' read into a word-formatting device at  B rate of 8 milliseconds 
pel: word. The output of the word formatting device is 60 words per frame. 
A t  4000 miles, a ane meter range quantization (Section 4.1.5) requires 
23 bits; at the maximum Doppler point, a range rate quantization of .026 meters 
per S ~ C O R ~  (Section 4.1.4) requires 19 bits. If the AROD data consist of four 
range and range rate readings and four statim identifications (at six bits per 
identification), the total requirement for one reading would be 192 bits. In 
addition, a time indication would be required. To satisfy these requirements 
two data boxes (giving 200 times 12 or 2400 bps) would be satisfactory. A 
buffer capable of holding about 200 bits of AROD data would be sufficient to 
interface with &e data boxes. This buffer wouLd be supp;lied by the A R W  
equipment design group. 
Readout from the buffers is at present non-synchronous. However sync 
Monantion could be provided to the AROD bttffer to prevent readout while 
the ABOD information fs changing. At present, :hi& situatian is "avoided" by 
a bit which indicates "bad' data to the telemetry interpretation equipment on 
the ground, if the data in the buffer is being changed during readout. 
4 
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-1 1.7.3 Command Link Interface 
At any one time, the fmr selected ground stations have to transmit at 
different translation frequencies to dlmv for signal separation and identifi- 
catiyn at the spaceborne receiver. Station selection and oontrol will require 
Function 
Select station 
Bits per Selection 
6 
Select frequency 2 
on-off 1 
Doppler ~ ~ ~ r ~ t i o n  10 
5 
24 bi 
f 
For early flight tests of short duration, these ~ommands  could be pre- 
programmed in the vehicle on the basis of the anticipated flight plan by means 
of a d o c k  which is initiated at launch and which feeds a simpte pre-programmed 
logic unit, In future flights of long duration, a compieteletly pre-programm 
dure may be unsatisfactory unless provision is nkde for up- 
a m  periodically. For these flights, it is iikely that the com- 
puter will be operating on the vehicle so that updating may be a minor prob- 
iexn. If the computer 
tha st i30luliun command problem 
of the computer memory. This table could be arranged according to discrete 
vsiumes of vehicle position, each having a unique combination of four gpwnd 
stations associated with it, This method is, d course, predicated on the 88- 
sumption that the vehicle position will be known to the guidance system at d1 
times. h any event, the accuracy to which the vehicle position need be known 
for the purpose of selectihg the ground stations to be activded at any time i s  
board for prolonged flight 
e rather nominal. This can be verified by examining the overall system per- 
formance curves, Figures 4 and 5, where it is seen that overall syetem ac- 
curacy varies gradually as_ distance to a station changes during 
pass. For this reason, it is unlikely that the station selectiuh provision in 
the vehicle will iatrodwe an important penalty factor. 
One further application of the commngd link may be to aid the ground- 
based receiver. If the &acecraft knows its approximate velocltgf to a par- 
ticular grmnd statim. it cazl mdke m estixmte c?f the Ihpgler sMft m the 
s i p & .  Ai 2 Gc a maximum Soppier shift oi t 56 kc wiii 'be encomierea; 
reducing this uncertainty-from 100 cps would require an additional 10 bits 
in  tbe mmmand word. 
4 
single 
The choice of a digital command code m&es it very convenient to 
change codes for security reasonssince additional bits could, for instance, 
be used to specify for the ground station, the coding to be used in the sub- 
sequent transmissions. It i s  also possible to use some bite for simple 
error detection or error correction procedures at the ground. 
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4.2 Ground Station Equipment 
4.2.1 Antenna 
In order to meet the AROD system performance objectives with the 
vehicle output power limited to 12.5 watts, it is  necessary that the g r a d  
antenna have appreciable gain. Mause of the ground station coverage 
requirements, however, it is necessary that the ground antenna have vir-  
tually hemispherical coverage. The severe reliability demands of unattended 
eperat!~% bdicate ?..hat *&G ;r;;;st ;;ctvait.~g+~i approach wou'ld eml;;iuy ;i muiti- 
beam antenna with stationary beams. Utilization of 8n independent receiver 
for each antenna beam and a single transmitter which is switched to the 
active antema beam by the receivers is recommended, based on the con- 
siderations discussed in Section 3.4. 
From the analysis in Section 3.3, it is known that omni-azimuth coverage 
is required and that at least 13 d b  antenna gain is needed at an elevation angle 
of 5: and 7 db at the zenith. In addition, it is essential from multipath eon- 
sideratdons to achieve maximum sideiobe suppression at low elevation angles, 
in pX%imii%r below so. 6 
In arriving at it suitable ground antenna, several systems were considered, 
including Luneberg lenses and planar arrays with multiple beam forming net-  
works. The approach selected for the representative system consists of 13 
independent antennas (arrays) giving the fixed beam lobes show in Figure 33. 
omni-directional coverage in the azimuth plane. Actually, this antenna beam 
is formed from two independent antennas each covering two diametrically 
opposite quadrants in azimuth. Five similar annular antenna and one 
solid-angle beam cover the higher elevation angles up to the zenith. The gain 
decreases from 15 db at 5' elevation angle to 10 db at the zenith, and similarly 
the elevation beamwidth increases from 5O a t  5* elevation to 70' around the  
renith. The beams overlap at  their 1.5 db points and hence, give essentially 
continuous coverage over the portion of the hemisphere above So. The benm- 
width of t h e  vwious beams is ghen by 2 / G  = cos 8 - cos Q2. where 0 arrd O2 
, . I ! * C ~  angles mcxsured f r o m  array normal and define the beam limits ( 8. > 0 ), 
3rid f ;  is t h e  desirtui gain. Thi6 relationship follows from: 
lowest antenna beam is centered around a 5O elevation angle gives 
1 1 
2 1  
10 db 
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where r;! is the k m  solid angle. 
tical h e a r  arrays spaced n/Z apart around a vertical cylindrical surface. 
Diametrically opposite pairs of the four arrays are connected to a com- 
mon feed point from which they are fed in phase to give twcrquadrant 
azimuth coverage. fn the vertical plane, the array elements are phased to 
give the desired elevation angle, or angle off-broadside of the array. 
A fortunate mturd propere of a linear array is that it produces a fan  
beam following a conical surface when to produce an off-broadside 
beam. The conical surface lies at a constant angle from the array . 
the angle being equal to the dedred elevation angle in this case. 
The vertical arrays covering the lower elevation angles would requiz=& 
a b u t  20  uniformly illuminated elements a t  1/2 wavelength spacing to pro- 
duce the so beamwidth. Such an array would produce its first  sidelobe 
maximum in .the direction 2.5O below the local horizon, and this lobe would 
have gain of )-B db below the main lobe. If the number of 'array elements . 
is increased, to say 40, then by appropriate phase aad amplitude distribu- 
tion, the sidelobe level can be reduced to -20 to -30 db below the main lobe, 
and the required beamwidth of the main lobe can be maintained. 
though the lower gain, higher angle beams require less elements, the total 
height of all the arrays stacked end to end would be rather large. Conse- 
quently, the circumference of the cylindrical surface on which the vertical 
arrays are mounted is made sufficiently large to interleave three sets of 
vertical arrays within the same height. This arrangement is shown in 
cross section in Figure 34. A total of 12 vertical arrays connected to- 
gether in pairs a re  spaced around the cylindrical surface. 
Each of the annular antenna beams is formed from a se t  of four ve r -  
f 
At 2000 Mc, a 40 dement array wouki be about 3 meters long. Even - * 
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3 sets of cmtwwur in m e  cylinder hei ht. Each set 
consists of 4 t insor arrays s p c d  at ‘R 2 around the 
cylinder. Diomatricully opposite arrays are conngeted 
together a d  to o obmnron receiver. 
7 
F&ure 34. Cross Section of the Recornmetided Anleana 
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ln pr,ier- ! v  mm:zliLe the coupling Izetvrecn x-rays, a minimum spac- 
ing uf a wa\r.iengt,rth. .\ . k i w e c n  zrrajs  is maint:tin&. This requires a 
ryli-xler ~ , i d i u G  of appro\rim'i:eij L A .  If the cyIinder radius could have 
been rmictsiwd a t  atmout A ,'2, :htr, :oar vertical arrays could have been 
connec&d -ether to gise compltte omnf-azimuth coverage. Under the 
cfr@umstame of a larger radius. destructive interferences would wcur 
at various directions between thte eleqent6 to gise prttterr! n a b .  Howmer, 
., ;th ,...I. & ...- A: . - - ' - E  .- 11- ..\. v l r l _ r  r*rV U t a l l l C : C s  iLauj  .>pwsiit. eirmenis cormeewci, &e raaiated 
bearti i'itensity from one vertical array is essentially zero in the region 
H hcrc +he other is sppreciable. 
I 
S i n L C  full covernpe requires a total of '7 stacked beams. a second tier 
of 3 sets of vertical arra_ts will be located around the same cyIinder 
directly sbove the lower set, and in addition, a single antenna will be 
Jocated a t  the !or> of the cylinder aimed directly b w w d  the zenith. 
Ir! the zefiith reg ia ,  anrzlar cwerzge degenerates into solid angle cover- 
age, and the  ante^^ located at the top of the structure will cover #e tenithaf 
- * 35* giving a win of 1.0 db. A schematic representation of the total ground 
ar,!enna layout i s  3hox-n in Figure 35. 
€or. obvious rt:asom. i t  is necessarv thzt the ground antenna transmit 
:tnd receive c i r cu la r  poIliri~atior.. In the vertiCal arrays. flat sp i rd  ele- 
rlitnt,: ~ c e  p r q m w i  rcilker r h i n  qmdrature-led crossed dipoles because of 
ttw limit& vertical CcJvt2r:ige of the dipole element. me pattern of a ver- 
til-ai dipole would ha1.e its 3 db p i n t  at an elevation angle of about 3S0; 
whereas co:-erage is needed lip to an elevation angle of about SO0, at which 
point. the vertically painted antenna takes over. The usual Archimedean 
spiral element has a half hamwidth of abut  eo. 
i 
For the zenith-pc,.inting astenmi. a slightly flared circular horn or an 
axial mode helical antenni is contemplated. 
Conipared to \miom other. antenna schemes for realizing a satisfac- 
tory ground srrtioa. the loregoing system offers several advantages: First. 
.mmpared k, 3 IAuncberg lens, it eliminates the dielectric losses in the 
lens  itscli. and i o  ctdditio:~. it eliminates the problem of transmitting de- 
nients radidting directly across the Iens into receiving elements. 
I. 
. 
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Second, compared to a planar array with a multiple beam forming network, 
the annular beam approach gives niuch more efficient low elevation angle COO- 
erage with much better side ldbe control. It is conceivable that one set of ver- 
tical arrays with a multiple beam forming network could be used with the an- 
nular approach to produce 12 of the required 13 beams. However, since the 
tight couphg that would be required for efficiency is difficult to realize simul- 
taneously with good sidelobe cwtrol,  independent arrays afford the more promi- 
sing solution. t 
Third, compared to multiple horn or helix antennas covering conical spat id  
sections, the annular beam approach offers much narrower vertical beams at 
low elevation angles with the resulting reduction in rnultipath errors. 
One minor disadvantage of the annular antenna for this application fe that 
i t s  radiation phase center moves; this will introduce an e r ro r  into the range 
measurements. The nature d this error is illtlstrated in Figures 36 and 31. In 
thrL? cros8 s e c t i d  view (azimuthal plane) of the cylindrical antenna, ray $1 
coming in normal to one of the vertical arrays travels a distance R from the an- 
tenna element to point o at &e center of the cylinder * which wil l  be taken 88 the 
antenna feed, On the d e r  h a d ,  ray #2 which enters the vertical array at an 
angle to the norma3 travels a longer path in getting to point 0.  The maximum 
e r r o r  occurs at a 45O angle of incidence. From the geometry shown in Figure 
36, the error in this case is 29R. For the representative AROD system, where 
A = 15 cm and R = 2A, this error is 9 cm. 
In the vertical plane,tfre radiation center e r rore  are about the same 88 kor 
the azimuthal plane a However, in this plane, due to the vertical separation af 
some of the arrays from the others, a fixed path difference alm exists. This 
fixed difference, which is compematable, Is the distance E shown in Figure 37. 
The minimum value of 8 is about 55' and the maximum antenna separatiao is 3 
meters for the proposed antenna, making E have a maximum value a€ 2 5  mgterg. 
On the ather hand, the magimum value of # ie about 7'. and thus, the maximum 
uncomp$naatable difference, F I is about 12 cm. 
In both the vertical and azimuthal cases, the uncompensated error eLrnOunfS 
to a longer path for both plus and minus directfons around the central direction. 
Hence, it could be compensated to 2 4.5 cm for the azimuth plane and 2 6 cm for  
the vertical plane. Due to much larger sources of measurement errors in the 
representative system design, an er ror  of this magnitude is not signlficmt- 
16 1 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 37. Radiation Center Ewws in Verhcul Plane 
* 
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Fur the ~~oouncl dnteniia b a r n  uetwork described, a totat of 13 receiv- 
ers, m e  for each independent 
operating simultaneously to give the system frill time reception over the 
entire qeratirgmtwe1ope.h addition, each irdepeodent antenna beam 
feed must be capable of diplex operation when the trartsrnftter is swi+&hed 
into it. For getting the energy to and'frum &e anteMas, rigid coaxial 
transmission lines to the principal rurtema terminafe and strfpline corpo- 
rate feeds to the array elements,all inside the cylinder,are contemplated. 
rn is desirable. Al l  the receivers are 
4.2.2 Ground Transmitter 
ID view of the fact that the AROD ground stations will most likely be 
controlled by commmd from the space vehicle, the requirements for this 
type of operation must be considered when selecting the component to be 
used for the ground station transmitter output stage. Referring to the 
AROD Frequency Allocation Table, Table 12, a ground station will be 
commanded by the space vehicle to employ one of four possible translrnon 
frequencies when tranlslmissfon from that station tu tbe spaoecraft is de- 
sired, Under these conditions. the microwave frequency spectrum trans- 
mitted from the spacecraft is translated in frequency at the ground station 
and the resulting spectram is amplified and tramrnitted to the spacecraft. 
For tlre e h e l  assignnents that have been chosen, the Iswest frequency 
that need be considered for transmission by the ground station would be 
1934.375 Mc minus a maximum one-way Doppler of approximately 50 kc.  
The higbest frequency to be considered wouki be 1945.625 Mc plus 50 kc. 
Tbe resulting frequeacy spread ie approximately 11.5 Mc. 
stage, a bandwidth several times larger than 
must & considered in ord,er to prevent the dffferential phase shift between 
the frequencies of the transmitted AROD spectrum from exdeeding 
approximatefy - r 3 degrees.* A half-power bandwidth of 50 Mc is cowid- 
ered satisfactory for the output stage and any intermediate driver stages, 
i f  required. 
* Three degrees has k e n  allocated to this errcr source from the 6' objec- 
.% P 
~ s. 
' ' +  
. 
In selecting the component for the ground station transmitter outplt 
.5 Mc frequency spread 
tive established for the ground station in Section 2.5. 
I 
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Disregarding, for the moment, the noise power density at the output of , 
the amplifier wWch will be a function of the signai-'io-noise ratio at the out- 
put of the ground receiver, the total r-f output power requirement of the 
amplifier will be 18.75 watttit. This energy will be distrfbuted aa follow: 
6 
Frequency B funmodulated CW) 7 .5  watts 
r, Frequency b (phase modulated) 3.75 watts 
fi- c {unrnodulated cw) 7.5 watts I 
18.7 5 watts 
Assuming that the inriioiniln! ~ i g d s  which_ mz.!ke ' ~ p  the . 4 R O  ~ixctrtrz: 
have beer, properly processed by preceding stages of the ground station 
transmitter-receiver so that only the noise power within passband of the 
narrow band filters (less than 1 kc) need be considered, a mavirnum r-f 
power capability of 25 watts is deemed adequate for the transmitter output 
stage, 
mit their use as the microwave power amplifier for the AROD ground 
station: 
me f~lloaing microwave components have charactesrhcs that may per -  
* Traveling Wave T&e Amplffier ' 
* Klystron Amplifier 
Regardless of which component i s  selected, the power supply regulation 
Planar Triode Amplifier (Recommended Approach) 
requirements will be similar, although the planar triode could offer some 
advantages in that the voltage level m2y be less than that required for the 
traveling wave tube or the klystron amplifier. In any case, bulky and per- 
cient equipment can be tolerated to satisfy the regulation and 
requirements since size, weight and efficiency are no% of.majur 
# 
importance for the ground station. 
shift throughout the passband of the amplifier must be conbidered. The 
objective for this parameter is the phzse deviation for two frequencies 
Once the stability requirement has been satisfied, differential phase 
* 
separated by.- much as 5 Mc shall not vary by more than + 3 degrees 
throughout a 12 Me bandwidth. If this condition is satisfied, any bias differ- 
ential phase shfft throughout the amplifier bandwtdtb between the input sig- 
- 
nals and the outpug signals can& canceled by cQmpensating networks, 
The specification for maximum pprrnissible differential phase shift 
may eliminate the use of the tra-.-efing mme tube. 1t has been found that 
the phase variations in this tube are quite periodic and anaiysis shows that 
this behavior is due to internal reflections which cause standingwaves on 
the helix in the tube. The standing waves cause phase variation 8% a func- 
tiun sf frequency. If these reflections air! be eliminated, moat of the $if- 
ferentfat phase variation will disappear, but considering that the hrbe is in 
the order of 20,OOfr" long, hiding the deviation below - + 3 degrees is likely 
to be quite difficult. Figure 38 illustrates a typical differential phase 
measurement made between two TWT" a of the same type. Using this 
method, differential phase shift can be accurately measured within about 
0.1 degrees. 
Multi-cavity klyetron amplifiers that can satisfy the output power 
requirement of the AROD ground station are available of€-tbe -shelf, but 
manufacturers who were contacted were unable to supply data relating to 
differential phase stability. However, it has been indicated that with 
extreme& well regulated power suppli&, the w e  stab1Uty measure- 
ments that have been taken for a single frequhncy indicate that it may be 
possible to satisfy the AROD objective for maximum permissible differen- 
tiat phase shift. The advantage of using the klystron when compared with 
a planar triode would be the hi&, gain that could be obtained in a single 
stage. With'proper tuning of the individual cavities, the gain could be made 
approximately equal to that of the TWT, It wouM be necessary to compro- 
mise tuning for maximum gain against minimum differential phase shift 
withio the 12 Mc AROD bandwidth in'order to produce optimum operating 
caditiuns . 
CoasMering the fact that the ground station transmitter baadvPidth must 
be af the order of 50 Mc,  the power gain of a single planar triode amplifier 
stage would be lese than 10 db. Therefore, several such stage6 would be 
required to bring the final amplifier output level to a value suitable fur 
AROD use. "Even so, n multi-stage planar triode r-f amplifier appears to 
be a good choice for the ground station transmitter design, since phaee 
jitter due to power supply noise and tube noise for a single amplifier stage 
has been s h a m  to be below .003' rrns for 8 Af of 0.1 Mc. 24 
4 
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l3.gm-e 38. BffwetrtMl Phase Shift Between lptvo Trcavelitlg Wave ltzbes 
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so that the received frequency band8 are passed in a region of constant time 
delay; in additim, fhe regiion of constant time delay is made wide enough 
to encompass the maximal Doppler frequency shifts.  
433.1 R-F Receiver Compients  
The r-f input Circuitry for each beam d the antenna must suppress 
the interfemnce from the trmsp&&rts transmittem, The 
queacy h a d  is lower b frequency than the reeeived fr 
minimum separation is 5.1 >IC. ???e difference la power between the.rec 
aadrstransmittssd signals,fm operation close to the horizon, can be BS 
large as 171. db. Therefore, a number of stages are required to suppress 
the interfering freq 
The ei rcalator e antenna, having a *r>zmdisidth of no mo& than 100 
cy band suffiei&ly. 
i-4 
MAC and being tuned to the received frequency band, wiu provide 2 30 db 
reduction in the trmrprnitter feed through. This isolation, which can be 
obtained in the non-reciprocal device, can be maintained only when the 
voltage reflection coefficient of the antenna input is less than 0.03. 
Further reduction of the transmitter interference will be ficconrp~i&ed 
in a bandpass filter circuit. Great care must be taken in tfi8 &sign of the 
frequency selective circuit that phase diatortiow of the received frequency 
band are minimized, In the sidetone san%ng system a range error will be 
i n t r h c e 0  by m e o ~ n s a * d  lffem!ltiral phase shifts hetween 8 p i C t l . d  
Lk 
COXllp-LS 01 ye S W .  A I i ~ I I l k d  ph- d&kl;eiiCe %e&aCZ 2 6  I-zfii- . 
c 
a c e  signals can be compensated for in the spacecraft equipment. How- 
ever, this phase difference must remain constant under operational condi- 
tions; this meam that it should not vary when the received frequency band 
is ti-anslated by the Doppler frequency shtft or when the geometry, and with 
it the center frequencies of the filtering circuit, changes under mere 
environmental conditions. The requirement for constant time delay, p 
mer tbe range of pxeible displacements crf received frequency band can be 
met only *en the signal Miidwidth inclqdbg its dispiacernent in frequency 
is a d 1  in comparison to the filter bancM&h. 
In the representative AROD syatem, three reference signals and side- 
d e  
w 
bands are received; the bandwidth of this spectrum is 5 Mc and the inter- 
fering frequencyband from the transmitter (which has to be rejected in the 
filter circuit) is only 54 Me below the lowest spectrum line of the received 
signal. In order to obtain a rejection of at least 80 db of the interfering 
eignals in one filter and to make the filter passband much wider than the 
received signal bandwidth, a large number of resonant circuits would be 
requirud far this filter. The loeses within tbe paseband of the filter would 
h o m e  h i e .  
fering transmitter, and low losses in the r-f input circuitry cannot be 
If the system specificatians for phase error, rejection d the inter- 
met for the given design parameters, then alternatives are available. 
Either the translation frequency, which separates the transmitter 
frequency band from the received frequency band, c m  be increased 
substantially o r  three separate b a n d p a  filters to pass the three 
carrier signals and their modulation sidebands can be used. For this latter 
design, it may be necessary to change the modulafad car r ie r  frequency 
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from 2003.75 Mc to 2011.25 Me. Thte issue, along with other design fac- 
tors refated to the choice of transmitted Epectruxt, should be investigated 
during the subs&uent phase'of tbe 4ROD program. 
Xn example of a Wee branch multiplex filter capable of accommodat- 
ing 3 signat spectrum utilizing a 2011.25 Mc carrier, is s h h a  scheraat€caUy 
in w e  39, The three carrier signals, including the Illodula 
for the ZEul.25 Me carrier, are passed &rough individual PJkrr~ 
guently recombined. The three filters are of identi& design; in the filters 
the center frequencies w e  i&x~t_ic!.il +&e fr-~encies of *&e signai~ =G& 
are transmitted from the spacecnft. "DUB, the reference signals are placed 
at the center of the filter passband where the time delaj- can be assumed to 
be oonstant. Deviation cf the signal frequencies from the transmitter output 
frequencies because of Doppler shifts or a change of filter geometry will  
still maintain signals in a region close to the center frequency of the filter 
passbands where the time delay is constant. The phase characteristics of 
these filters, ulhich are of identical design, will track each other to it large 
depee. 
- 
For branching and recorrbimt-ion of the three refereoce s ipa l s ,  
advantage is taken ol the fact that the image i r n p x h c e  of B iilrer is resis- 
tive for its passband frequencies anb reactive outside the passband. Far 
hig!! Q filters whose passbanda are smailer than their separation, the filters 
can be spaced relative to each in the three-branch junction in such a mamer 
that each s i p l  passes through its filter while the two other branches rep- 
resent very large suscepmices at the jmction. 
In addition to the circulator and suitable bandparss filter system, band- 
rejection filters formed by MG spberee a& used'to suppreere the interfer- 
ing tranemitter another 30 db with very small efb& on the phase chrrac- 
teristics of the received frequency band. Thus, the ovsraili reduction of the 
interfering transmitter in the r-f ivt circuitry of the beam forming 
antenna which cgn be achieved is approximately 140 db. 
Following the isdatian circuits, the received signals a r e  applied to a 
parametric amplifier. With commercially available parametric amplifiers 
operating at S-band, the following chmterlst ics  canbe obtained: amplifier 
gain, 1'7 db: bandwidth, 40 Me; noise figure, less than 3.5 db. 
3 ?O 
25 Gc 
c .* 
H e r e  39. Three Fflter RF Multiplexer 
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The interfering transmitter, which will be no more than 30 db above 
the, minimum signa! received in the  parametric amplifier, will be outside 
the passixid of tbe amplifier. The presence of thy larger interfering 
signal, which is outside the passband, will cause only a small change in 
the gain of the amplifier. Intermodulation products between the received 
signal aMf the interfering transmitter will fall outside the i-f passband. 
4.2.3.2 Down and Up Conversion 
cpency components of the retransmitted spectrum or of the mdulation 
spectrum of the up-converter are identical in frequency with the spectmim 
lines of the received signal. This is important s ince a feed-through aig- 
nal of the same frequency as one of the received signals will be superim- 
posed on i% a d  the pttzLse of the resultant vector will be different from the 
phase of the received signal. 
In the representative desiga for the ground transponder, an S-baad 
stable osciIrjPfor generates a reference voltage; ite frequency is fr . The 
local oscillator frequaicy of the doiiz-converter is the difference between 
the frequency of the reference voltage and the frequency of a VHF oscif- 
lator 6. 
1 
$ 4  
:J f = f  - f  L.O. r v 
The VHF oscillator is voltage tunable over a frequency range greater 
than the double-sided Doppler band. The frequency of the local omillator 
wiil be adjusted by an automatic frequency control loop 50 remain 18 Mc ~ 
below the frequenoy of the lowest spectrum line in the received frequency 
band. The resultant i-f frequency band of the down-converter is given by: 
The i-f frequency band is ampliMed and applied to an up-converter. 
The modulation frequency of the up-converter is derived from the local 
oscillator voltage of the down-converter; its frequency is the difference 
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between the local oscillatur frequency and the frequency f of an ultra- 
stable oscillator whose frequency ideatifies the ground station, The up- 
converted frequency band is the upper nicxlulation sideband generated in 
8 single band modulator; its frequency is giveh by: 
t 
- f + f + LlfR - cfr - f v )  fTR = fr - fv t R - 
4 - €t = f  +aR R- 
The retransmitted frequency band is  translated by the highly stable fre- 
quency ft; the local oscillator frequency is not contained in the retrans- 
mitted spectrum. The phase reletion between the spectrum lines is pre- 
served. 
It can be assumed that in a conventional single sideband modulator 
spectrum, the first-order lower modulation sideband is 20 db below the 
upper sideband. However, in the proposed eystem it is especially impor- 
tant that tbp higher-arder upper eidebands be greatly suppressed. The 
reason is &kt the sedmd, third, and fourth order upper sidehaads we in 
the frequency interval between transmitted frequency band and receivd 
frequency b p l  aad partly overlap with the received frequency band, The 
local oscillator frequency can be chosen such  that none of the spectrum 
lines generated in the SSM (Single Sideband Modulator) are identical with 
the spectrum lines in the received frequency band. The suppression of 
the lower modulation sidebands of the SSM is of less importance, since 
their frequencies are below the transmitted frequency band. 
Down-Conver ter  
"be down-converter in the ground transponder w i l l  be a converltional 
balanced crystal mixer Mth a bandwidth of approximately 40 MC and 
I conversion loss of 6 db. The baIanced design has the function of sup- 
pressing the nuise accompanying the local oscillator. To accomplieh 
this, the admittances of the diodes at their operating point have to be 
very well matched. To keep the noise in the down-converter to a mini- 
mum, an additional requirement is that the noise sidebands on the local 
b 
r 
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oecillator, over a bandwidth of twice the i-f frequency, be at least 80 db 
below themain signal. lhis requirement can be met by m e t  microwave 
oscillators, &nee their noise sidebands generally result from power eap- 
ply variation or statfstical variations which are much lower in frequency 
tban the i -f frequezhcg. 
$ 
The image frequency in the down-converter whtch is given @ 
is below the m i w x f  frequency band and outside the -passband of the 
parametric amplifier. The impedance of the parametric amplifier outside 
its  passbaxd beeornee reactive, consequentiy, the image frequeacy termi- 
nation becomes reactive. The transfer admittance of the down-converter 
(givenby the ratiu of tbe current of the inwzning signal to the voltage of 
the i-f s i g d )  is depeadent on the image frequency admittance. Tbe 
phaee characteristic of ths transfer admit&nce 
rehted in (L rather cwnplex function to the image 
depending 08 the image admittance. It will be important b adjust the 
image admittance by choosing the distance between the parametric ampli- 
fier and down-converter sucb that the down-converter will operate in a 
region of 8 d  delay distortions. 
-mnvertsr 
ttaace. Tbereare 
of V4qy 8-1 de&y distorttons and of c f o q ~ v e l y  h g e  tmw, 
I-F Ampiif ier 
The down converted frequency band is dfvided ami each of the r&r- 
e m  aignala asd their modulation sidebands are parased through individual 
i-f preampiif4ers. The bandwidth of the preamplinere is I Ma. A i  the 
tzlput tie tbe i-fbeamplirie,. the parPer ~ e v ~  of ea& of tlae'major e p ~  . 
campl~ente at aplixirrmm riant range is appraximawy d5 watts, the 
noiee power in the amplifiers ie npproximately IO-' watta. &e pre- 
ampWrs ,  the amplitude of the signah and of the nuitae spectrai deneity 
fs erfffciently small to assume that the preamplifier characteristias are 
linear c 
' 4  
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The gain of the i-f preamplifiers will be made 40 db to bring the power 
in the three reference signah to 16’’ uat t s .  The three preamplifiers will 
be of identical design and great care will be taken to match the time delay 
in the three amplifiers. 
To compensate for the Doppler frequency shift - + fd of the received 
freq-, the frequency fv of the trmable VHF oscillator has to be cor- 
rected in order to brlng the i-f frequencies b the center of their respective 
crrjiatiil fikr6 in the W ~ S W  f;;txtrf p t  l-f c i r ~ ~ i t ~ .  bEdwidth Of the r 
post i-f crystal tilter6 wrii ix iess &an i irc so  ai the minimum 8 i g d - k -  
noise ratio of the recombined signal will always be greater than 8 db. 
The filters and the amplifiers which operate in  parallel must be of 
identical design and very carefully calibrated so that the time delay for all 
the spectrum lines which are amplified will &e the same. 
The gain of the main i-f amplifier is made 90 db to bring the signal 
level to *pproxirUately 10 mw, 
$ 1  
Uwonverter 
The upconverter in the ground transponder wil l  be a single sidebanl 
modulator. T h e  SSM which is propwedbas cmpara%ively wide cf;ndwidth and, 
in addition, sufiicient isolation is provided to minimize the effect of possi- 
ble interilal reflectioas vhiph COU!~! in t rdr rce phase errors. The S M  is 
shown schematically in Figure 40. In the SSM, the carrier at a frequency 
of f r  - fc- - ft is divided in a 3 db hybrid junction and directed to the two 
balanced modulators. In the scattering matrix of the hybrid. the voltage 
transmission coefficients, SZ3 and S32 are zero. This indicates that waves 
which might be reflected at one of the turlanced modulators will not be 
coupled in the other balanced modulator. The balanced modulators are 
hybrid junctions with nonlinear-resistance mixer diodes placed in the sym- 
metrical arm.  Modulation is obtained by taking advantage of the nonlinear 
d-c characteristic of the diodes. The diodes function as AM modulators and 
the balanced modulator characteristic is  obtained by suppression of the 
caierier in the AM spectrum by correct phasing of two modulated signals. 
The output signals of the balanced modulators are combined in the out- 
put hybrid junction, and the upper sideband is used. 
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Figure 40. Strr(gle Sideband Up- Converter 
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For an input power of 10 milliwatts to the SSM, the power output at the 
carrier of U e  frequency f, - fv - ft will now be abaut 1 milIiwatt, This 
is sufficient to drive the transmitter chain to the nominal output level of 
25 watts. 
42.4 MilltipathEffsCts 
thngnal propagation to ;atad from the ground baeed rmtennarr  suffer^ from 
ixxterfwence pffecte dse trt i2termxHite rdection of part of &e AROD sig- 
LL6Li &om ihe eBLiif:e suriace. inis interierence is a possibie source of 
measurement error and must be eonsidered inthe system design. 
greatly reduced by judiciously locating the ground antenna and by tailoring 
its design to produce sharp lodwtinction beyond the needed coverage. 
However, there are natural limits in both the surrounding environment and 
ia tbe antenna design beyond which it Is virtually impossible to go. For 
exampld, the reflection coefficient of grsund or water near grazing inci- 
dence takee m ratbh2. * s P n t v ~ v ' ' p r o p e r t i e s  independent af the surfece 
properties. mis follows eince, except for very dry gro~ad, I sC I m a ,  
where eC ff the complex diexectric constant of the ground or water. with 
this approximation: 
& 
Tbe effects of intermediate reflections, or multipath signtab, can be 
where: the Y ami h are subscripts indicating vertical and horizontal pol&- 
zatbn; I' is the ~ m g l e x  reflectioncoefficient of magnitude P and pbise @ ; 
and # i a  the grazing angle2' It can be men from Equations BO& 9OAthat 
for 4 = 0 and ea finite rv = rh = -1. If E: approachee O ,  I'h approaches 
-I for all values of e. However, Cv approaches + 1 for al l  values of J I  C 
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complex fw.ctiol; of $ than is I' 
approaches (1 wiher. sin 1 = I/ Jr .(TILS value of (i is the complement of 
Bre*ter's pofarjzixig angle). %%en L' is less than this critical value, 
qV = A ,  but at the critical angle it decreases abruptly to zero. where it 
remains for larger values of 4 When 
b a minimum value greater than zero, reaching the minimum value at an 
angie smaller than sin-' (1; cc). At the same time 0 is no longer dis- 
continuous at this angle, but it decreases rapidly from somewhat less than 
j7 to a small value and decreases slowly thereafter. As E approaches CO, 
the critical angle npprmcheri 0 ami r approaches T 1 for a11 values cf ii . 
Sgecificalfy. wher! E is real, p h' C v 
C 
is  complex p ,  can decrease only 
C 
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Usuallv only small values  of : are of interest in the microwave region 
since relatively narrow beamwidths zre generally used and illumination 
entering at large depression angles is much reduced relative to that close 
to beam center. Also, ?he effects af surface roughness will significantly 
reduce the effectiveness of specular reflection at hi@ depression angles. 
A divergence factor due to'the earth's curvature will further reduce the 
inteasity of specular reflection. 
Rather than make an exhaustive analysis of various eilmbimtions of 
antenna desigris a d  site locations at *his time, only the grouClj antenna 
design which we co-mide-r n o s t  suitable for the AROD system will be exam- 
ined. Further, only the worst environment for multipath interference, 
namely, su r  r&nding sea water ,  will be considered. Althcugh this environ- 
ment is a worst assumption, it is a v e r y  real possibility for an AROD 
ground station location, Local obstacles will not be considered since the 
difficulty they present can usually be overcome by careful siting. 
and at this angle, an antenna gain of 13 db is required to give the desired 
s ign4  strength. The proposed antenna is composed of a s t a c k  of 13 We- 
pendent antennas, each having semi-annular coverage, while the vertical 
coverages differ. The antenna covering the 5' elevation angle, has a ver- 
tical beaniwidth of about 5O. Such an antenna has a sidelobe minimum 
along the local horizon, and sixice a vertical array with some illumination 
The AROD system requires coverage dcrwn to 5' above the horizon, . 
e 
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control i s  contemplated. -20 db sidelobe peaks should be readily obtainable. 
The radiation center of this antenna is aeeumed to be located approximately 
10 meters above the sea. The earth's curvature limiaation on the borizm- 
tal line-of-sight distance corresponding to this height is about 7 miles. 
Reflection from a r m  of the sea beyond this distance therefore are of M) 
consequence slnce they wouM never reach the antama. wfth 
mum elevation angle restriction rrnd under specular refle 
the sea area contributing the multipath signal. is located about 115 meters 
from the anterura; -Thts condition is shnwn in Figwe 41, a d  the path differ- 
ence between the dfrect ray and the reflected ray is: 
115 .-a (1 - co6 10') = 1.74 meters 
COB 5 
4 
In order to calculate the error introduced into the range measurement, 
the tone method of mearauring range in .t he AROD system must be consid- 
ered. me range m&umment is by measuring the w e  of the 
5 Mc tolle derived by product detection of the two principal componenta of 
the tranemitted spectrum. The transmitted signal is composed of two 
equal amplitude components of angular frequency wo and w0 + G! (where 
wm/2n = 5 Me). Thus. the direct signal voltage to the ground terminal is: 
m 
(91 1 e = A COB w t + A cos(uo + w ) t ,  d 0 m 
where A is the peak amplitude of the components. The indirect signal is 
correrpponrilingfy: 6 
c 
- e R = B cos uo(t+At) + B COB crJo+um)($ +At), (943) 
6 
* 
&ere B is the peak amplitude of the componenta, A t  = 1 / c  1 
ie the additional path length,and c the velocity of light. After retmnsmis- 
sidx&both signals enter the spacecraft receiver and the output at wm is 
reewered. This is given by: 
- . t  
-r 3.- . -  
10 
. 
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m 
> 2 
= A- 003 G t B COS {LC t * w At) 
ni m m 
4 AB COS (W t - u0At) m (93 1 
"%is expression contains two phase shift terms due to the time delay, 
namely. w,At the carrier a d  urn At on the beat frequency. Since the 
rzflec'k! s@s! will en,tter the z~fennn m a sirl~lohe:~ B < A,and'terms in 
B vriU be neglected. The remaining components are shown on a vector 
diagram in Figure 42. 
V 1L. 
- 2  
The pbase error, 6, introduced into the resulting 6-1. em. is given by: 
A B ,  sin (urn At + oo At) - sin woAtj 
(94 1 6 = tan-I r 
18 1 
Since the M O D  system is only of interest if we can control the multi- 
path error to a small fraction of the period of the w rn m 
always be a small value and Equation 94 can be approximated by: 
signal, w At will 
and the range error is: 
B 2x1 
hO 
AR ~ P C O S  - 
where h0 is &e wavelength correspomih  to wo. 
Equations 96 and 57 describe the case of intereet here. They; indicate that 
the phase error in the urn signal, which in turn determines the range error, 
depends directly on the time delay, o r  path difference, and is a sinusoidal 
function of the microwave phase delay. The magnitude of the er ror  is  of the 
order of B/A. 
.’? * 
‘ C  
In the case illustrated in  Figure 41, where 1 = 1.74 meters, B/A = 10’20 1 db 
sidelobes), aml 2 d / A 0  = na, the range errur from Equation 97 is 0.174 meters. 
* rf In additkw to the range error given by mation 97, a Doppler e r ro r  also 
’* rem& from the interfereolce of multipath eign&. ~ h c e  *accurate m l e r  . 
measurements will be made on the carr ier  frequency, only a single carrier fre- 
quency, wo, need be examined for this e€fect. By analogous relations to the 
modulated case above, the carrier phase error ie: 
* .  
-I B dc = tan sin u p ,  
182, 
and the resultant amplitude function is: 
where A and B are the direct and indirect signal amplitudes, respectively, 
aed B C A. Sm631 carrier antplitude madulation can be eliminated fn a 
limiter &fore the Doppler measurkment is made. 
mndulation term is sigificant . 
ure 41 except this  time with 831 elevation angle of 10' rather than 5'. For 
lao, the point of specular reflection moves in to 56.5 meters, and the path 
difference between the direct #,nd indirect ray becomes 3-60 meters. Thus, 
the path difference increases by 1.86 meters for an angle change of 5'. At 
15 em wavelen,d, this distance corresponds to 12 wavelengths. Since the 
error phase, d c ,  varies from maximum positive to maximum negative for a 
waveiem m e  in1 , a phase &&ulatisn will be introduced tim carrier 
si@. For the 90 mile orbit the vehicle takes about 40 seconds to change 
its elevatiun angle from 5' k, IO* ; the modulation rate is about 1/'4 cps for 
one way transruitision or double th is  rate for the round trip.  The maximum 
phase excursion of the resultant carrier is B!A radians. For the case of 
-20 db sidelobes ~ A.u~mx = 0.1, and thus, the sideband amplitudes a re  about 
5 per cent o€ the carrier.  
This same phase modulation term appears in Equation 97, and thus,  the 
hence, only the w e  
in oder io es$ifi-aL& error, corGi&i the caF; ilp*trz+& in pig= 
1 
range error  is a function of time. However, the angifar vdocity of the 
vebicle witB'respect to the ground station is so slow that little smoothing 
can be done to reduce the error. t 
-~ - Multipath errors due to sign& incident at larger elevation angles will 
I ,  
. - -  * "  
9 
be considerably less than the low grazing angle case considered above for 
two reaons: 
1. The scattering from the sea surface becomes diffuse and much 
* * weaker than the specular case, and 
2. The radiation eaters the ground antenna on weaker sidelobes 
further from the main beam. 
a 
indirect signals generated by backocattering fnrm the sea are mud 
weaker than the forward scattered signals except near normal incidence 
to the surfac+,in this caw, the ecattered radiation can only enter by a 
weak bac~Ob8"'0r tbe antenna, and consequently, is of littld importance. 
., 
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Section 5 
CONCLuslONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS I -  
5 .I Conclusions 
The primary conclusion of the AROD Feasibility Study is that the 
AROD Syetem is feasible. No technological breakthroughs are required fo 
implement this highly accurate, self-contained, real-time orbit determina- 
tion syetem. In fact, a representative gtate-of-the-art system has been 
designed and is discussed in some detail in this report. 
of a particular design, the more general approach of determining the 
ecollomic factors, or equipment penalties, associated with achieving various 
accuracierr was followed. Tno f 
generated to incjicate the measurement accuracy that can be achieved as a 
function of spacecraft equipment penalty and ground station complexity. 
a From these curves, a potential user of the system can determine whether 
However, rather than restrict the study to tb technological feasibility 
lies of curves (Figures 1 and 2) were "t' 
the equipment penalties associated with. achieving the accuracy he requires 
a r e  tolerable, and whether the AROD system ''coat'' is lower than those of 
competing approaches. 
rate meaeuremmt errore (rms) at an altitude of 500 milea and a fzrnge of 
1000 milea are approximately 3.2 meters and .034 meters per secund, 
respectively, %en a e m r  sources are considered. Thus, with a space- 
craft equipment weight of lapproximately 27 pounde, an input power require- 
ment of less than 115 watts, and reasonably modest ground stationa capable 
of unatteaded -ration for long periods of time, a precise orbit determina- 
tion system can be achieved that capitalizes on the basic advantages of the 
AROD approach: 
Using the representative system as an example, the range and range 
J 
0 C d  ''gwrnctry. that is, 3 high degyee of accuracy in a large 
volume surrounding the gr zund stattons. 
0 Real time crhit deixrnilnation. 
0 -No requirement €or intercemmunications between ground 
stations. 
Simple, refiablg, unattended ground st+onB, 
Efficient utilization of spacecraft ~ w e r .  
8 
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A design study uf six months' ration is contemplated for the Phase A 
AROD Study. This effort would yie ? d four major results: 
1. 
* 
A System Performance Specifimtion, which will include the over- 
all system accuracy, the measurement accuracy, and the equip- 
ment accnrscy. {See delkitictns established in Section 2 of this 
report.) Ln addftlon. wb-system reliability requirements sbdd 
be estabiished for the operationhi system. 
k System Design of an optimized system including the s 
tion of sybtem parameters. definition of the transfer functions of 
each iunctionai block in the system. and circuit designs for aU 
criticgl circuits. These design efforts should be supported by 
exprimmtaf investigations and evaluations. The system design 
specifications should include the  constraints on vehicle equipment, 
weigh4 volune and input pcwer requirements. 
- .  
2. 
L- 
t 
F r 3. A development plan for the prototype AROD equipment through 
I '  ' .  I flight tee€. 
<a 
J 4. A-compaFativa aaaalysis of a tracking system employing wide-band 
modulation techalquee versus the cw sidetone ranging system, to 
which the P b e  A Feasibility Study was limited. 
. =  
5.2.1 study Plan 
In order to achieve e s e  results in a six manth design study, it wiU be 
I 
S I  necessary to make major assumptions as to the mission requirements at 
1 d6 
c 
I 
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the outset of the program, Otherwise, optimization of the system design 
czmxmt proceed. Ground rules that must established include: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4.  
5 .  
6.  
The operational envelope of the system, which is defined by the 
variation of orbital parametere for the vehicles to be emploged, 
and the minimum elevation angle at which the vehicles are 
tracked. 
Definition of the vehidle environments including boost-launch 
phirse. orbital phase, and vernier correction phase. 
Reliability requirements for both the vehicle equipment ard the 
,ground stations. 
System accuracy and performance reqJiremeats. 
Vehicle equipment. weight, volii~ne and power input limitations. 
Specifications for the vehicle antenna. 
Many of the ground mles developed in this report may be appfioabfe 
to the design stxdy. If the overall program schedule dictates the need for 
establishing all. the ground rules within a short period, it would appear 
appP0prht.e k, initiate &:he design study on the same ground rules. Comr- 
rent with the start of the program, an intensive effort ProtAd be required 
to up-date these graund ru les and to establish the environqental and 
reliabifiQ rtquirements in a timely manner. 
It is recommended that the program be conducted in the manner 
depicteci in the study phzsing chart shown in Figure 43. Major subdivisions 
of the Phase H s t i y  indicated on +he chart are: 
e System Analysis 
0 System Design 
0 Jikaluatlon of wideband modulation techniques 
5.2.2 System Analysis 
This pcrtion of the study should be primarily concerned With the evalua- 
tion of the performance of the AROD prototype designed in the System 
Deslign task. Additional eubtasks are the determination of the computational 
and storage requirements imposed upon the ASC-15 computer by the AROD 
calcalafions and the evaluation of the incremental accuracy of AROD. 
s 
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As indicated earlier, it may be necessary to*assume that the mission 
requirements performance objectives, and equipment penalties are essen- 
tially the same as those associated with t& ''representative" system des@ 
evolved in Wase A. fhnnrever, it is recognized that revisions to these and 
other constraints wil l  fnevttably occur. Consequently, the first two months 
of the System Anslyair taak shouM be devoted tu revieion of tbe w-, 
bsed apm close fiaisrnrr with NASA. At the end of tbe firet two montfis, a 
firm list of s p t e r n  aad equipment requirements should be provided to 
s y e l m  desigriiers. 
General investigations into GWP effects, errore in vehicle '*track,'' 
and propagation e r rors  shouM be conducted k, improve system accuracy 
prediction capabilities. when these effects a r e  combined with a reliability 
analysis they wfll permit an evaluation of the performance of the prototype 
design. Extrapolations from this '"design point" will result in impraved 
trade-off curves enabling a potential user to estimate the equipment penal- 
ties (spacecraft Iud ground) atw3ciated with a specific measurement 
accuracy requirement, 
Based upon a careful study of the eornpuktional and rstorage capabiliG 
of the ASC-15 computer piannedfor the Saturn CIB andanevaluationofthe vari- 
ous tasks it might perform for AROD, a set of requirements for the com- 
b * 
puter should be generated, 
The final subtask should be an investigation of incremental errors .  It 
has been estimated that the incremental e r ro r s  in range, range rate, posi- 
tion, and velocity would be an order of mapiaide lower than the abeolute 
er rore  investigated ht the Feasibility Study. This reduction wodd result 
from the automatic efiqpmtion of many biased drrors and the reduction of 
others by smoothing. An investigation into incremental errors should be 
conducted in Phase B to determine: 1) the utility of incremental measure- 
ments to the vehicle guidance system; 2)  system performance in terms of 
incremental e r ro r s  in position and velocity; and 3) an estimate of the mag- 
nitude of the biased components of the range and range rate measurement 
errors. 
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The e& results of the System Analysis task would be: 
1, 
2. 
System performance specifications for the M O D  prototype design. 
Trade-off CUIVBE indicating equipment penalties versus measure- 
ment accuracy. 
ASC-15 computer requirements for AROD calculations. 
An evaluation of the incremental accuracy of AROD. 
3. 
4. 
5.2.3 System Design b. 
.I . . *  
- m e  syete-rn design described in Section 3 oi this report was optimized 
only to the degree allowed by the scope of effort applied to the Phase A 
study, However, it adequately served the purpose of establishing the feasi- 
bility of the AROD concept. For the design study, it would be most appro- 
priate to evaluate the design approaches. system parameters, and drcuit 
parameters that were chosen for the Feasibility Study in the light of more 
accurately defined mission requir me- for AROD. Some of the more 
important of tbese issues are: 
e 
1. The choice of the transmitter output component: The spectrum 
that can be generated in the transmission is dependent OD the 
choice of this component because of limitations on the accuracy 
to which phase and amplitude may be controlled. Within the 
constraints imposed by the transmitter components, the trans- 
mitted spectrum should be optimized for best utilization of the 
r-f enerb and minimization of the e€fects of nm-linearities in 
signal processing elements. Thia couM be accomplished by 
mean3 of a condplter program for which a mathematical model 
of representatke signal processing elenzeJn& is devised ta per- 
mit analysis of the resulting intermodulation outputs. Also 
depsrident on the choice of the transmitter output corhponent and 
spectrum is the difficulty that will be encountered in combining 
the outputs of distributed transmitting elements (if they are 
required). 
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2 .  The-extent to whichwideband receiver front end componeats are 
employed in &e vehicle: The best Iocatim for the rnultipiex filter 
in the receiving chain aiill be determined on the basis of mini- 
mizing the effects of intermodulation gn signal tracking perform- 
ance in the presence of transmitter leakage. 
Ihe degree of redundancy employed for the ground station receiv- 
ing an& traasmitting elFents:  This issue is of major importance 
in %he desinn of the unattended ground station inasmuch as it will 
3 .  
b.Lluw!y ----- :-N**---- L L U I W G 1 S C . L .  fp-- -n* ld  nntwn-lr -L---.---  &ahlishment and operating 
costs. 
The spacecraft transmitter and wrrelation receivers have by far the 
strongest influence OR the penalty factors attributable to the AROD system. 
For t h i ~  reason, major effort in the experimental portion of the system 
design effort should be assigned to theee circuits. 
FOT the transmitter chain, the all-important question of choosing the 
outprt element should be narrowed down to at most two choices early in 
the m y .  FT,,for illustrative purposes, it is assumed that the choiee of the 
varactor harmonic generator chain IS srzbatmfiated during this re-edua- 
tion, a single 2.5 watt transmitter chain should be constructed. This trans- 
mitter should be capsble of operlition iu either the unrnodulated cw mode 
(where phase stability is the important design consideration for summing 
(where control of the spectrum power distribution is most important). 
Major emphasis on this experimental effort would be devoted to the tran- 
i)l purposes) or the mods employing phase modulation by multiple sidetones 
$ F  
sistor driver amplif ier  and the varactar-multiplier chain foliowing it. 
h e  co~mpoae& required for the frequency standard and synthesizer- 
modulator are commercially available, aad the design prcbtems introduced 
by this portion of the chain are relatively routine. In the event that another 
desiga approach is selected for the transmitter chain. a similarly repre- 
sentative experimental kircuit should be constructed for evaluation. 
An experimentaI program should also be carried out for the phase- 
locked loops needed in  the spacecraft. During.the exrly portion of the pro- 
gram. a conventional phsse-!ocked loop should be constrwted employing 
19 1 
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state-of-the-art components and a signal simulator capable of generating 
the maximum Doppler &sets and Doppler rates that would be emmmtered 
in the missions of interest. Acquisition aml tracking behavfor of the unaided 
i loop should be evaluated for various Doppler offsets and Doppler ratge FIB a 
function of the loop parameters. Using this loop as a “test bench,” the ajar 
portion of the effort on the correlation receivers would b to evaLuate $e 
niqusa fw providing acquisition and tracking aids by meafls of sensing &e- 
merits external to the loops themselves. Methods for improving pulljin time, 
prohsMlfty of lock -on and tracking accuracy will be evaluated. 
It ia recommended that a third experiment21 effort be conducted on the 
fnont end ccmpments for the spacecraft. The primary purpose cf this 
imestigation WCUM be 
01 transrnfttwi spectrum. The major concern with isolation circuits and low 
noiise eomponects is the effects of leakage and noclfnearities on signal trndc- 
ing accuracies, Critical compents  for the dipfexer should be investigated 
in oxder to determine realistic leakage levels. Leakage of tiw transmitter 
spectrum should be simulated experimentally for injection into the low noise 
receiver. Cpfimizaticm of the transmitter spectrum, the grouad station 
transiation frequency, and the retransmitted spectra wili r sd t  from this 
effort. 
OWmr portions of the system design can be subdivided as follows: 
verify the malytica! results gowrning the choice 
* 
spacecraft r -f components, range and range rate meamring circuits. telem- 
etry and computer interface components, ground antenna, ground r-f com- 
ponents, ground receiver, and ground transmitter, It is mticipated that 
only limited experimental inuestigatiow will be conducted iu tbese areas. 
Thae investigations wiii be limited tr, isolated circuits which are deemed 
critical. Paper designs to tbe circuit level ehould be accompIiahed for all 
but the routine subsections of the equipment. 
I 
, 1 
5.2.4 fnveetigatioa cd Wide Band Modulation Techniques I 
The basic: techniqoer, for generating spread spe@trum waveforms witfi 
very large time bandwidth products shotrld be inireatigated from the point of 
c 
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r I 
view of ease of modulation and economy of matched filter design. Rase 
reversal, frequency stepping and frequency swept, for both continursua 8Iyf 
intermittent burst type of tradsmissions, should be evaluated. Major con- 
sideration should be given to the problems of establishing phase-lock 
w i t h  the acquisition Wrvals ~peciffed. The technique of overlapping 
thoroughly explored. hbis appear8 possible by emfloying unique d e e  for 
e d h  of the g o d  station retransmissions. 
1: is expz*& tkzt the spree e p t r u m  techniques will introduce addi- 
t i o d  complexity to both the vehicle and g-rouad equipment. "tils complexity 
s h d  be assessed against 'the improvement in interference invulnerabifity 
&at these techniques affordto provide the basis for the final recommenda- 
tions. 
retmwrnissions of all the ground stations should be 
Because of the major system design changes that m a y  result from this 
< 
investigation, it is recommended that this investigation be completed during 
the firat three months of the Phase B Study. 
. s 
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Appendix A 
G E O M E T R I C A L  D I L U T I O N  O F  P R E C I S I O N  
The e r ro r s  in a spacecraft's position and velocity computed f rex  im- 
perfect rneas1me?zxzt6 c& range and range rate will vary with the space- 
~mft'trg pobilicin refative to a given ground station complex. It is the pur- 
pose ot this appendix to discuss Geometrical Dilution of Precision (GDOP) 
and present the nunierical results of some analyses of various spacecraft- 
ground station geometries. 
The mcthd  for analyzing AROD GDOP has been a flexible computer 
program, the AROD Error Evaluation Computer Program. This appendix 
introduces the GDOP analysis performed as a part of the AROD Feasibility 
Study by describing this computer program. A discussion and derivations 
of the basic equatiune for the program a re  presented and the results of a 
series of test runs concludes the appendix. 
1.0 DESCRIPTTON OF THE AROD ERROR EVALUATION 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
1.1 Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of the AROD Error Evaluation Computer Program is to 
provide a means for quantitatively evaluating the effects of vehicle-to-station I 
relative geometry on the basic AROD measurement errors, over a wide 
range of mission trajectories. The AROD system is a range and range- 
rate orbital navigation system requfring three ground-based stations of 
known location, as indicated in Figure A-1. To provide the desired fiexi- 
bility, station locations are supplied as program inputs which may be varied 
from run to run. Basic errors, which are supplied as  program inputs, 
I 
A-1 
- - -  
X, Y, Z 
‘ 1 8  ‘2, r3 Vehicle-to-Stations , Q , @ Relative Range 
‘1’ ‘2‘ ‘3 
xi, yi, 3 (i = 1,2,3) 
’i = m+ yj7+z+ 
v = g+g+;z 
Arbitrarily Oriented Reference Frame ( s h o r n  as geocentric-inertial) 
Vehicle-to-Stations @ 0,  *@ Relative Rongedate . . .  
tocationCoordimtes ofStatiom@ , @ @ 
Vehicle Instantaneous Range Voctac 
Vehicle Instantansous Velocity Vector . 
- 
7 From Geometry, AROD Position Eqns ore: 
i =  1,2,3 
(x -xi) 2 + (y-y;) 2 + (z -zi) 2 -  r. 2 
1 
From Which AROD Velocity Eqns are: 
Figure A-1. A R O D  System Geometry 
A-2 
I -  
- 
include e r ro r s  i n  the measurement of instant'meous range and range-rate, 
and e r ro r s  in specification of the three position coordinates for each of the 
three ground-based stations comprising the system. To obtain a first 
estimate of the GDOP effects while remaining within the time and manpower 
limitations of the AROD Feasibility Study, all e r ro r s  were assumed to be 
independent and normally distributed. Althougtt only approximately true, 
this asbmption gives realistic results while avoiding the cumbersome 
mathematical complexities of correlated e r r o r  sources. In addition, pro- 
. .  
---I--- v i n z v u  i6 iuauc. -..A- *I& +ha L c *\*n--am ~ L V ~ ~  fnr inolricinn Gf 4i-e- Wn-Zero mean} 
errors in the basic measurements and computation of their propagated 
effect on position and velocity determination. 
As indicated in  Figure A-2, vehicle trajectory data within the observa- 
tion region of the three stations are supplied by an independent three- 
dimensional orbital computation program.* This program is capable of 
generating both launch trajectories and orbital trajectories of arbitrary 
altitude, eccentricity, and inclination angle. Depending upon the degree of 
sophistication desired, the program can include the effects of earth oblate- 
IESE (up to the sixth gravitational harmonic), atmospheric drag, rotation of 
the earth's atmosphere, thrusting schedules, and varying vehicle mass dur- 
ing thrusting periods. Specification of three values of initial position and 
three values of initial velocity are required for  the ofii tal  computation 
program. 
The AROD Error  Evaluation Computer Program generates the instan- 
taneous values of the elements of the position and velocity e r r o r  covariance 
matrices as overall measurements of geometrically-induced errors.  These 
elements are then used to compute the magnitudes and spatial orientations 
of error ellipsoid semiaxes corresponding to the diagonalized forms of the 
position and velocity covariance matrices. En this way, a description of 
the error volumes within which vehicle position and velocity can be expected 
*Much of the orbital computation portion of the total program was developed 
as part of an earlier project. It is included here to describe the entire 
program us-ed in the AROD GDOP analysis. 
A- 3 
x c - 
8 
I 
- 
.- 
to lie with a specified probability is obtained. These data are generated at 
specified increments of time within the observation region defined by the 
three ground-based stations. The relation between the covariance matrix 
and error volumes of specified probability levels is briefly discussed below. 
1.2 Covariance Matrix lntepretation 
The covariance matrix of position e r ro r  is given by: 
xx xy X Z  5 u l  
A p  =pyq 
zx zy zz 
where t~ = cr 
position errors, etc. This matrix contains all the information required to 
describe an e r ro r  volume in space within which the vehicle lies with a 
specified probability. The computation procedure for extracting this infor- 
mation is as follows: 
= variance of x position e r ror ,  u = covariance of x and y 
xx XY 3% 
The matrix is first diagondfzed by means of an orthogonal transforma- 
tion C having the property that 
C-lA C 
P =c 0 x'x' Y'Y' O U  0 o c r  D , where IC1 = 1 P 
The diagonal elements of Dp are error  variances along a set of principal 
axes, x', y', z', the spatial directions of which (relative to inertial axes) 
can be deduced from the elements of C. An e r r o r  ellipsoid centered about 
the computed vehicle position, having semi-axes aligned with these principal 
axes and of lengths of Kax,, Krry,, Kaz, , (where uX, =dG, - ,  etc.), can be 
expected to contain the actual vehicle position with a certain probability P. 
The probability level P is related to the proportionality factor K by a chi- 
square distribution function as shown in Figure A-3. For example, when 
K = 1 the ellipsoid with semi-axes uX,, cy, , uz, , corresponds to a probability 
level of P = 0.2 (20%); the 2-sigma ellipsoid (K = 2) corresponds to a level 
about P = 0.75, etc. 
A-5 
I - *  1 
/- Distribution 0 deorces " - -  
of freedam? i i 
/ 
/ 
Roportioriolity Factor, K 
R g w e  A-3. Relation Beltrqccn K nntl P/OY Comrinnce Ewm Arraltsis 
A-6 
, 
I 
~ 
As an approximate measure of position e r ror .  it is noted that the deter- 
minant D is related to the volume V of the K-sigma e r ro r  ellipsoid by: I PI P 
A sphere of equivalent volume thus has a radius p given by: P 
Thus, the covariance matrix determinant prior to diagonalization can be 
used to obtain a radius p 
of positional uncertainty (with approximate probability level P related to 
the proportionality factor K a8 before), since the spherical volume of radiue 
P 
In an approximate sense, p is an overall measure 
P' P 
as given above is equal to the K-sigma ellipsoid volume. 
P 
The e r ro r  evaluation program computes both the value of p for K = 1, 
P 
as well as the principal axes e r ror  variancesox,x,, u fY' 3 uZ'Z'f and the 
spatial orientations of these axes. An entirely similar procedure is followed 
for the velocity e r ro r  covariance matrix R V t o  obtain velocity e r ro r  volume 
data  and uncertainty parameterpV. The quantities (o /K), (@K) are  
defined as the positional uncertainty parameter and velocity uncertainty 
parameter, respectively. These quantities are computed 8s functions of 
time within the observation region and are used as summary measures of 
position and velocity uncertainties. 
P 
1.3 Program loputs 
As summarized in the functional block diagram of Figure A-2, the 
required input quantities for the AROD Error  Evaluation Computer Program 
are as follows: 
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a 
0 
0 
Three components of vehicle initial position (xo, yo, zo)* 
Three components of vehicle initial velocity (ko, io, io)* 
Parameters to specify drag, oblateness, etc., effects, if these are 
to be included 
Nine station location coordinates (xl, yl, zl, x2, y2, zz, x3, y3, z3) 
Nine station location rms emrs (uxl, uY1,. a , uz3) 
Three range and tbree range-rate measurement rms errors 
0 
0 
0 
(me-. n*-. fr.. : oa-. Ok.. . gi.- 1 "1 '.L 'J AI L -a 
W,ge, ----- --&- ---------*-+ -..A e+ inn 1 a n o t i - m  h4ne P-M- 
a v . 0  i a i y ; c r a L c =  Lut;muLc;iucsIsIc QL.u m c a t i v u  * v u u c a u u  
0 
The minimum allowable station elevation angles account for station 
Minimum allowable station elevation angles, one for each station 
visibility limitations and thus ensure that only those relative ranges lying 
within the observation region for the three ground stations are employed 
in computing the desired covariance matrix data. All remaining input 
quantities may be varied at will, to cover all trajectories, relative geometries, 
and measurement m a  values of interest. 
1.4 Program Outputs 
The program outputs include (Figure A-2): 
0 Position and velocity covariance e r r o r  matrices, together with 
matrix determinants and equivalent spherical volume radii (i.e., 
positional uncertainty parameters and velocity uncertainty 
parameters). 
Error ellipsoid principal axes directions and error variances 
along these axes. 
Position and velocity e r ru r s  resulting from bias errors in range 
and range-rate measurements, and station location. 
0 
These outputs permit ready determination of position and velocity e m r  
volumes for any specified probability level, as a function of orbit geometry, 
station location, and vehicle position while the spacecraft is in the observation 
region defined by the three (elevation-angle-limited) ground-based stations. 
*In the orbital computation program, these quantities enter in terms of polar 
spherical coordinates (r,, A*,  Ji,; $, io, $*); see Section 2.1. 
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2.0 PROGRAM EQUATIONS 
2.1 Trajectory Computations 
2.1.1 Coordinate Systems 
The digital computer program employed to generate trajectory data for 
the ABOD Error Evaluation Computer Program is based on a Runge-Kutta 
~ n r n e r i ~ 1  i ~ t ~ g r a t f e n  nf the differential equations of orbital motion in three 
dimensions. The orbiiai quaiions of motion are w i i t e i i  in sphsi-icd pchr 
coordinates relative to a geocentric inertial frame, as indicated in Figure A-4. 
The instantaneous position of the orbiting vehicle center of gravity, P, is 
defined by the sperical polar coordinates (r,A , + ) where: 
r = radial distance of P from earth center. 
h = celestial longitude of P, measured (in the equatorial plane) 
from the positive x inertial &e. 
celestial l-ude of P, measured (in the plane perpendicular 
to the equatorial plane and containing the earth poiar axis z) 
from the equatorial plane. 
+ = 
Associated with this coordinate system is an orthogonal set of unit vectors 
(Tr, 7 , 'i: ) which move with the vehicle, as illustrated in Figure A-4, and 
defined as  follows: 
A 4  
i r  is along the radius vector i from 0 to P, positive outward 
i x 
- 
4 
is tangent to the circle of constant celestial latitude at P, positive 
to the east 
is tangent to the meridian of celestial longitude through P, positive 
tr, 
to the north 
Components of vehicle linear velocity in this coordina& system are then: 
vr = 
VA = eastward velocity component, alongi 
vA = 
= 
f .T 
radial velocity component, alongTr = k 
,J, 
I 
= northward velocity component, along'i- = 
r i  cos + , relative to a non-rotating earth 
r 0; - fie) cos#,  relative to a rotating earth 
A 
vh 
where. as indicated in Figure A-4,ne represent8 the magnitude of the earth 
angular velocity about the polar (2) axis. 
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. 
Figure A-4. Trajectory A.ograrn Coin-dim& Systems 
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--- 
X,Y,E - inertial Geocmtric F r a e  
X,Y - In Equa)oriol Plam 
X - Towards Vernol Equinox 
Z - Along Earth Polar Axis  
r, A ,  J? - Spherical Polar Coordinates of P 
c- 
- 
I 
, -  
I 
, -  
As may be inferred from Figure A-4, the polar spherical coordinates 
( r , A  ,$)  of P are related to the geocentric inertial coordinates (X, Y, 2) of 
P, by the equations: 
X = rcos$cosA 
Y = r m s +  sink (A- 1) 
Z = r s in#  
X = 
Z = isin+ + r j . c o s +  
The geocentric inertial frame (X, Y, Z) is defined such that the X, Y, 
from which the inertial components of vehicle velocity are obtained as: 
G oos +  cos^ - rj, sin+  cos^ - rh  cos+  sin^ . 
Y = r US sin). - rq sing sinx + ra- COS$ cwa- (A-2) 
- - -  - -  
axes lie in the equatorial plane; with ST directed in a convenient Inertial 
direction (e,g., towards the vernal equinox); and % directed along tbe earth 
polar axis. 
2.1.2 Equations of Motion 
In terms of the spherical polar coordinates defined above, the equations 
of motion of point P about an oblate earth while under the influence of 
gravitational, drag, and thrust accelerations are 
92 0 2  2 Gr Fr % r-qb -131 c o s # = - + - + -  
.. 
m m m  
G F D  
'2 -.-&+A+-& 0.  . . r$ + 2r# + rh s in+ cos$ - 
In Equation A-3 , m represents vehicle mass, and the G, F, and D terms 
represent the indicated components of gravitational, thrust, and drag 
accelerations, respectively. Although the computer program, as currently 
written, includes the required expreseions for F and D these quantities 
were  neglected in the present AROD analysis (mn-thrusting orbital motion 
in an essentially atmosphere-less environment was of primary interest). 
L To describe earth oblateness effects up to the sixth gravitational 
i 
% c harmonic, the foliowing expression for the earth's gravitational potential # 
f 
f -- is employed : 
- -  
, i. 
. .  (1 - 3 sin 2 d, 1 + - J3R3 (3 - 5 sin 2 # ) sin# 
3 %r 2 2r 
(5 - 105 sin2& + 315 sin4+ - 231 sin 6 l6r 
". 2 
P '  
' I  
ILM = gravitational constant - m a s  product of 
16 3 2 earth = 1.407654 x 10 ft /sec 
equatorial radius of eartb = 20926428 x IO7 A R = 
and J2,'. , Js = coefficients of earth gravitational harmonica 
h a r m a c  coefficients are those internationally adopted in 1961: 
The values employed in the computer program for the earth gravitational 
J, = 1.08228 
6 
c, 
J3 = - 2 . 3 ~  10- 
J .  = -2.12 x 
-i 
= -0.2 x J5 
= 10-6 
d6 
Cornpaneats of higher-ordered oblate eartb gravitational force per unit 
map in the (r,A 4 ) directions are the gradient components of the earth 
poolkntbl bction Q, as given by Eguation A-4. 
3 
2 (1 - 3 sin $)  -  (3 - 5 sin 4 )  sin$ 2 4J3R 4 
1 2r 2r 
+- (3 - 30 sin J' + 35 sin? 
- 
4 
2 5JqR 
5 8r 
A-12 
C 
- 105 2 sin $i 
J3R3 2 
2 - 3 J2R 
sin@ cos@ +- (3 - 15 sin i$ ) cos# 
2r 
J4R4 3 -- (- 60 sin# + 140 sin $I ) cos$ 4 8 r  
J5R5 
5 8r 
-- (15 - 210 sin?# + 315 Sin4$) OOSJ) 
(A-5) 
3 5 (-210 sin$ + 1260 sin3$ - 1386 sin # ) cos+. . . . 16r 
For purposes of the present AROD analysis, the coefficients J2 through J6 
and the quantity ae were set equd to zero to consider only motion about a 
mn-rotating spherical earth. Note, however, that earth oblateness effects 
are r e d l y  incorporated into the program by merely assigning the cited. 
values to tbe J coe€ficients. Likewise, earth rotational effects are incor- 
assigning the appropriate value of earth angular velocity to 
ons A-3 and A-5 represent the set of second order non-linear 
. 
differential equations of motion which are numerically integrated, by means 
of standard Runge-ICutta procedures, to yield the desired AROD orbital 
data. Solution of these equations gives vehicle position and veiocity in the 
polar spherical coordinates (r,h ,#I ), which are readily converted to 
corresponding inertial coordinates by means of Equations A-1 and A-2. 
Specification of the components of vehicle initial position (ro, ho, 31,) and 
velocity{$ , A0, $ o) are required in order to integrate Equations A-3 and A-5. 
0 
2.1.2 Relative Range and Range-Rate Computations 
To conipute the elements of the various matrices emploJ-ed in the AROD 
Error  Evaluation Program, instantaneous range and range-rate of the 
vehicle relative to each of the three ground stations are required. As indi- 
cated in Figure A-1, these quantities are given by: 
1 
1 
r. = f  [(x - x.) i + (y - yij $ + iz - zij 
i r. 1 
in which (x. y, z) and (k, $, i) are the instantaneous rectangular coordinates 
of vehicle position and velocity, respectively. These quantities are supplied 
by the trajectory program by means of Equations A-1 and A-2. In Equation 
A-6. x y 
ground-based stations. These fixed quantities are computed in the program 
by means of the program inputs of radius (Ri), longitude (Xi), and latitude 
Ui) of the three stations: 
z. {i = 1. 2 ,  3) are the rectangular coordinates of the three i' i' 1 
x. = R. cos $ .  cosh 
1 1 1 i 
i = R. cos$ . sin A Y i  1 1 
i z. = R. sin 4 1 1 
(A-7 
Finally, to ensure that only data within the observation region defined by 
the three elevation-angle-limited stations are employed in the e r ror  com- 
putations, the instantaneous elevation angles E .  of each station to the vehicle 
are computed from: 
1 
At each time point, the error computations proceed if and only if the follow- 
ing three inequalities are all satisfied: 
are program inputs specifying the minimum €3, in which < 1 , , ~ 2 ~ ,  
allowable elevation angle of each station. 
a 
From the basic AROD positional navigational equations (see Equation A-6), 
errors in vehicle position (Ax, A y ,  Az) are related to e r ro r s  in measure- 
ment of the three vehicle-to-station ranges (Ar13 A r  , Ar ) and errors in 
the specification of the nine coordinates of station locations (Axl ,Axz,  
. . . . , Az3) according to: 
2 3  
a2 1 
31 a 
L .  
or 
x - x 3  y - y g  2-z3 
3 .  
r 
12 a 
22 a 
32 a 
(A-1 1) 
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it is convenient to continue 
Equation A-10 as: 
0 
0 
Ar 
the development in  
-.I 
I 0 "'1 +Fl 
AS, 
matrix form. Rew 
0 
a22
0 
3r- 2 
@ 
As2 
.rite 
(A- 12) 
Using the abbreviations indicated at the bottom of Equation A-12, the 
matrix AP representing errors in vehicle position, may be written: 
* APS Ay = M-' (Ar + MIAs1 + M2M2 + M@S3) (A- 13) ca 
The covariance matrix representing random errors in vehicle position 
is obtained by right multiplying both sides of Equation A-13 by their respec- 
tive transposes and statistically averaging both sides of the resulting matrix 
equation. Right multiplying both sides of Equation A-13 by their respective 
transposes, and utilizing the facts that (A+B) = A  +B .(AB) = B A yields: T T T  T T T  
A Y A ~  
= M-l(Ar + MIAS1 
(Ar* + A  
+ M2AS2 + M3AS3) 
S ~ M ~  T T  + A S ~ < + A  T T 1' s3 M3 1 M- 
After expanding and statistically averaging Equation A-14, matrix pro- 
T T 
1 ducts such as &AS , ASlAS2 , etc., vanish by virtue of the assumption of 
independence in range meaetmment errors and station position errors. 
For example: 
A-16 
%‘hen statisticall?* averaged. all elements of t he  above  matrix van i sh ,  
since Arl ,Ar2,Ar,  ,Ax . A v  A L  :+re 111 a s s u m e d  independent .  T h u s ,  
the only matrix products on t h e  right o f  Equation A- 14 which do not vanish 
3 1 - 1 ’  1 
\then statistically averaged arc. those containing Ar A r  T . A S I A S 1  -T , etc., and 
~ 
these become diagonalized \!hen :i \traged. The niatrix on t h e  left of Equa- 
tion A- 11 when s t a t i s t i c a l l \  :i\ craged. Iwcwtnes the* desired positional 
rovariance 
*Xotr that .  althoiiph A r l .  A 
is clear fi-on: Equation -4- 
necessary to considcr the 
spec i f ica t ion  o f  posii ionat 
.+ hll 
- 51,) - 
A- 
% 
r 
(A- 16) 
r?, . . . Ax1,. . . A23 a r e  a.-;sumed indtyeiident. i t  
li, that Ax. Ax. S z  are not itxiept.nde!It. It 1s t h u s  
positional covariance ina i r i s  for a complete 
errors. 
A - i  7 
c 
Using the matrix abbreviations iiidicated at the bottom of Equation A-16. 
Equation -4-76 is ~ r i t t e n  in succinct matrix form as: 
m 
1 
A P = M  -1 (?Ir + M I A s l  34: + M 2 A s2 AIT 2 + M3L%,3M,T)(M-i) (A- 17) 
where the various matrix symbols are as defined in Equation A- 12 and A- 16. 
As writtm in Equation A- 17, the positional covariance matrix Ap is readily 
programmed litifizing standard computer matrix subroutines. Xote also 
tkzt Eqdztt;i2n_ -4-22 gives pnsitional bias errors for specified range bias 
errors and station iocaiion bias errors. 
c 
Eqwtions A-13 and -4- 17 are the matrix equations employed in the 
AROD Error Evaluation Computer Program to compute positional bias 
and positional covariance matrix data, respectively. Trnjectory data 
supplied by the n f i i t a l  computation program (described in Section 2.1) and 
program inputs are employed in computing the elements of the M, MI7 M p ,  and 
M matrices. Program inputs are employed in computing the elements of 3 
the Ar, ASl, AS2. AS3, hr, h , A  and A matrices. 
s2 §3 
2.3 Velocity Bias and Covariance Matrix Computations 
The relationships bebeen vehicle v ~ l o c i t j  errors (As, A t ,  &), vehicle 
position errors (AX, AY, AZ), range-rate measurenient errors (& , A ? ~ ,  b3), 
range measurement e r rors  Ar?, Ar ), and station location e r ro r s  
(Ax1, A x B , .  . , A s z , .  . , Az3) are obtained from the basic AROD velocity 
navigation equations as: 
rl A?, + il Arl = (x-xl)A k + k ( 4 x - A ~ ~ )  + (y-v,)Ay -t- i(Ay-Ay1) 
1 
- 3  
0 
+ ( z - z ~ ) A Z  + k(&-Azl) 
. *  
r2AG2 + c2Ar2 = {x-x2)Ai + &3x-Ax 2 ) + (y-y,)Ay f y(Ay-Ay 2 ) (A-18) 
+ (2-2,) a;, + k(&-Az2) 
Proceedings ‘is above, re-write Equation A-18 in matrix form: 
AX 4 j . i  
0 0  
L I Z  A I  - [K 0 0  
A X  l- 
AYl 
A= 1 
0 0 0  
$ 2  - E  0 0  
It is desirable to utilize. in the velocity computations, as many of the 
matrices employed in the positional computations as possible. Thus, noting 
that: 
and 
- 
1 0 0  
r 
0 1 0  
r 
0 0 1  
- 
1 
- 
1 
- 
r3 
- 
- 1 0 0  
=1 
0 I O  
2 r 
0 0 1  - 
r3 
y-y1 .-q 
x-x2 y-y2 “j = M 
I ‘x-xg 3’-y3 2-z3 
i 
L 
r.1 * 
I 
0 
: r 3  
1 0 0  
0 1 0  
0 0 1  - 
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multiply both sides of Equation A- 19 by the matrix 0 
~ 
I 
Ar2 
Ar3 
I; 
r 
1 r 
0 
0 
0 
-~~ 2 
0 
L 
2 r 
0 
A Z  'i
3f 
.. X L  
r- r- 
1 1  
r2 r2 
'3 r3 
X L  
0 0  
- 1 0  
'2 
0 1  - 
3 r 
ro - I  O 
16 
0 
0 
ji 
3 r 
(A-20) 
L -u 
-% Asl N2 As2 x3 
or, in abbreviated form: 
The matrix symbols used in Equation A-21 are defined at the bottom of 
Equation A-20. Using Equation A-22 for @, Equation A-21 becomes: 
MAV = QAr + A+ - NM-l(Ar + M P S l  + M$Sz + M3hs3) 
A-20 
= A r  + (Q-NM-l)Ar + (N1-NM-'Ml&iS1 + (N~-NM-'M 2 bs2 
+ ( N ~  - NM-'M+S~ (A-22) 
Right multiply both sides of Equation A-22 by their respective transposes 
toobtain: 
'- -2 2 \"l -.-- 
r? viT 
M~ =[A+ + {Q-~JM-') fi + t N  - N M - ~ M  \ A s  + t N  -m-1w2!g  
(A-23) 
+ ( N 3 - m - l  M.$ASJbrT + ArT(Q-NM -1 ) T 
+  AS^ T (N, -NM-~U, )~  + AS,T(N,-NM-'M~)~ 
+ ASz(N3-NM-1M3)T] 
Reoognizing that all matrix products such as ArAS1 T average to zero 
because of independence of error sources, Equation A-23 becomes, when 
expanded and averaged: 
or, finally: 
in which 
Av f Velocity Covariance LMatrix 
(T. xjr D t q  
U. 
u. . Q. zy zi >* 
A-21 
(A- 2 5) 
and all remaining matrix symbols a re  as previously defined. 
From Quation A-22, the matrlx equation giaing velocity bias errors 
in terms of specified range-rate, range, and station location bias errors is: 
r *J 
;-).xi - 
'[Ai- + {Q-Xhl-')Ar 4 (S  -X31-'Ml)ASl + is,- XM-'M )s2 
1 4 2 
LV+ 'A!/ = XI 
I 
p? -I (A- 26) 
t (N3-X31 M. )AS,] 3 
Equations -4-2 1 md .4-% (M-ritten in forms that permit rapid program- 
ming by means of standard computer matrix sub-routines) are the matrix 
equations employed in the AROD Eri-ar Evaluation Computer Program to 
compute velocitj covariance matrix a d  velocity bias data, respectively. 
I' Trajectory data are  employed in coinputing the  elements of the Q, N, N 
N ~, m d  h matrices: tht. elementi crf the remaining matrices are computed 
in ?he indicated earlier. 
3 
P 
:,xi i l in term5 of  crrx.i volumes in \  <)ii.txs wtttrix diagonalization, i.e., a 
transformation to prificipal axes .)?i ~i* ro r .  Illustrating for position error, 
sincc A 
A cwniplete ;It*c,;:,ctricA i:itcri,retation of thc. covariance matrices ;I 
V 
is a ssmmetric I ; L L ~ ? :  is. therc. exists an orthogonal tr3nsformation: 
€3 
which diagonalizes Ap according to the relation: 
0 
where the A i s  are the eigenvalues of hp. Tbe determination of the A'S and 
the elements of C is accomplished in the program by a standard subroutine. 
The transformation C b a s  the following property: when applied to rotate 
2.1.1) to a new system %I, p, 5 according to: 
(A-27) 
the trivariate normal distribution of position e r r o r  becomes independent 
in the directions %, F, 5. 
prhcbd axes directions are the eigenvalues of Ap: 
Further, the variances of error in these 
=y'y' = (A-28) 
z'z' - A3 IY 
These variances and their corresponding standard deviations a,,(= v r- 
= q), (J , , u , are available as part of the program printout. 
Y Z  
The program also computes the spatial directions of k, i", z( relative - - -  
to X, Y, Z by means of polar spherical azimuth and elevation angles based 
on the elements of C. For example, denoting Ax and E, and the admuth 
and elevation angles of E: 
- 
X' = cos E, COS A x x  + COS E, sin A P + sin E 
X X 
But from A-27 and the definition of C: 
(A-29) 
(A-30) 
A-23 
L 
Thus it follows by equating components in A-29 and A-30 that: 
-1 
('31' Ax =tan and Ex = sin 5 1  
Similarly the direction angles of yf and are given by: 
In the principal axes system, error volumes corresponding to different 
probability levels P are  ellipsoids defined by equations of the form: 
QXl v J'y'  UZIZ' 
where the semiaxe6 are K u ,(= K3 u~,~,), Kuy , , K uzl in the xl, F , z( 
directions, respectively. The probability P of position error contained in 
an ellipsoid of size parameter K, is equivalent to the probability P that the 
X 
chi-square variable (for 3 degrees of freedom) is defined by: 
2 3 3 
2 x' ~ y'- ~ 2'- 
x =r U U x'x' >-'yl z'z' 
9 
is less than the value K-. The latter probability can be obtained from 
standard tables of the chi-square distribution; it was  from such a table that 
the relation between K and P presented in Figure A-3 wa8 obtained. 
Although the initial program runs to be described below were primarily 
PP concerned with variations in the overall uncertainty parameters$$ and 
st {E) (Section 1.2), the detailed geometric error volume data discussed above 
i s  available for more complete future analyses if desired. 
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3.0 PROGRAM RUNS AND RESULTS 
3.1 Description of Program Runs 
A set of program m s  was geoerated to serve a3 first tests of overall 
AROD system performance and to aid in the system des€gn. For purpoeee 
of these initial tests, a nun-rotating drag-free spherical earth, equatorial 
circular orbits, and equilateral station arrays were assumed. In addition, 
ot-nrlnrrl Anxr i r r f innc (c$ iz ~ A ~ s ~ ~ r e ~ ~ ~ t  5 the ',?ywe ycbi&c 4 s  gt;rtics 
Y W U Y Y L U  UYI -Y I IV I I "  
ranges were assumed equal, as were the three standard deviations (ai) in 
range-rate measurement, and the nine standard deviations (use) in specifi- 
cation of station coordinates. 
Combinations of three values of orbital altitude (h = 90,500,2000 naut. mi.) 
and three values of (equal) great circle station separation distance (S = 300, 
500, 1000 mt. mi.) were incorporated in various m s .  For several com- 
binations of @, S), the station array was oriented relative to the vehicle 
orbital tradr 80 as to give three vehfcle-to-station array paths. These 
three paths, and the corresponding station coordinate equations required 
to properly orient each station, are shown in Figure A-5. The paths illustrated 
in Figure A-5 were  chosen as representative of the effects of vehicle-* 
station array geometry, varying from 'best" (Path 2) to "worst" (Path 3). 
As indicated in Figure A-5, all orbital calculations commenced at t = 0 
which corresponds to an initial longitude displacement (from station 2) of 
45O. Orbital calculations were performed for an orbit time of about one- 
quarter of orbital period (25 min for h = 90, 500 naut. mi.; 50 min for h = 
2000 naut. mi.). During these time periods, the program utilized only those 
points within the three-station observation region (defined by eM) to perform 
error calculations. 
For e r ro r  source program inputs, several combinations of range- 
measurement standard deviation ( ur) , range- rate measurement standard 
deviation ( o.), and station coordinates standard deviations ( u ) from the 
ranges: 
r sc 
1.0 5 ur 510.0 meters 
0.02 5 2.0 meters/sec 
0 5 ff < 15 meters sc - 
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Path 1 
Path 2 
R , = R  = R  = R  2 3  
' , = o , ' 2 = 5 / 2 ,  '3=-Sh 
A *  =is =a50 
x = 450 - ca-1  [cos S/ca  (SR)! 
, 
Figure A-5. Test P u t h  
A-26 
were 
* =  
f2 
chosen. As mentioned earlier. the assumptions arl = ar2 = ar3, ail = 
9 
test runs. Range, range-rate, and station location bias errors were assumed 
zero in all runs. Minimum elevation angles of 5' were assumed for each 
station. 
. . . = czsc were  incorporated in these first cz a -  tS' and = sc2 - 
were use' EM In general. the abdve ranges of values for h, S ,  or, u?, 
chosen to represent typical anticipated operating values for the AROD 
system. Table A-1 summarizes the values of orbital altitude, station sepa- 
ra'ricin distmee, i;rc;grl;m Liqut qUaEtit iSS, 236 p t k s  s s u m e d  fer ea& test 
run. 
3.2 Discussion of Program Results 
Some of the results obtained for the computer r u n s  tabulated in Table A-1 
have been discussed in Section 2.2 in  the main body of this report. Other 
results obtained during the Feasibility Study are given in Figures A-6 to 
A-16. Xote that in each figure the positional uncertainty parameter (F) 
and the velocity uncertainty parameter (-) are  used as summary measures 
of system accuracy. In most of the figures, these parameters are plotted 
3s functions of t ,  the time from the start of the orbit. The first  and last 
points indicated on each time plot represent the first and last trajectory 
points lying within the elevation-angle-limited obscnration region; a direct 
measure of the total obsen'ittion interval T is thus provided on each time 
Pp 
4r 
K 
plot. 
P V  The quantities (2) and (-) are related to position and velocity e r ro r  * K  
volume radii for any probability level P via  Figure A-3. To illustrate, the 
top curve of Figure A-6 shows a minimum value of 12.5 for (F). This 
means that, at  this point, vehicle position can be approximated as being 
within a sphere centered at the true position and having a normalized radius 
2 = 12.5 with (approximate) probability level P given by Figure A-3 as a K 
function of K. Thus for K = 1. P = 0.2, and a sphere of radius 12.5 meters 
corresponds to a positional e r ro r  probability of 20%, for K = 2 ,  P = 0.75 
and a sphere of radius 12.5 x 2 = 25 meters corresponding to a 75% probability 
level, etc. These probability levels are  actually associated with ellipsoids 
PP 
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Run 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
f l  
12 
13 
14 
i 5  
iG 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
nn 
LL 
Path 
2 
- 
i v 
f 
t 
i 
3 
i 
i 2 
1  
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
- 
TABLE A-1 
SUMMARY OF TEST RUN CONDITIONS 
Orbital 
Altitude 
h, Nlbf 
500 
i 
1 
90 
500 
2000 
500 
90 
2000 
500 I 90 
5 
20 
Station 
Sep Distance 
5, MH 
500 
300 I
1000 
500 I 
300 
10 
5 
1000 
4 
Range-Rate 
measurement 
Stnd Dev., 
cy. M/sec- 
(see Section 2.4 of Appendix A) rather ahan with the "equivalent-volume" 
spheres of radii pp-  For preliminary system evaluation, however, the 
approximation is made that the same probability levels apply to the spheres. 
The effects on system accuracy of varying range and range-rate 
measurement accuracies (or, ui) while preserving constant values of sta- 
tion coordinate standard deviations ( vsc) can be iUustr&ed by the results 
shown in Figure6 A-6 thmu@ A-8. Data for these figures correspond to 
CLLl -- "*"&I- .-.+.4+.,1 Ly.*-"-" nl+ihlJo td Y* -- h = Knn - - - nmt. mi_ , Pnth  2, nnd n fit2fit-m fieparation of 
S = 500 n u t .  mi. (A total observation intervd o€ T = ii miii is ii&&d ta 
occur for these conditions). Range, range-rate standard devirttion Combina- 
tions of (10 m, 2 rn/sec), (3 m, 0.5 m/sec), and (1 m, 0.2 m/sec) w e r e  used 
in generating the data given in Figures A-6 through A-8. For Figures A-6, 
A-7, and A-8, fured va!ues of Q = 3 m, 7 m, and 15 m, respectively, were 
sele et&. 
SC 
Xt is noted from Figures A-6 to A-8 that the maximum, minimum, and 
PP PV 
PP 
average values of both fgr and \K' are reduced as up and a+ are reduced. 
The degree of reduction of w, however, is strongly dependent upon the 
relative magnitudes of ur and usc as may be noted by comparing the spread 
of the \K' cuwes  in Figure A-6 with the spread in A-8. Comparison of 
the corresponding (K) curves indicates that this quantity does not depend 
as strongly upon the magnitude of u 
Figures A-6 to A-6. 
P P  
PV 
for the range of parameters shown in sc 
PV The relative insensitivity of e) to uSc (for this range of parameter 
P n  
values) is also indicated in Figure A-9, in which time plots of (2) and 
\@ are given for a fixed combination of arb+ = (3.0 m, 0.5 m/sec) and 
four values of cT 
differences in (-$ for uSc = 0 and usc = 3.0 m are imperceptible. 
Since the general shapes of each set of curves in Figures A-6 to A-9 is 
PV 
(0, 3, 7 ,  15 m). For the \K) scale in Figure A-9, 
@V 
A cross-plot of the data of Figures A-6 to A-9 is given in Figure A-10. 
PP proximately preserved in varying use, the minimum values of k) and % 1) may be taken as approximate measures of system performance through- 
out the observation interval T for each run. These quantities are  plotted as 
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Figure A-6. System Accuracy f i  Fixed Value 9" Station Corndinate 
Sfalldard Deviation (us = 3M) and Van'ous Combinations 
of Range, Range-Rute h z d u v d  Deviatiotos (Runs 12, 7, 14) 
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(ar = 10 M,oi = 2 Wsec) \ 
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81gw-e A-7. System Accuracy for Fixed Value of uSc (71c.I) and Various 
Coinbinations of or' u; (Runs 1, 2, 3) 
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u =15M 
K 
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h=500nout.  mi  
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Figure A-8. System Accuracyfor Fixed Value of aSC (15M) and 
Various Combinations of up vi. (Runs 15, 8, 13) 
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Figure A-9. System Accuracyfor Rxed Values of f l y ,  u+ (3M, 
O.SM/Second) and Various Values of osc 
(Runs 7, 8, 2, 16) 
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functrms of CF 2 ~ 1 j  (p.. ri.spectii.eIy,* for four vslucs of (T in Figure A-10. 
m l h e  iGsensiiiviL 4 - sf (!!)MIS to variations in  v- Is clearly displayed in 
Figure A-10; (ii-)MLN varies linearly with (T. at essentially constant slope, 
for  #e values of n 
Linear variation 
These preliminary results thus indicate that, for the combination of values 
of 4 0,. 3 .J assumed in Figures A-6 to -4-9, only small improvements in 
system performance can be rerilized by a reduction of cr in the presence 
of relative13 large values ot oSc.  
S 2 SO0 naut. mi.. Path 2, runs  is given in Figure A-11. Zn this figure, the 
is plotted minimum value of the velocity uncertainty parameter, (-) 
as a hnction of 7 fns a fixed u c d i e  of CT r SC 
"pr. The data of Figure A-11 shows that, in the range 1.0 < ur < 10 rn, 
3 
however, are effected Stibstantial reductions in  the magnitude of ( T ) ~ ~ ,  
bj reduciiig g.. Fr;r ?xarn?le, reducing G by a facbr of 10 (from 2 rnlsec. 
-9 r to 0.2 misee.) rdli<-es (7) h M I S  
2.15 to G.266 RI, ' s~c ) .  
r sc 
S C  
r' 
depicted. On the other hand, the slope of the quasi- 
with or is reduced for large values of uscg 
- I 
r 
A_? additional cross plot of computer data for the h = 500 naut. mi., 
PV 
K h4I.N' 
(7.0 m) and several values of 
- - 
is e6se~titiall~ independent of cr fo the parameter values indicated. 
( K )MIX 6, 
iz 
by approximatelj the same factor (from 
Lq aun=mary, the cOmputer runs that h a v e  been conducted to analyze 
*. .e L z 
L i l t :  cilca;Lb VI r i i  >;iig ~ i i ~ i i ~ " i - ~ i i ~ ~ i i t  crisis Z& ~ k t . = i ~ i i  c-i %ii;% Ci-rois b 
on SJ stem performance have indicated that the M O D  Error Evaluation 
('nrnputer P r o g r m  can he a powerful tool in  selecting appropriate parameters 
for a syskrr:. design. If the values for station coordinates errors and the 
mission profile are reasonably well known, intelligent goals for measure- 
ment errors can be set, with the aid of this program. 
An additional series of computer runs' lvere conducted to investigate 
the influence of orbital altitude and station separation distance on system 
perfcrmance. Figure A-12 gives (-) and (y) data for a fixed value of K 
S = 500 naut. mi. and three values  of h (90, 500, 2000 naut. mi.). Path l w a s  
selected te gerieratu the dxta of Figure 12-12 with g = 3.0 ni. LT =0.5 m/sec, r I.. 
*For the test runs :LLndcar consl+eratim in Figures A-6 bo A-10, a given value 
PP h 
--I___--I- 
of ur was always associated witn a particular value of ai. 
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and (r = 7.0 m The shift of the  mid-point time for each curve in F'igure A-12 
is a consequence of the change of orbital angular velocity with orbital altitude h. 
Figure A-13, whjA is a plot of earth distance covered by orbital motion at the 
three altitndes of Figure A-12, shows that the mid-point of each curve of 
Figure A-12 occurs at the same distance of approximately 2100 naut. mi.* 
Two effects of increasing h with S fixed are indicated in Figure A-12; 
sc 
system accuracy is decreased, and the total observation interval T in increased. 
System performace effects of h and S are displayed in an alternative 
manner in Figures A-14 and A-15 where, for the same path and c,-. u;-, 
K K 
and var-ying station separation distance. In Figure A-14, h is fixed at 90 naut. 
mi. and S is assigned the values 300 n u t .  mi. and 500 naut. mi.; in Figure A-15, 
h is fixed at 2000 naut. mi. and S is assigned the values 500 naut. mi. and 
1000 naut. mi. As S is increased €or a fixed h ,  Figures A-14 and A-15 show 
that the system accuracy is incrensed at  the edges of the coverage region 
and tetal observation time i s  decreased. These effects imply that an '70ptimum'' 
S may exiet for each h. However, the cross-over between the S = 300 naut. mi. 
and S = 500 n u t .  mi. curves of Figure A-13 indicate that the value selected 
for the "optimum" S strorigly depends upon the criterion of optimality. 
.*,.?.*- ..--.A :.. f<m.-- A - * 0  PV 
V - I A L D  UDGU A11 A A f i U L C  A A&, {2) a d  (-) p:ot*d fgr fked Ofiim dtitides 
Although the computer W E  employed in Figures A-12, A-14, and A-15 
are not sufficient to precisely define an over-all optimum combination of h 
and S, the data serve to demonstrate the utility of the AROD Error  Evaluation 
Computer Program in formulating basic system decisions. Following specific 
definition of the required altitude and operating region for the AROD system, 
additional computer runs can be performed to quantitatively establish optimum 
station separation distances. 
Additional data obtained to show the effect of vehicle-to- station geometry 
PP PV on tg) and t+) are presented in Figure A-16 for h = 500 naut. mi. and S = 
500 naut. mi. The data in Figure A-16 were obtained €or the three orbital 
paths illustrated in Figure A-5, with or = 3.0 m, u. = 0.5 m/sec, and (T 
7.0 m. 
= 
r s c  
Figure A-16 indicates that for the orbital paths and altitude chosen, the 
influence of geometry on system performance i s  not very strong. For the best 
*This distance is equivalent to an karth-subtended angle of 45O, which represents 
the mid-point of the baseline between statione 1 and 3 for Path 1 (seeFigure 
A-5). 
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Figure A-13. Distance Covered on Earth Suyfrrce f o r  Each Test Orbital Alf ihde 
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Figure A-16. Effect of 'Crchick-to &.:tiom Relative Geometry (Runs 2, 5, 9) 
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PP PV orbital path (Path 2). ( K ) ~  and elMW are 9.2 m and 0.6 m/sec, 
respectively, whereas for the worst orbital path (Path 31, these values are 
10.8 m and 0.7 m/sec. respectively. 
For the wide spectrum of missions anticipated for the AROD system, 
it is important to quantitatively determine the influence of geometry on 
system performance. Toward this end, the data of Figure A-16 (and similar 
data for other h and S mmhinatinnn and ~rl.litd ptk J%& zs *&at c s ~ k k x x l  
iii Szctimi 2.2 in the main body of this reponj wiii prove most useful. 
through A-16 serve primarily to demonstrate the utility and flexibility of 
the AROD Error Evaluation Computer Program as a system planning and 
analysis bol. A s  the operational envelope and basic grwnd rules of the 
AROD system evolve, the computer program will prove an invaluable pre- 
liminary design, tactical evaluation, station site location, and overall systems 
analysis aid. 
To summarize, the preliminary computer results given in Figures A-6 
A-43 
Appendix €3 
E R R O R S  I N T R O D U C E D  BY THE 
P R O P A G A T I O N  M E D I U M  
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix estimates the measurement e r ro r s  introduced by the 
propcgation medium through which the AROD transmissions pass. To 
accomplish this task, the following is discussed: a description of the Earth's 
atmosphere and its effects upon electromagnetic enesgy; equations for 
corrections to the range measurements; calculations of the magnitude of 
the corrections; estimates of the residual lp%ifge e r ro re  after application 
of the corrections; and equations, correcbions, and residudl errors for the 
range rate measurements. 
errors are  only estimates. There exists only one set  of dataB-' in a form 
even approximating that required for AROD. Moreover, these data are 
hsa& j ~ p ~ - t ~ n t  zaaum-,nfinns, and reflect only the Washin$nn. D. C. 
area. The validity of these assumptions, and the applicability of the data 
to tropical and sub-tropical climates mqst be investigated for the operational 
AROD equipment. However, for the purposes of this Feasibility Study, the 
It inust be emphasized that the magnitudesfpresented for the residual 
assumptiom made, and procedure followed by Counter provide 
satisfactory estimates. Where available, experimental data have generally 
corroborated the theoretical estimates presented. 
2,O GENEK4L EFFECTS O F  THE ATMOSPHERE 
Propagation of electromagnetic energy through the earth's atmosphere 
(Figure B-I)B-3 is affected by: the troposphere, which tends to bend the 
radiation down toward the horizon; the stratosphere, which has the same * 
. 
Figure B-1. Structure of the Atmosphere 
B-2 
effect as the troposphere but tc 
behaves quite like free space: the ionosphere. where the r a y  is bent down- 
ward and retarded be low the peak index of refraction of the F2 Layer and 
bent upwards above the F, Layer peak; and the exosphere, which includes 
the Van Allen belts and other factors with characteristics not well-determined. 
lesser extent; the mesosphere, which 
- 
The characteristics of the atmosphere have been measured at the sur- 
face and up to altitudes of about 100,000 feet by conventional weather observ- 
ing facilities. Rocket and balloon exploration has been extensive for altitudes 
up +& the icnosphere, while ahnw the hzse r?f the iollosphere occasinnal 
rocket probe6 have been used and radio techniques have been in regular 
use to measure electron densities. Recent efforts to utilize radio trans- 
missions from earth-orbiting satellites, have extended the observations 
of the ionosphere above tbe peak of the F2 Layer. 
for  interntitioiial use. Figure B-2 indicates the variation of index of refrac- 
tion according to several popular tropospheric models. The 4/3 Earth 
niodel is cclnventionally used by radar engineers, the CRPL model is based 
uzf uork I> Bean and otherp, d the XBS Central  Radio Prop~ig~l ion L a h t ’ : i t i r ~ ’ >  
in h n v t r ,  mil the Low Latitude model is based on a statistical study of 
refraction Lit trt3pical and semitropical radiosonde stations for Project 
Mercui~;. Figure B-3. Electron Density in the Ionosphere, is based on the 
Chapman uisrribuiion oi eittc~rori &iibiLie:b 
Ttiblc: B-1 indicates the U. S. Standard Atmosphere proposed in 1962 
b 
B-3 _. T 1 .  . r i gu i t :  D - - ,  Ldts~ uf kfr i ic-  
tioit in  the Ionospliere, is derived from Figure B-3 by means of the equation. 
II = 1-40 D/&?, where D is the electron density (electrons per cubic meterj. 
f is the operating frequency anddT0-D is the critical frequency. Other 
models of the ionosphere yield a somewhat different distribution of electron 
densities, particularly above the peak of the F2 layer (Figuse €3-5). Super- 
imposed on these models is the seasonal variability (Table B-2) and the 
variation due to sunspot activity (Figure B-6). 
From the foregoing tables and figures considerable uncertainty regard- 
ing the true nature of the ionosphere can be seen. In the estimates of range 
and range rate errors, this uncertainty will be reflected in a larger percent- 
age of residual ionospheric errors remaining after the application of cor- 
rections based upon standard profiles. 
-1 
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/ 
Figwe  B-3. Index of Refraction for  Vn~ious Tropospheric Models 
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TABLE B-2 
8 
f, in MC f, in Mc 
Season for F2 Layer for E Layer 
I 
B-9 
Spring 12.20 
Summer 7.20 
4.00 
4.80 
Fall 9.80 3.80 
J Winter 13.20 3.28 
b.- 
/ 
lt-rnonth running we- at noon 
in Woshington, D. C. for w c h  
layer vs 12month running average 
of s-t nrrmber. Lineor opproxi- 
motion. 
L 
L (After: P. F .  Nicholsun, Reference a-5) 
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3.0 RANGE ERRORS 
3.1 Lower Atmosphere 
I 
Two errors exist when assuming a range measurement represents the 
true distance to a given point. First, because of the bending, the energy 
must foUow a curved path which is longer than the straight line path. 
Second, the energy is propagated through a medium with nonunity index of 
v,4~~o+b,., th.+ +Lo rrolA.-.;t.. -r ..-,.-,.--41-- :- I - - -  4 ~ ~ -  &I.- ....- ---I-- 
- - L Y - C ~ ~ ~ .  uv ----- ~ C L W C I I C J  W L  p ~ v p u g a ~ i u ~ i  A O  a c n a  ~ i i a u  u c  v a b u u i i i  v c i u L i -  
ity of li@t. Also, if the velocity of propagation has been assumed to be 
equal to the vacuum velocity of ligbt, the apparent path length along the 
arc  would seem to be greater than the true arc length. 
It will  now be shown that the elongation due to the curvature of the ray 
is negligible. Consider a ray being propagated through the lower atmosphere 
where most of the bending occurs in the lower layers. The lower the layer, 
the greater the bending or, equivalently, the smaller the radius of curvature, 
1 - of the ray. W e  can get an upper bound on the curvature error of the K' 
range measurement by comparing the straight line distance through the 
first 10,000 ft. of atmosphere with the arc of a ray that has the same radius 
of curvature as that at the ground level where the curvature is greatest. 
Using the notation of Figure B-7, S is compared with R ,  where R is an arc 
1 on a circle of radius -. R in this example is an overestimation of the true K 
arc length since the bending diminishes as the ray increases in altitude. 
In order to have a specific worst case, take a small elevation angle of 3'. 
From the notation of Figure EL?: 
0 8 = 1 A = 8.65 m r  in this example for E = 3 . 
ptan Eh 0 
P O  
4 4 Assuming h = io ft. yields S = 11.96 x 10 ft. Let $o be the angle subtended 
by the arc R and the line S in  the circle of radius x. Then R = - and 1 dJ0 K 
B-11 
A 
V 
is  the ground statim. 
is the geocentric radius to the ground station. 
i s  the observed elevation angle (arrival angle) of the spacecraft. 
is the altitude of the qmcecraft. 
I s  t k e  eirvuiion angie of the roy path (K) ut height h. 
i s  the elevation angle of the direct line from A to T. 
is the geometric length of the straight IiheXf. 
The index of refraction n n(p) 
Snell's low for spherically symmetric index of refraction is 
npcos Eh =I a constant. 
Ferrnat's rule yields the equation of the path R 
d, /do = p/J '&- 
i s  the velocity vector 0' the spocecmft. 
Figure B-7. Geomelrv for Ra? Bending 
B- 12 
s I- - 2 s1n . 40 -or 2 s in - lP )=  6 ,  sothat R = z sin-'F) .  he elongation of the ray 
K 2 K 
due to curvature  is then: 
B-6 The radius ~f c u r ~ s t w e  is: 
n 
P,2 U - - - - -  
dn - ~ , C O S  Eo -1- K 
d@ 
at the ground level for the index of refraction profile Y = v e-Bh where n = v + 1. 
Typical values for the parameters at tropical and semi-tropical latitudes a re  
-6 -6 7 v = 361.8 x 10 , and @ = 51.5 x 10 /ft. Thus z5.36 x 10 ft.  which is about 2.5 
times as large as the earth radius but appreciably smaller than the conventional radius 
of curvature of 4po appearing in the 4 j3  Earth model. This means that the bending is 
more pronounced than usual. 
0 
0 
With the values ior S and K fixed, the e r r o r  due to bending can be computed as: 
4 t5  , I + ... 17.96 x 10 J + I-; 15.36~ 10 1 
7 ! (  J 2 x  5.36 x 10 f 
5.36 x 10 17.96 x 10 4 \ 3  ' 3  \ I 
20, i 3 'i .2 x 5.36 x 10 j R - S =  
=0.166 f t .  + terms of the order of loT6 x the first term 
This error is an the order of two inches and can safely be ignored. It is greater than 
the true e r ro r  since at 10,000 ft. the radius of curvature is 40% larger. At higher alti- 
tudes, the radius of curvature gets larger and the bending less so that the e r ror  due to 
curvature becomes smaller in each higher interval, 
In the second source of range deviations, "slowdown" of the wavefront, the e r r o r  
h h associated with the longer path can be expressed as: AR = lo ndS - Jo dS, where dS 
is an increment of a r c  length and both integrations are over the Fermat path (Figure 
B-7). IJsing the definition n = v + 1 and the notation of Figure B-7, we have, 
ph * . This  form is difficult to integrate so a number of simplifications n R = J p  sin Eh 
have beeon tried. B a ~ e r ~ - ~  suggested the formula: 
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oc 
AR = csc E , since 1' gets quite small ;It high altitudes and 
vdp the ''radio thickness" of the troposphere. 
Po 
the tropospheric index of refraction differs imperceptably from unity. Bauet 
calls the integral T = $ 
With the refraction model 1 8  = y3gBh an integration yields T = -. Substitut- 
ing "average" values for  the lower latitudes it is found T = 7.0 feet, directly 
overhead. 
Using data obtained in a temperate maritime climate, Bauer determined 
P O  Y O  
B 
some extremes for the  radin !I?~&L?PsJ z? the ze&?h. 
Season Time of day Radio Thickness 
Winter (March) 2 p.m. 
Winter (February) 2 p.m. 
Late Spring 4 a.m. 
Summer 6:30 a.m. 
Summer 10 p-m. 
8.44 ft. 
8.50 ft. 
8.86 ft. 
8.99 ft. 
9.08 ft. 
8 
The extreme values available from law latitude refraction data for the 
zenith suggest the possibfe radio thickness range of 4.76 ft. c T < 9.35 ft; 
however, these extremes have not been correlated and the range may be 
exaggerated. The extreme deviations from the mean for the low latitude 
data indicate that the atmospheric shape parameter ((3) contributes almost 
three times as much error as the surface refractivity (v0). 
Lc rea! t i m ~  r~diosoiida i)tsF:i-viitiuiis are a v a i l l i e ,  ISauer top. tit.) 
suggests that the variability of the radio thickness looking at the zenith can 
be reduced to 1 f 10 ft. At an elevation of 10' this suggests an uncertainty 
of 4 feet using the simplified formula. 
range errors is contained in the work of Counter '. m e  results of 
this work are discussed later because of their applicability to the total 
atmosphere. Counter also computes the "correctability" of the deviations 
and estimates the residual e r ro r s  remaining after the application of standard 
ax rections. 
I 
The most extensive statistical analysis of the tropospherically induced 
B-14 
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3.2 Ionosphere 
As with other ionospheric effects, the range deviations are frequency- 
dependent. Observations of a 500 k m  high satellite at  the horizon will yield 
deviations of the order of 100 meters at 1 Gc&-' with the deviation varying 
invereely with the square of the operating frequency. An observation a$ 
the zenith will  have a deviation of the order of 10-30 meters at 1 &. 
Standard corrections usually result in smaller decreases in the io- 
sphericdlv induced errors than for  the troposphere iinlefis pccrrimf is t_&es 
cf przciiztcb biicis$ieilc conditions as a iunciion of time of day, season and 
sunspot number. With these considerations, the range deviation should be 
reduced by a factor of 1/3 to l / l O B - ?  If real time ionosondes are avaif- 
able, these deviations should be improved materially. 
However, the incorporation of these real-time corrections into the 
spacecraft computer d d  result in an important penalty to the vehicle. 
The approach recommended, therefore, is the use of a standard correction 
(which takes into accounf the phase of the sunspot cycle) in conjunctfon with 
operation in the kilomegacycle region. (The analysis discussed in  Section 3 
of the mafa body of this report resulted in the selection of 2 Gc as the nomi- 
nal AROD carr ier  frequency.) 
The index of refraction in the ionosphere is given by n = 1 - 112 m2 
where f i s  the critical frequency and f is the carr ier  frequency. The 
phase velocity v = c/n > c but the group velocity u = 7 = ne. The time 
delay in the ionosphere which is manifest as a range deviation is: 
C -2 
b 
or 
n 
f 2  
AR =- = - dr. 
2 8  s m fc'nrdr Z P  
Snell'e law for a spherically eymmetric index of refraction will aid the 
numerical integration of this expression. 
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CounterB-' has determined a set of deviations for the ionosphere at 
Washington, D. C. (see later discussion), which differ noticeably from those 
However, recent experiments have indicated a greater electron density 
above the peak of the F2 layer than its assumed exponential shape. These 
experiments suggest that Counter's estimates have to be revised upwards 
by So& which wouid bring his deviations more into line with Hay and 
Storey's. Since additional tests currently underway or planned (e.g., 
ionospheric tapside sounders) will greatlv enhance o u r  knowledge of the 
ionosphere, no revision of Counter's work was attempted at this time. 
estimated for the arctic ionosphere by Hay and Storey B- 8 (see Table B-3). 
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3.3 Range Errors in the Total Atmosphere 
CounterB-' uses the formula 
ph 
to determine the range devia- 
tion in both the lower atmosphere (where an = 0 )  and the ionosphere. 
The element of ray path length ds = :& dR where dR 
is an element of chord. With this substitution, the range error becomes: 
'h 
AR = f (n-1 + f z )  Bn dR 
" I  G 
and the range e r r o r  is In the ionosphere n = 1 - - fC2 
ph 23 
& R = L  s f ; &  
PI 
2 
where pr is the base of the ionosphere. Counter refers to this integral as: 
Q =  7 f:dR 
PI 
From a statistical analysis of a variety of representative refraction 
profiles, Counter has indicated (for 1000 Mc) the following: the expected 
B-16 
I -  
E 
- 
h Fbnge Deviation (AR) (meters) 
TABLE B-3 
Bsnge Deviations C d  by the Ic~noapbere~-~ 
0 1 200 
0 920 
4.1 4 10 
86.8 8680 
90 750 1 24.9 
90 1200 25.3 
I 
2490 
2530 
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range deviation (dR) for the total atmosphere (Figure €3-5); a standard 
correction, x (AR) (Figure &9); the standard error, os(AR), remaining 
after applying the standard correction (Figure B-10)+; and the standard 
error, u (AR), remaining after the use  of the surface index of refraction 
(n,) in the correction (Figure B-ll)*. In addition, Counter has computed 
Above 100 Mc, each of the range variables (Lsfi, x(AR), us(AR), or o,(AR) 
can be expressed as: 
rn 
cts of the troposphere on any frequency (x Mc) as shown in FigureB-12. 
where: Vf ie 
and Vx represents the same variable at x Me. 
(after a standard correction that does not use the surface refractivity) 
introduced by the propagation medium have been computed for 2000 Me.** 
Thew errolt8 are shown in Figure B-13 for vehicles at altitudes of 90,500, 
and 2000 naut, mi. to illustrate the extremes of the AROD operating envelope. 
x (AR), as(AR). o r  um(AR) at a signal frequency f (in Mc); 
From these formulas and Figures E 10 and B- 12 residual range errors 
4.0 RANGE RATE ERRORS 
Becaw of the effects of the propagating medium,the measured value 
of doppler frequency will dtso &€fer from the true value. The principal 
cause of this difference is the angle (d2 in Figure B-7) between the line-of- 
sight from the spacecraft to the ground station and the (curved) path followed 
\ 
*The scales for the range error in  Figures B-10 and B-11 differ from 
those in Counter because of an error in Reference B-1. This correction 
was obtained via a personal communication with Nlr. Counter. 
**As discussed in more detail in Section 3 of the main body of this report, 
this frequency has been selected as the nominal AROD carrier frequency 
because it is the best compromise among propagation e r ro r s ,  vehicle 
equipment weig%t and efficiencj , and ground station complexity. 
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by the ray.* Following Figure B-7. the difference between the true doppler 
velocity and the apparent doppler is: 
Ak = V COS (#J + b2)  - v Cos 
= V [cos IC) cos 62 - sin $ sin 6 - cos 31 2 
v [COS # (COS a2-1) - S a  JI Sh&J 
Since the angle d2 will always be sufficiently small at the frequencies of 
interest to apply the small angle approximations, 
A'r- h2 !'sin#. 
v 9nd $ wgl be fL%??d by the mission sf the popacecr?ft m d  +&e grollsr! 
station geometry. but 62 will be determined by the propagation medium. 
For a given spacecraft-ground station geometry, 62 will vary with variations 
in  the atmosphere and therefore can be treated as a random variable in the 
saxne sense! that the characteristics of the atmosphere can be (and have 
been) treated. 
Again, the most useful source of information is the work of Counter 
(pereonai ~ommplllcatim eoneerning.data that will be published in the near 
future). In this work, the effects of the atmosphere on a2 are separated 
into tropospheric effects and  ionospheric effects ( d Z i ) ,  to provide a 
more general treatment. The data from which the statistical analyses were 
compiled a re  for Washington, D. C., and the nominal frequency used for 
the graphs of dZi is 100 Mc. Some strong assumptions had to be made con- 
cerning the nature of the probability distributions involved, in order to per- 
mit computation of the required results, but the data will represent the 
most useful collection for the AROD study. It is hoped that later studies 
will provide more extensive data and delete some of the assumptions. 
*Near the maximum of the F2 layer in the ionosphere an additional effect 
mast be considered. In this region an erroneous doppler measurement 
can result from the lack of knowledge of the true value of the index of 
refraction at the (moving) spacecraft. Since the error introduced by this 
cause is proportional to the uncertainty in n, the data in Figure B-4 and 
Table B-2 can be used to show that this effect is of second order, for 
most cases of interest to AEOD, when compared with the angular deviations 
to be discussed. However, it may be necessary to include this effect if 
highly accurate propagation corrections are used. 
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The average value of &2 for any frequency can be obtained from 
Figures B-14 and €3-16 as: 
with the ionospheric effects again decreasing with the square of the trans- 
mitted frequency. The standard correction that could be applied to reduce 
this error is: 
i: 
where x ( dZi) can be dtained f rom Figure B-17. After the application of 
this correction, which does not vary with season or time of day, the residual 
error (standard deviation) is approximately: 
U ( d 2 )  = [ u2 (a 2t ) + 4  (loyopw2ij1’2 - 
where u { (IZt) and o ( aZ1) are the standard deviations for the troposphere 
and ionosphere, respectively, a8 shown in Figures B-15 and B-18. 
It is important to note that Counter concludes that the residual error 
due to the troposphere cannot be appreciably reduced by the use of a cor- 
rection based on the measured value of the index of refraction on the ground. 
This indicates that a more complex correction would be necessary to reduce 
the residual e r ro r  beyond that determined by Figures B-15 and B-18. 
4) obtained from standard tables.&’ the residual e r ro r s  in r a g e  rate can 
be found from the relationship 
r 
When the data from these figures are  combined with values for V and 
u. =u(bg) V s i n q  
for  tbe missions and frequencies of interest. To cover the spectrum of 
spacecraft missions of interest to the AROD Feasibility Study, values for 
a; were  computed for circular orbits of 90, 500, and 2000 naut. mi. altitudes. 
These values are presented in Figure B-19. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
I 
The ideal form for  propagation error statistics would include: 
a) The expected range and range rate e r ro r s  as a function of: 
frequency, elevation angle, vehicle altitude, time 01 day, day of 
year, phase of tfte sunspot cycle, surface refractivity, tropospheric 
refractivity pmme, ionospheric electron density profile, etc, 
Tbe probability distribution of the residual errors rernziniw 
of corrections of varying degrees of complexity based upon the 
above variables. 
The equipment and computations required to make the various 
corrections. 
b) 
in yanrrn a-A u . m - n  --+e -----------A- -- &-%- A a b c  A u c a m u c i i i e s t w  &PI iiie appiicauon 
c) 
U n f o r t ~ t e l y ,  data in this form are not available. However, Counter’s 
work (References B- 1, B-2 and personal communications) has provided 
estimates of residual errors (remaining after the use of a standard atmos- 
phere) that are qUtte.satisfactory for the purposes of the AROD Feasibility 
Study. These errors are graphed in Figures B- 13 and B- 19 for 2000 Mc. 
The conclusions that have been reached from a study of Counter’s 
work and many other ~ources are: - 
a) If the vehicle’s altitude (h) and elevation (E) are not taken into 
consideration, tropospherically-induced range e r ro r s  in excess of 
15 meters and 1 meter per second will be possible. Since these 
e r ro r s  cannot be reduced by operating at higher frequencies, it 
is  recommended that a correction based upon the computed altitude 
and elevation angle (or, equivalently, altitude and range) be incor- 
pomted in the vehicle computer. 
If a “Btandard” (i.e., worldwide) tropospheric model is employed 
to compute a correction for the errors introduced by the troposphere, 
the residual tropospheric errors left after the correction will 
usually be less than one meter and 0.1 meters/sec. for E > 5O. 
Since propagation errors increase sharply for lower elevation 
angles, it is recommended that AROD measurements be restricted 
to E L  5O. 
-
b) 
- 
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Measurement of the surface index of refraction at each ground 
station might reduce the residual tropospheric e r ro r s  slightly. 
More complex measurements (e.g. ,  radiosonde data) and computa- 
tions might mduce the residual tropospheric e r r o r  by a greater 
factor, but it is questionable whether the additiond complexity is 
improvement. 
the ionosphere varies more, and is less well-known, 
than that of #e troposphere. Consequently, the residual errors 
w i l l  be a large percentage of the originial errors.  
The e r ro r s  introduced by the ionosphere can be reduced in several 
ways ! operating at higher frequencies; computing correction 
factors; o r  transmitting on two different frequencies. The iono- 
spheric e r ro r s  vary inversely as ?; therefore, operating at 2 kMc 
reduces e r ro r s  to one-fourth their magnitude at 1 kMc. Alterna- 
tively, if a correction based upon E, h ,  time of day, season, and 
phase of the sunspot cycle is computed in  the vehicle and applied 
to the range measurement, it has been estimated that the residual 
e r ro r  will be 10 to 30 per cent of the original error; the use nf 
current ionogram data would result in  substantial further reductions. 
Xtei*idii\ eiy . tratsmissioii on two separate trequencies ms been 
estimated to result in a residual e r ro r  that is less than ten per 
cent of the original error.  
The use of ionospheric corrections computed from local conditions 
seems unnecessarily complicated for a spacecraft on an extended 
mission, especially for unattended ground stations. The use  of 
two separate frequencies to reduce ionospheric e r ro r s  also seems 
to be too high a penalty for the spacecraft. It is recommended, 
B- 10 
therefore, that the required reduction in propagation e r ro r s  be 
achieved through the use of frequencies in the kilomegacycle 
region. (Considerations discussed in Section 3 of the main body 
of this report have led to the selection of 2000 Me as the nominal 
operating frequency.) 
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g) 'It is recommended that a correction based on a standard worldwide 
atmospheric model (adjusted for the phase of sunspot cycle) be 
incorporated into the vehicle computer. The additional complexity 
of stilizing local conditions for the propagation corrections does 
not seem justified at this time. 
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APPENDIX C 
1 GEODETIC ASPECTS OF AROD 
1.U 1PrTHODUCTIOE 
The performance of the AROD system, in terms of overall system 
accuracy, depends strongly upon the accuracy to which the locations of 
the ground transponders a r e  known. For the purpose of the Feasibility 
Study, two important aspects of the general geodetic problem had to be 
studied. First ,  it was necessary to estimate the geodetic accuracies ex- 
pected from the application of advanced surveying techniques to land-based 
stations in order to determine the AROD system performance. Second, it 
was necessary to estimate the accuracy with which the position and velocity 
of a moving ship could be determined, both for planning purposes of early 
AROD flight tests and to se rve  as a prefiminary estimate for the station 
coordinate e r ro r s  associated witb "fixed" shipborne transponders for the 
determination of overall performance of the operational AROD system. 
To provide a s  accurate an analysis of these aspects of the general 
geodetic problem as possible, a subcontract was awarded to Geonautics, 
Inc. 
between + -40° latitude with nominal baseline separation distances of 500 
nautical miles. Tbe feasibility of achieving a value of 10' - 50' for the 
standard deviation of the location of worldwide stations to a common 
datum was to be investigated under the subcontract. 
The analyeis to be performed w a ~  restricted to transponders located 
This appendix summarizee the results of the Geonautics, Inc. sub- 
contract. Section 2 presents a preliminary estimate of the accuracies of 
present and future geodetic techniques for establishing locations of AROD 
land-based stations to localized geoidal datums and tie-in of remote datum 
systems. Section 3 is concerned with two aspects of the shipborne station 
prob!em: 
e-1 
a) A preliminary estimate of the accuracy with which the 
position and velocity may be obtained for a ship within 
the Ocean area enclosed by latitudes 40'5 and 40's and 
longitudes 15'W and 75OW, using VLF transmissions from 
stations located at present and planaed LORAN sites. 
A preliminary investigation of the feasibility of using 
satellites with well-defined orbits for determining a ship's 
-position and velocity. 
b) 
2.0 POSITIONING OF LAND-BASED AROD TRAXSPOLVDERS 
2.1 A UMF'IED GLOBAL GEODETIC NETWORK 
A unified geodetic network extending around the world has until 
recently been of little practical value and of only academic interest. In 
the last two decades, however, unification of separate datums to ever in- 
creasing accuracies hae been of mounting necessity. 
The advent of the exploration of space has placed more difficult re- 
quirements upon such surveys. 
were formulated for the Cape Canaveral area. then recalled and chanyed 
several times to more exacting and expensive requirements. These de- 
For example, unprecedented standards 
l m a d s  have only lately been met. 
even more rigorous requirements will not soon be necessary. The M O D  
system will probably pose even more stringent accuracy requirements on 
a vast  scale not previously considered. 
and them is no reason to believe that 
Existing surveys, which cover only 15-20% of the land area, were  de- 
signed to mset the mapping and navigational requirements of a slower 
moving.more leisurely world. 
meet modern accuracy needs, as to location, nor do they provide 
union of datums. 
After 200 years of execution, they do not 
Gravimetry, a method that has received great practical and theoretical 
attentton, provides a method of unifying all world datums to a deliberately 
smoothed first order approximation, in  the distant future. Even when 
c -2 
combined, however, with relevant satellite data (which are ineffective in 
determining the fine gravitational structure) it offers only rough (but 
useful) approximations. This method does not meet the 10'-50' objective 
for the AROD system nor is it likely to do so, for the following principal 
reasons: 
a) It requires a worldwide knowledge of gravity (and geodetic 
position), which is known only for a small portion of the world 
at the present time. 
b) It dete:r=lir.zs o&j rzh:tive shsp mg, thercforc, rcquirzs somc 
other method to give scale; i.e., a measurement of equatorial 
diameter of the Earth. Such a scale can only be supplied to 
the accuracies desired for AROD by a surveying technique which 
will be good to the same accuracies. 
Satellite methods for determining the small scale structure of 
the geopotential will require a tremendous mass of observational 
material based upon a ground survey system of the AROD type. 
fndeed, satellite methods may never be capable of such results 
c) 
&de to complicatims in re solving orbital parameters. 
Great strides have been accomplished since World War II to unify 
the principal geodetic systems by direct geodetic methods, but none of these 
methods presently meet the accuracy objectives posed for the AROD sys- 
tem. In fact, it can be stated that all present geodetic systems except por- 
tions of the Athntic Missile Range, will be of only minimal value in achiev- 
ing these objectives. 
tracking network, accurate determination of positions appears to  require 
departures from traditional position locating methods, to newer, largely 
untried methods, not yet fully developed, whose ultimate dependability and 
accuracy cannot be f u l l y  resolved at  this time. Sucb approaches involve 
combinations of the roles traditionally belonging to the separate sciences 
ab astronomy, geodesy and electronics. They would combine modern photo- 
grammetric position astronomy, advanced geodetic triangulation and base 
measuring techniques, satellite ranging and range-rate measurements, and 
In consideration of the accuracy desired for the worldwide AROD 
c -3 
accurate relative astronomic position location methods which are inde- 
pendent of gravity. Some of these methods are summarized in sections 
of this appendix which follow. 
f 
The most promising advanced geodetic methods at this time involve 
photogrammetric position astrometry as applied to satellite observations 
and flare triangulation" '. These methods are now capable of high ac- 
cnracies and will probably be improved greatly. Since they are a devel- 
oping art ,  the ultimate accuracy attainable is not known. In order to 
realize the potential of these techniques (and similar systems) methods 
are required for measuring long baselines to an accuracy commensurate 
with these advanced systems. The lengthsofthese baseIines should be of 
the order of, or greater than, the length of the average triangulation sides 
in  the space triangulation system. Because of the propagation of e r rors ,  
a number of such bases should be observed on the various major land * 
masses near the equator. Lengths and orientations should be chosen care- 
fully to contribute the maximum strength to the results, consistent with 
other requirements, such as accessibility, terrain factors, vegetation, 
weather, political considerations, road nets, etc. 
Of the two highly precise means presently available for measuring 
hselines oi great length, only that based on Geodmeter observations is 
suitable. 
suming to be employed to any extent. Taped bases have a higher repro- 
ducibility and would meet requisite accuracies, but are subject to sys- 
tematic e r r o r s  which are difficult to assess. Taping methods will be 
needed, however, for some minor measurements and, particularly, for 
1 Invar tape measurements are too laborious and time con- 
, calibrating Geodimeter equipment. 
The Geodimeter system makes it poesible for a few men to measure 
several highly accurate lines of up to  20 miles in length in the course of 
a night's work. Using this device, the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
is planning eight United States transcontinental traverses; four of these 
to be in North-South directions and four in East-West directions. 
Although the extent of the work to provide the required number of 
baselines of the long lengths desired appears prodigious, such lines can 
c -4 
be measured. Some of the problems associated with their establishment 
have been previously investigated and a ''leap-frog traverse" system using 
the Gedimeter  has been proposed4 These investigations indicate that 
adequate methods can be established to provide accurate terrestial base - 
line measurements to scale advanced geodetic systems that will be em- 
network. 
. pluyed for inter-datum ties and final integration of a world geodetic 
Aithough these paragraphs provide only a cursory outline of the &eo- 
detic problems In establishing a unified global network, it is evident that 
the desired objectives (less than 50') of the AROD tracking network are 
technically feasible, but their accomplishment will be tedious and their 
cost substantially increased due to measurement problems of accurate 
baselines. 
2.2 USABLE METHODS FOR DETERMINATION OF 
GEODETIC POSITIONS 
This section provides a brief summation of various techniques which 
are suitable far positioning stations separated by distances of 300-500 
milee or snore. The methods discussed are considered applicable to prob- 
lems asmciabd with poijiiicaing M O D  gx ound tramponders within 'Io- 
- _  calized datums, and also on a worldwide network hasis. Suitability of 
the methods for meeting geodetic objectives of the AROD tracking network 
depends on the relative positional accuracies desired within individual 
datums, and the overall inter-datum relationships necessary for providing 
the desired accuracy of 8 global network. Individually, the methods are of 
little practical use in fulfilling positional requirements for a global refer- 
ence network, but when ueed in combhation and with precise baselines as 
dfeeuswd in the previous section, they can approach and possibly satisfy 
the accuracy objectives set for the AROD system. The capabilities and 
operational status of the various methods are outlined in the following 
paragraphs, and comparativs accuracies of the systems are listed in 
Table C-1. 
- 
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2.2.1 Hirm Trilateration 
Hiran was developed specifically a s  an airborne efectronic, first-order 
distance measuring instrument for use in establishing precise geodetic net- 
works and photogrammetric control for mapping purp~ses.~ The system 
is capable of measuring geodetic distances over ranges of 50 - 500 miles 
or more within an accuracy of + - 0.0020 to - + 0.0025 statute miles (probable 
error). Because of its long-range measurement capability, Hiran is suit- 
able for geodetic ties over water, d e e r t  or rough terrain. Hiran trilatera- 
tion has been extended over great distances, the most significant being the 
North Ame?-ican-European c ~ ~ n e c t f e s  which, zchieved ?I re!ative acc*;racy 
of 1:314,000 or + -39 feet over a net length of 2,330 
Hiran trilakration is considered accurate to 1:150,000 - 1:250,000 (prob- 
able error) and perhaps better, depending on the geometry and number of 
measure lines within the network. 
Generally, 
In recent years Hiran has been used extensively by the U.  S. Air  Force 
to obtain geodetic connections among insular groups in the Pacific and to 
extend horizontal control along the northeastern borders of South America. 
The latter projeot is scheduled for completion in early 1963 and will pro- 
vide ~ x l e  of the longest trilateration networks - Cape Canaveral to Recife, 
Brazil 
fslands. and other surveys are underway to obtain geodetic eonnections be- 
tween major insular groups in the Southwest Pacific. 
Hiran trilateration was recently completed throughout the Hawaiian 
2.2.2 Shiran Trilateration 
Hiran equipment will be replaced eventually by the advanced Shiran 
(3000 mc-6 baad) system currently under development.' This system it3 
expected to be speratid by 1965 and will provide a capability far meas- 
urfng lines up to distances of 900-1000 miles. Performance specifications 
for Shiran require air to ground slant range measurements to be within a 
standard er ror  (standard deviation or rms error) of 2.8 meters for dis- 
tances of 450 nautical miles, or approximately 1 part in 300,000. 
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Both H i r a n  and the advanced. longer-range Shiran are  e cted to be 
suitable for many of the early positioning problems of the AROD network, 
particularly for init id location of station facilities in remote areas.  How- 
ever, these systems d l  probably have only marginal utility for final posi- 
tion determination. 
1 
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2.2.3 Phot tric Flash Triangulation 
This method has been developed in recent years as an advanced geo- 
&tic t-1 for & ~ ~ , ~ ; ~  preciw msitic;r;a',data GVG?l in+&rm&jia*f- r*f.s 
(5W-1500 milee) and over intercontinental distances.l Flash triangulation 
techniques a re  based on photographing rocket-ejected flares or  satellite flash- 
log lights against the star background from widely separated ground obser- 
vation stations. Ultimate accuracy of triangulation is uncertain at this 
time 86 the techniques have had only limited operational use; however, in- 
strumentation accurauiea of 0.2"to 0.4" of a r c  for directional observations 
appear possible with advanced ballistic-type camera ~ysterns.~'~ System 
accuracy is dependent on various factors including the local length, aper- 
ture and callfbratfm of tbe- astro-camera, timing of the ottservations, accur- 
acy of star catalogs, atmospheric effects, and the capabilities of the equip- 
ment used in reduction of astrographic plates. These error sources have 
been minimized or controlled to the point that flash triangulation now ap- 
pears capable of attaining accuracies of 1 part in 1.000.000 under optimum 
operational conditione. In considering the precision necessary to achieve 
the objectives eet f o r  the AROD network, photogrammetric stellar triangu- 
lation offers at this time the most desirable means for positioning station 
faCllftk 6. 
2.2.4 Geodetic Satellites 
The use of geodetic satellites will facilitate making worldwide geo- 
detic connections and obtaining certain geodetic quantities that will provide 
greater knowledge of the geophysical conditions and shape of the earth. 
Advantages of geodetic satellites have been enumerated in various reports 
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and already many contributions to geodesy have resulted from observa- 
tions of early satellites. 9*10*11 Significant satellite programs in the im- 
mediate future which will be of interest to the AROD program are: 
a) Secor. Thikp system is to provide an electronic ranging 
capability for positioning remote stations on the earth 's  surface and 
for eventually establishing a worldwide geodetic datum for horizontal 
control.12 Geodetic positioning will be accomplished by trilateration 
techniques using a minimum of four ground stations. Secor is a con- 
tinactus warn, - con;pariaon system using three WFiUHF bands- 
une for transmission to the satellite and two coherent frequencies for trans- 
mission from the satellite to the ground stations. Analysis of the 
difference in phase shift between the two returning frequencies permits 
corrections for  ionospheric refraction effects. The equipment is ex- 
pected to provide a ranging capability of 5000 miles or greater, with 
an instrumentation resolution of 1 to  2 feet. &cor is under develop- 
ment by the Army and is scheduled to  be operational by mid-1963. 
Positioning accuracies of 30 feet or better (1:500,000?-) over inter- 
continental distances are expected with the early operational system. 
for collection o€ worldwide geodetic data. The initial ANNA vehicle 
will be employed primwily !? e~.'aluatc =i;.,g;!c. raiigi. ad inngr-rate 
positioning techniques for intercontinental surveys.  l3 The satellite 
will be instrumented with optical flashing beacons for photogrammetric 
stellar triangulation, a Secor transponder for ranging purposes, and a 
Doppler system of the Transit-type. Special ground facilities will be 
required for interrogation of the ranging transmitters and optical 
beacons. Because &*power limitations, the satellite can he interro- 
gated only six or seven times per 24 hour period for range and angle 
obrpervatims, whtch d l  limit optimization of geometric and opera- 
tional conditions for any extensive intercontinental surveys. Accuracies 
d 1:500.000 using the electronic system and 1:1.000,000 using the flash- 
ing light are expected over intercontinental distances. 
Comparative accucac:ee of the above systems arc  presented in Table C-1. 
b) ANNA. I-This vehicle represents the f i r s t  joint-service prsject 
Theme data were utilized to s?-rnmarize the estimated geodetic e r r o r s  in 
Section 2 of the main body of this report. 
4 
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3 -0 POSITIONING OF SHIPEORNE TRACKING FACILITIES 
Investigations of seaborne position determining capabilities were con- 
cerned with ships within the ocean area enclosed by latitudes 40° N and 
40' S and longitudes 15O W and 75' W. This includes the Atlantic Missile 
Range and surrounding waters in the North and South Atlantic. As part of 
the study, preliminary comparisons were made of the suitability and ex- 
pected accuracy of long range LF and VLF radio navigation systems for 
determining the position and velocity of a ship wfthin this designated area, 
b recmt gears, LF-VLF trmsm€ss1ons have k e n  found to be rela- 
iiveiy srabie over iong paths and, theretbre, highly applicable for precise 
ravigation purposes. The Loran C and Omega navigations systems were 
considered of primnry interest. and a comparative evaluation was made of 
these systems to determine their suitability for use in the early AROD test 
flights and their possible applications to the operational AROD system. 
The positioning capabilities presented for the Loran C and Omega systems 
refer primarily to the repeatability af the systemsnot the absolute accuracy. 
Consideration was given also to the use of satellite techniques for deter- 
mining position and velocity data for a vessel, and estimated accuracies 
of these methods were established. Results of the investigations are sum- 
marized in the following paragraphs. 
3.1 RADIO NAVTGATIOX 
3.1.1 Loran C 
Loran-C i s  a pulsed hyperbolic radio navigation system operating a t  a 
frequency of 100 kcs. It utilizes phase-measuring and cycle identification 
techniques to obtain accurate measurements of the difference in times of 
arrival of radio signals from fixed transmitting stations. Groundwave 
propagation iS utilized to provide accurate navigation over relatively long 
ranges to approximately 1400 nautical miles; skywave transmission, although 
less stable than groundwave propagation, i s  suitable for general navigation, 
from ranges of 800-2500 nautical miles  or greater. Loran-6 i s  of special 
interest to this study a s  it is capable of providing accurate radio naviga- 
tion data for positioning tracking ships in the Atlantic Missile Range and 
surrounding ocean areas.  
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The accuracy of L o r a n 4  is limited by several factors: (1) geometry 
of the hyperbolic lattice; (2) synchronization of the transmitting stations: 
(3} instrumentation accuracy of the receiver; and (4) propagation effects. 
Based on experimental and operational tests it has been found that synchro- 
nization e r ro r s  can be maintained within 0.05 microseconds. Instrumenta- 
tion accuracy of receivers is in the same order of accuracy. Propagation 
variations have been found to be less than 0.1 microsecond for groundwaves 
I 
1 and nornWly 1 to 1.5 microsecond for skywaves, excluding sunrise and 
stimset periods, and periods of high level radio interference. Considering 1 
i all these errors, the total standard deviation of a single line of position 
(115 feet OR the baseline). Obviously, repeatability of a single determina- 
when using groundwave propagation should not exceed 0.12 microsecond 
I 
I 
1 
tion of a position is affected by the geometry of the Loran-C net; i.e., the 
angle of intersection of the two l ines of position and their degree of ex- 
pansion due to distance from their respective baselines. 
~n considering pe€formance capabilities of Loran-C, it is appropriate 
to summarize the engineering evaluation which was made of the U. S .  East 
Coast Loran-C chain.14 The master station for this chain is located at 
Cape Fear, N .  C. with slave stations at Martha's Vineyard. Mass. and 
Jupiter Inlet, Florida. For the evaluation, a monitoring receiver was 
locztc-c! at Bermuda to record time-ddferences of Loran-C transmissions 
from the master and slave stations. Data was recorded over long periods 
of time and statistically analyzed in various ways. For example, one 
analysis showed that position fixes obtained by averaging time difference 
readfngs over 8 hour periods from 0800 to 1600 during a year were  within 
a CPE of 260 feet. In another analysis it was found that position fixes 
obtained by using 15 minute averages over a 38 1/2 hour period fell within 
8 CPE of 105 feet. These results provide indication of the long term 
stability of the Itoran-C system by averaging observations a t  a fixed loca- 
tion over a period of time. 
2% accuracy of position fixing, using single or instantaneous time 
difference observations is, d course, somewhat less than that obtained by 
averaging methods. During the Bermuda recording program it was found 
* -  
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that the probable error of instantaneous time differences between the 
master transmitter and the Florida slave station over a one year period 
w a s  approximately 0.09 microsecond in the daytime and about 0.13 micra- 
second at  night. In addition, it was found that during periods d a month 
or more the mean time difference varied from the yearly mean by as much 
as 0.2 microsecond. This latter deviation was attributed, in part, to fang- 
tarxu drifts in coding delays introduced at &e slave stations. 
Based on demonstrated performance using the Bermuda monitor and 
various theoretical nnngiderzti~nc, the engiceerJag cyzkzti~ii  z ~ i i z P i G  
LLUL IL is feasibie to obtain instantaneous position fixes at the extreme 
limits of the groundwave area with a probable e r ro r  on each line-of-position 
of less than 0.1 microsecond plus a seasonal error of 0.1 microsecond or 
less for paths predominantly over water. 
L a - &  :L 
Data obtained with the East Coast Loran-C triad using skywave trans- 
missions Indicated that time difference measurements had a probable error 
of 1.0 to 1.5 microseconds. This corresponds to e r ro r s  in line-of-position 
measurements on the baselirae of approximately + - 1000 feet for 50 percent 
of the observations and + - 3000 feet for 95 percent of the observations. Al- 
though skywave accuracy obtained in these experiments was an order of 
magnitude less than that obtained by groundwaves, it is  considered suitable 
for general navigation over relatively long ranges. For Loran-C stations 
having 100 kw radiated power, the maximum first-hop skqwave range i s  
approximately 1800 nautical miles. Second-hop waves have been observed 
as f a r  away as 3400 nautical miles; however, at  present the use of multi- 
hop skywaves i s  not recommended for any type of accurate navigation. fn 
using skywave transmissions, corrections are applied to time difference 
measurements to reduce the skywave readings to equivalent groundwave 
readings. Corrections for these transmission delays are precomputed for 
Loran-C coverage areas  based on the predictability of the ionospheric ef- 
fects an the radio propagation. Skywaves a re  relatively stable over short 
periods of an hour or more, but they may vary considerably from day to 
day and from season to season. At present, there i s  not sufficient know- 
ledge of the ionospheric Zffects to predict sbwave  corrections to better 
than a few microseconds. 
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Figure 1 shows ri CCWI-age diagram for a preliminary Loran-C net- 
work in the zre:: rsf interest. The coverages are based on systems of lOO0 
hvpeak raccirrted power, which should provide suitsble signal strengths of 
groundwave transmissions over ranges up to i4Oij nautical miles. A total 
of 13 Loran-C stations were assumed. inchding the three stations of the 
existing East Coast chain, to ubtain adequate ground-wave coverage through 
most of the operational area between + - 40° of the equator. The use of 
gr-uwldwave propagal iou shouid provide accurate position fixes within a 
standard deviatim of approxiniately A - 500 feet under normal system opera- 
tions. 
out the remainder of the operational area by use af the first-hop skywave 
transmissions. 
enough to give reliable position fixes within about 1 to 2 miles. 
Loran-C coverage beyond groundwave range can be obtained throogh- 
Estimates indicate that these signals should 'be stable 
In preparing the coverage diagram of Figure 1, 3 total of 10 new 
Loran-C statiozs were considered. Equipment and installation costs for 
these new station facilities are estimated at $20,000,000 or about $2,000.000 
per site. 
3.1.2 Omega 
Omega is a lorg-range, hyperbolic radio navigation system designed 
to operate in  the Very Low Frequency navgation band of fO to 14 kcs, 
The system util izes phase comparison techniques with time-shared con- 
tinuous wave transmissions to obtain phase difference measurements from 
two or more fixed sations.  Omega is under final development and evalu- 
ation by the U. S. Nacy. and is being considered as a global navigation sys- 
tem for multi-purpose marine operations. Experimental studies have 
shown that the 
ranges up to better than 6000 nautical miles; accuracy at long range being 
achieved by use of very long baselines between the Omega transmitters. 
The main advantage of the system is that a network of six transmitter sta- 
tions separated by distances of about 6000 nauticai miles can provide global 
navigation coverage. 
stem is capable of providing usable position fixes 
Sufficient experimental d a h  are not available at this  time to fully 
assess positioning accuracy of the Omega system. The principal limiting 
O C E A N  
1Jfllfllllilllllll Existing LORAN-C network 
Limiting contour for 500-foot position accuracy (standard error) using ground- 
wave propagation from the proposed stations. 
Figure C - l  . LORAN- C Coverage Diagram 
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factor on system accuracy is the stability o€ propagation over long paths. 
Propagation measurements in the VLF spectrum have been limited; how- 
ever, analyseshave demonstrated that the propagation i s  relatively stable 
and that transmission time of the signal can possibly be predicted to a 
15,lG precision of 5 to 10 microseconds. 
rimeatal tests were made by the 'u. S. Navy to obtain pre- 
liminary information concerning propagation characteristics and range 
capabilities of the Omega system in the arctic, temperate and tropical 
regions.* ' These teats were conducted using the experimental Omega 
transmitter network which is operating a t  a frequency of 10.2 kcs at Sum- 
mit. Canal Zone: Haiku, Hawaii; and Forestport, New York. Results of * 
these tests demonstrated that the system will be capable of providing posi- 
tion fixes within + - 1.0 nautical mile at distances of better than 6000 nautical 
miles. It was concluded from these experimental tests that propagation 
measurements are stable enough to provide a good potential system accuracy, 
and that it is possible to make qualitative predictions of the diurnal varia- 
tion characteristics of the skywave transmissions. When Omega is fully 
developed. overall system accuracy is expected to be about A - 0.5 nautical 
miles within areas of good geometric coverage. 
1 -  
Omega cove:ra.jp for the Atlantic dred cudJ Le &taiIied Ly usilig a r w k -  
work of three transmitting stations similar to that shown in Figure 2. The 
geometry of this network would be very strong throughout the main areas 
of interest and navigational position fixes inside the triangle shown, would 
be expected to be within + - 0.5 nautical miles under favorable propagation 
conditions. Locations for the Omega transmitter stations were assumed in 
the Azores, St. Helena Islaad and at the existing experimental Omega sta- 
tion in the Cand Zone. It is assumed that this existing facility would be 
suitable for permanent Omega operations. Costs for station facilities at  
St. Helena and the Azores are estimated at approximately $18,000,000 or 
$9,000,000 per site.'* Most of these coets involve equipment and installa- 
tion of the antenna facilities as these are  estimated at  $8,000,000 per antenna. 
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0 - Existiug Omega aperimental  station using 100 kw, 9 t o  40 kc transmitter. 
Area within the curve indicates approximate area for positioning accuracies of 
- i- 1 nautical mile, 
Inside the ~ r j a n g i e  accuracies oi L 0.5 nautical miles may be achies-able under 
favorable propag3zior conditions. 
Figure C - 2 .  Umega Coverage Diagrajn 
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3.1.3 Comparison of Omega and Loran-C Capabilities 
Estimated navigation capabilities of Omega and Loran-C for use in 
determining the position. velocity, and track of a ship within the Atlantic 
area of interest are summarized as follows: 
Omegaa Loran-C 
i 3000 feet {under a p t h u m  
propagat ion stability) 
+ 500 feet (groundwave) 
1 - 2 miles pkywave) cd i thns  of geometry and - Posit ion - 
+ 1 naut. mi. (at 6000 naut. 
mi range) 
5 - 10% or .25 - .75 m/eee. 1 - 2% or -05 - .15 m/sec. b m e d  
Trackb 2* - 4O 0.5' 
8Sufficient data not available on VLF propagation stability to 
b - Based on adjusted mean track from position observations 
over iimited time periods (eylproxirnateiy 30 - 60 minutes). 
fully assess system accuracy. 
All values should be considered a s  standard e r rors .  
It must be recognized that the positioning capabilities listed above 
refer only to the repeatability of the navigation systems. Absolute accuraq 
of them systems in terms of geographic position (latitude and longitude to 
required degree of refinement) depends upon the geodetic coordinates of 
the reference stations, plus a system calibration throughout the coverage 
area of sufficient density to assure that secondary phase corrections are 
adequately known. 
these systems, the following conclusions are reached: 
Based on preliminary comparisons of the navigation capabilities of 
a) Low Frequency, long-range navigation has reached a 
high degree of development and ha3 established operational capa- 
bilities; Very Low Frequency navigation is not fully developed nor 
is there sufficient knowledge of propagation characteristics to fully 
assess i ts  potential positioning capabilities. 
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3.2.1 Acoustic Positioning 
ReWntIy, developments fn acoustical means have considerably increased 
the accuracy potential of ship positioning relative to fixed underwater objects 
Each of the following has been used with some success: 
a) Bathymetric Navigation. 
Bathymetric navigation ie by far the simplest of these 
acoustical means and requires the least amount of unusual equipment. 
It has been demonstrated that three techniques, profile-matching, 
line of sounding method, and 
employed to position 8 ship relative to a uni&ie bottom feature. 
Ob~iOuSly, the "strength" of the feature affects the reliability of a f i x ,  
but recoveries with e r ro r s  not larger than 500 feet are attainable 
under certain conditions, using a stabilized, narrow-beam echo-sounder 
of suitable depth range with a faceimile type expanded-male recorder. 
contour advancing, may be successfully 
bf The Loran-C system, although limited in range and area 
coverage, is capable of providing more accurate position and velocity 
data for AROD shipborne tracking facilities in the Atlantic area than 
the V L F  long-range Omega system. 
c) Approximately 10 new Loran-C stations a re  required to pro- 
vide precise navigation coverage in the Atlantic area. Estimated 
costs of these facilities are roughly equal to the cost of 2 Omega 
stations for navigation coverage of the area. 
3.2 SUPPLEMENTARY NAVIGATIONAL METHODS 
Excluding conventional means of navigation at  sea, and in addition to 
the previously discussed Loran-C and Omega, several methods and tech- 
niques offer possibilities of determining position, and by further computa- 
tion, course and speed, with reasonable accuracy. There are disadvantages 
to each with regard to their application to the singular problems of AROD. 
They are mentioned here as representative of back-up methods available 
in the event of loss of the basic navigation capability. 
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To establish the character and position of the bottom feature by survey 
methods, a good highly-repeatable external means of navigational control 
is required. The bathymetric navigation system is then applicable for po- 
sitiwing within the survey area if external navigational control is no  longer 
available. 
b) Undenvatqr Trig Stations 
The use of artificial undersea markers which would be used 
as underwater referenue points or "trig stations" from which the po- 
sition of a ship could be determined at sea offers further possibilities. 
The markers map be passive, as corner reflectors placed on the bottom 
in featureless terrain to provide a readily discernible target for ship- 
board sounding gear; or they may be transponders or active acoustic 
beacms, capable of detection at  greater ranges. and coded for purposes 
of identification. The need for power for the active devices is an 
obvious disadvantage but must be weighed against a need for range. 
discrimination and identification. 
One system of interest would consist of three units (active or 
19 passive) on the bottom in the form of a near-equilateral triangle 
If the triangle sides are  held to such length that the transmitted sound 
enters the water neariy veriiealiy. reiractive ~ L L U L  b die ti>iiiil 
Unfortunately, the geometry of such a positioning system is poor and 
range measurements of high accuracy would be required. Under field 
conditions, acoustic range accuracies on the order of 1:10,000 are  now 
attainable when the characteristics of the water column can be ade- 
quateiy defined. At present. accuracy of a fix relative to the submerged 
units is subject to improvement. As the ability to accurately estab- 
lish acoustic ranges increases through further development, repeat- 
abilities comparable to Loran-C should be attainable. 
As a means of further reducing the effect of refraction and the 
nonlhomogenous medium, these units may be mounted in moored 
buoy6 submerged at a depth of several hundred feet beneath the water 
surface. At such depth, a greater degree of oceanographic stability 
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may be expected and the buoys will probably stabflize. Ranges in 
this case may be considered reliable, as  above, but motion of the 
buoys must be determinable. 
3.2.2. Geophysical Techniques for Navigation at Sea 
The present state of the art of observing gravity and total magnetic 
intensity at sea lends itself to development of a means of positioning com- 
parable in accuracv to bathymetric navigation (500 fed! 2o Mnnt eig~iff- 
crrai is t k  f;i& that these meam are compieteiy independent of emissions 
or reliance on external sources to recover a kriown position, after an in- 
itial survey has been conducted. Surveys at sea employing stabilized 
gravity meters and/or towed magnetometers must be carried out with ex- 
ternal control to locate anomalies of suitable characteristics to permit re- 
covery at a later date. The external control is necessary to achieve in- 
ternal &ey consistency and absolute position. Pwitioning at  the time 
of recovery is simple in practice. requiring only manual matching of 
contours. 
3.2.3 Flash Triangulation 
Extension of the advanced geodetic tool described in Section 2 to po- 
sitioning a ship at sea has been found feasible." A properly stabilized 
camera aboard ship should be capable of providing the same accuracy of 
position (50-100 feet) as is possible on land. The use of the system is re- 
stricted by data reduction time, weather and sky brightness. However, 
when time is not critical, operations can be scheduled to take advantage of 
most favorable cmditions. 
It is apparent that flare triangulation in combination with acoustic or 
other mean5 of relating the position of a ship at  sea to a point on the ocean 
bottom may be used to establish the geodetic coordinates of that point. By 
reversing the procedure, the position of the ship may be established at a 
later date with a repeatability comparable to that of Loran-C. 
e 
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3.3 SATE LLlTE TIfETHODS 
This section provides a preliminary investigation of the feasibility of 
using satellites with well-defined orbits in determining a ship's position 
and velocity. Consideration is given to the use of four observation tech- 
niques: 1) direction; 2) time rate of change in direction; 3) range; and 4) 
time rate of change in range. The conclusion on the suitability of tbese 
methods must be considered tentative because of the strong assumptions 
that had to be made concerning the satellite orbital characteristics and 
3.3.1 Necessity to Make Assumptions 
Ln order to properly analyze the feasibility of using satellites with 
well-defined orbits for determining a ship's position and velocity. the 
answer to certain questions are required; or. for the lack of answers, cer-  
tab assumptions must be made. The following questions are samples of 
those that wed answers: 
a) %%at means can be used to track or observe the satellite 
from shipboard? Photography of a sunlit satellite? Photography 
of a flashing-light satellite? VisuaI observ~tions of either of these 
with an angle-measuring device? Radar ranging, with or without a 
satellite-borne transponder? Measurement of the Doppler shift of 
the frequency transmitted from a satellite -borne oscillator? Con- 
tinuous measurements of the Doppler shifted frequency as a 
function of the time (during the course of a satellite pass)? 
ment of the integrated Doppler cycle count €or a given time interval? 
Measurenwnt of the time interval corresponding to a given pre- 
selected integral Doppler cycle count? 
Measure- 
b) What information is available to the ship? Orbital elements 
of the "well-defined orbit" at some time to and their variation with 
time (including terms proportional to integral powers of the time 
interval from to, i.e., containing (t - to)n a s  a factor, with n a positive 
2am(t - to)/T. Sin integer), or periodic terms containing a factor of the type co6 
where m is an integer and T is the satellite orbital period? Orbital 
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elements, updated at frequent intervals (like Transit)? 
ephemeris of position and velocity? 
A n  
e)  What is meant by a "well-defined orbit?" What are the 
e r r o r s  associated with tracking the satellite by the tracking stations 
on whose data the orbit is based? What perturbations are taken into 
account in computing the orbit? 
have been left out of account? 
What nun-negligible perturbations 
What zcxqxzting facilities are cocteq la ted ,  a d  where are 4) 
they iocated? Un board ship-{ rn a distant land-based computing 
center? What sort of communications axe available in the latter 
event? 
e )  How soon after observation of the satellite must the ship's 
position or velocity be computed from the tracking data? Seconds, 
minutes, hours, days later? With what precision must they be known? 
The answers to the foregoing questions-either given or assumed-very 
much affect whether it is feasible to determine a ship's position and velocity. 
In the following, it will be made clear what assumptions are being made. 
3.3.2 General Remarks on the Problem 
In this discussion the errors arising from the fact that tire geodetic 
locations of stations are not yet referred to a uniform worldwide geodetic 
datum for the entire surface of the Earth are  ignored. Errors arising 
from this cause constitute a separate problem, (see Section 2 of this 
Appendix), and can be treated separately from the e r ro r s  with which we 
are concerned here; namely, the errors of position and velocity of a ship 
BB determined from observations of a passing satellite. 
It €a certainly feasible to obtain a Ship's position from observations 
of a passing satellite. The equivalent has been carried out in the Transit 
sakdlite program, for which observa t iod  data coneist of a "Doppler curve," 
that is, the observed frequency of a continuous-wave sinusoidal signal trans- 
mitted from a satellite la which the transmitted frequency is very accurately 
controlled, as a function of the time. Time signale are also transmitted 
- 
. by the satellite. Although SOInf?of the results of this program are still 
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classified, it is possible to  say that the publicly announced objective 
of obtaining a terrestrial position with an accuracy of + 1 / 4  mile has been 
achieved . 
A position .correct to + 1/4 mile is good enough for most navigational 
- 
- 
purposes, but geodetic accuracy implies greater precision. In present 
this simdard inlplies rifl error in the 
rektive position ot two stations at points well separated in the geodetic 
net of, say, + 40 to + 70 rn. We shall therefore assume that to qualify as 
a geodetically valuable determination, a position must be determined with 
an error nut exceeding + 100 rn. 
- - 
- 
a) Position 
It is possible to improve on the quarter-mile accuracy quoted 
above--in fact, it is possible to achieve geodetic accuracy-from 
satellite. This is especially true if 
r Section 3.3. l a  are used and even 
Methods of determining a ship's position from satellite 
especially true if they a re  used together simultaneously. 
tracking data tan Icgirslfy be p i t  izto cme e€ four classes: 
(1) Those using the direction of the satellite as seen 
from the ship, i.e.. i ts  elevation angle or azimuth, or both, 
its right ascension or declination, or  both; 
(2) Those using the time rate of change of direction as seen 
from the ship: 
ship; 
(3) Those using the (slant) range to the satellite from the 
(4) Those using the time rate of change of the (slant) 
* 
range. 
Techniques for measuring the direction include photography of the 
illuminated satellite ; visual measurement of the angular position of the 
satellite with optical devices of the theodolite family; electronic measure-. 
meat of directions with radio interferometers, radar + directionally 
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sensitive antennas. etc. The only technique in this class which can yield 
a position with geodetic accuracy (i-e., with an e r ror  no greater than + IQO rn 
with respect to the same system of coordinates to which the satellite orbit 
is referred) from observations of a single pass is the photography of an 
illuminated satellite against a background of reference stars.  Errors as 
- 
- small 862'' to 4'' are already routine. For ground stations using cameras 
with focal lengths of the order of 1 m, single observations &odd be 
zzpable of yielding the angular psit ior,  af the satellite with errors smaller 
than I" oi arc. 
An angular e r r o r  of 2" for a satellite 1000 km distant from the ob- 
server corresponds to an error of 10 m in his position, and an e r ro r  of 1 
msec in timing the observation corresponds to about 7 m. Although in- 
trinsic acduracy of the photographic method is probably as high, if not 
higher, than any of the other methods (including those mentioned below), 
the photcrgraphs must be taken either from a stabilized platform (which 
rnay require special development) or with such short exposures that the 
ship's motion does not blur the star images. The method and i ts  math- 
ematics are conceptually simple, and have been used by astronomers for 
decades; on the other hand, the time required to process photographs, 
measure them and reduce the data. etc csin hardly he less than several 
hours, 
Techniques currently available for measuring the rate of change of 
direction are the same as those for measuring direction itself, but more 
observations are required. Reductions are mathematically more com- 
plicated, accuracy i s  somewhat degraded, and nothing is gained over using 
the same data to obtain direction. Therefore, this method need not be 
considered further. 
Techniques for measuring the range to a satellite measure either the 
travel time of a radio or light pulse (radar, maser-laser, etc.) or the 
phase of a signal returned from the satellite compared to the phase of an 
outgoing signal (phase comparison radar, transponders at the target, etc.). 
Precision of the first method is limited to the precision of measuring the 
length of short time-intervals. The best radars are capable of measuring 
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th i s  intervai n:tF 
ing to an errw- in the (~~1:7d- I r$1  dis:ance 01 i U  wI 
methods are :ntrinGicdly c-,p~;!c of :- ie:d.ng c v n  m o r e  accurate results- 
i.e., to a fraction of B wliiT--lcicngth of the rildl;,-fre,uelIcj radiation used, 
which can i i i  print@ be is 1:ttle ds b feu- centimeters-but to achieve 
this degree of preciston, :he total number of watelcng-ths between the sta- 
c T r c . c  nf t h  c-c~cr of c\ c13 micro5tcords corrcspond- 
Pf.,lit-meas:irement 
d. the target must be kncan. yo that phase lock must he marntained 
t-hrmgbut the co~lrsc ef z run. 0rd:nar; time -delay radars arc ilsed on 
cjiiip5uarci. mci t k ~ c  seems io t e  no reason uhy radkrs may not also be 
used ir! cor.iunciIf~n x ith trclrqxlnder s-.-;;!~rnc; ~:n s a c  iilte. 
Techn:;tres for di r t . c t Iy  mneasu~':ng the rdnge r:ite, shich depend on 
measurement of the Dopplc r shltt 9: '_ sig~ii.-i txnsml t ted  from the satellite, 
are well developed m the Transit system 
tire pass of some minutes duraricr, cor?cLms d great deal of positional in- 
formation. a d  the iitturg of th9a ctlrx e ~ . t h  parameter;; that describe the 
position of the ship can, v.ith certarn shq-sarelirte gccmetries. yield these 
parameters with geodetic aeturdcy. The full e pation representing the 
Doppler curve is very complicated and the fitting of the curse to the ob- 
served curve by sdjdsting the posit:snal and other psrsmeters requires a 
large computer if i t  I Q  tc> ~ X P  dcnr )rl sko-t #imp Different ia l  r r r - ~ t < c ~ q  
methods rire marhem~~t .ca l l )  simple :ind cas., howeirr, znd will  be used 
as the basis of discuss,(w below. 
The Doppler c u r v e  for an en- 
All these method:, rt-cpire that the ohseixer be able to record the time 
of h is  observzirions with hn e r r o r  not excwding sewral milliseconds. 
11) Ship's wlocir3 
The ship's average velocity for a given time interval can 
naturally be determmed from its position at the beginning and end 
of the intervril. Th i s  intern1 may he quite short; e.%., two fixes, 
each having an ctccurhcj' oft 100 m obtained one hour apart. 
would give the skip's average velociry with an accuracy of about 
4 0.04 meter/sec or aoout + O  L knot 
depend on t ! ~  speed chi the ship at 211 knot3 the Error is of the 
order of 5 rniIii: &dials or about 0 3 
- 
The error in direction would - - 
0 
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The onty one of the previously mentiuned tracking methods that allows 
the possibility of determining a ship's velocity from a single set of observa- 
tions is the Doppler technique 
curse contains parameters expressing the ship's velocity in three dimensions. 
In fitting the theoretical curve to the observed curve, the ship's motion is 
4 
The mathematical expreesion far the Doppler 
f 
known. but it can in princ 
ing the str!p's motim dfroet!y fro= the ti-ackirqg data 5s a moot question, which 
ie iiivcussed in greater detail beiow. Suffice it to say for the present that: 
(1 )  simuhneous solution of Doppler curve data for position and velocity 
will degrade the accuracy of the position determination apparentIy very 
seriously in some situations, and the velocity determined may not be much 
better than a velocity measured with respect to the water with due allowance 
for ocean currents and wind drift; (2) the velocity derived from a Doppler 
curve will in general be worse than one derfved from two positional fixes 
separated by an interval of the order of an hour; (3) if a positional fix is ob- 
tained by some 
can then be treated as  known quantities and the velocity of the ship can be 
derived from the Doppler curve with a precision which might, under some 
cireumstsnces. be uwrthwhile. 
n the Doppler curve, the pusition coordinates 
3.3.3 Mathematical Notes 
En the following we use well known methods (see, e.g. ,  S .  Herrick, 
Astrodynamics, Van Nostrand 1961). We shall not go into any detail, but 
shall give a very brief sketch of bow position and velocity might be deter- 
mined from; s 
W e  adopt 
obtained on shipboard. 
atangular inertial coordinate syst 
which the satellite orbit i s  urnally referred, with: (I) the origin at rhe 
center of gravitational attraction of the Earth; (2) the x-axis pointed toward 
the vernal equinox (right ascension CT = O*, declination 6 = Oo), (3) the y-axis 
pointed toward cy = 90°, 6 = 0'; and (4) the z-axis pointed 
toward the north celestial pole. 6 = + 90°. The ship's rectangular coordi- 
nates are (X, Y. Z). Capital letters refer to the ship, lower case to the 
satellite. The ship's spherical coordinates will also be useful. These 
are R (geocentric radius). 0 (local sidereal time, or longitude measured 
eastward from the x-z plane), and CP (geocentric latitude). Geocentric 
coordinates are easier to use in satellite problems. since, as noted above, 
- 
llite's coordinates are already given in this system. For the &@'as 
paftinr?, m ~ w r s i c m  bac2rwzd a d  f 5 m ~ w d  to ordinary geeraphie  {gcdctic\, 
coordinaies presents no prabiems. 
detic, or geocentric) longitude measured eastward from the meridian of 
Greenwich will be denoted by A , and is related to 9 by the equation 
- 
1 ne ship's orchary  geographic. geo- 
8 = Greenwich Sidereal Time + A . i 1)  
It is also convenient to denote the perpendicular distance of the ship from 
the Earth's axis of rotation by W. where 
2 2 1!2 W = ( X  + Y )  
I.€ the ship is stationary, W does not vary,  although X and Y vary continu- 
ously because of the Earth's rotation. 
Let the position vector of the ship be denoted by fl, and that of the 
Let the position vector of the satell i te as  seen from the sateflite by r. - 
ship be2 . Then 
The position of the satellite i s  assumed to be given with a mean e r r o r  
(standard deviation) of - E (9. or to be calculated from a given set of orbital 
elements with or without their time variations, from which a set of e r ro r s  
E (r, - t) can be calculated as a function of the time. - 
The mathematical expressions needed to derive the position of a ship 
from satellite tracking data are naturally different for the three methods 
under consideration-direction, range, and range rate. For the first two 
0 
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they are  relatively simple and for the third very complicated. To avoid 
complications, we shall examine the expressions for the differential 
rection of an assumed position for the ship (and assumed velocity), which 
are very simple. The feasibility and accuracy with which a ship’s posi- 
tion c m  be definitively dtained from the data are in no way diminished by 
this method. In fact, from the mathematical standpoint, such reductions 
are made more feasible, in the sense that they become so simple that most 
of them can be carried out without a large computer. 
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in which Ap = p (observed) - p (computed from assumed position); - -  
A f = r - (observed) - r - (computed); 
I = 0, under the assumption that the satellite position is known; 
and 
A g = 8 (true) - R (assumed). 
The vector differential 
methods used by itself. but one or more components of 4 can be measured. 
A sufficient number of individual observations of the observable component 
of A p  - will yield a solution for the corresponding component of A R ;  - i f  a 
suitable time elapses (e .g., several minutes) between the individual ob- 
servations in the same run, the components will be sufficiently different 
in direction to allow a three-dimensional determination of A R. - 
level surface) above o r  below the geodetic spheroid of reference is suf- 
cannot be determined from any of the tracking 
One other point should be mentioned. If the height of the geoid (sea- 
ficiently well known, then only two -coordinates for the ship will be required, 
it8 latitude Q, and longitude A ,  since R is effectively known. Since the 
geoid height is known with an er ror  which rarely exceed6 50 m, even in 
the open sea, the two-coordinate - solution is applicable whenever e r ro r s  
of this order are allowable in the solution, or where other factors have 
already contributed to producing a larger e r ror .  
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3.3.3.1 Three -Dimensional Solution from Direction Data 
The observational data,  Aci and 3 6 , .  a r e  the differences, observed 
minus computed, of the right ascension and declination of the satellite at 
a time ti, as determined from shipboard observations. In other words we 
observe the two components ofA@ perpendicular to the line of sight, and 
know nuthing about the component along the line of eight. These two com- 
1 
ponents are: 
where Aand Dare two members of a triad of unit vectors forming a right- 
handed orthogonal matrix (L, A, D). L is directed outward along the line of 
sight. A is directed perpendicular to the line of sight eastward along the 
declination circle through the satellite, and D is directed perpendicular to 
the line of sight northward along the hour circle through the satellite. 
- - 
- - -  - 
- 
- 
W e  have also, (using equation 3): 
A p  = -AR (sinceAL=O) - (7) - 
= - A  W (Icose+ J s i n e )  - (-Lata3 + J_cose) - A Z K ,  - - - 
where I, J. K are unit vectors in the x,  y, z directions. The bracketed 
vector8 might be abbreviated F and E, with 
- -  - 
- 
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/ 
/ c o s  €3 directed toward the intersection of the .-(.:.) celestial equator and the local meridian 
c=f:y4 directed eastward along the celestiai and 
equator at the local meridian, 
forming with 
K =  f!! \
\ i  / 
- V I  
another orthogonal matrix of unit vectors. 
When multiplied out, equation 5. gives the following pair of observa- 
tion equations: 
Since there are three unknowns, AW, AA and AZ, obviously a minimum 
d two complete observations will be required. Care should be taken to 
space these several minutes apart. EO that the satellite will be viewed from 
quite a different direction, and the two lines of sight will cross at a suf- 
ficiently large angle so that the full accuracy of the method will not be 
degraded by poor geometry. 
Assuming that € ( d i p )  z 10-4p (20" of arc), that the trigonometric 
coefficients are of the order 0.1 to 1.0. that the satellite is of the order of 
1000 km from the ship, and that the geometry has been used to best ad- 
.ratntage to get 811 independent set of observation equations, then the e r r o r s  
d AW, W M  , and AZ will be of the order of 100 meters. Better obser- 
vations (such as are  now possible from land), or a least-squares solution 
of many more than two observations will improve this figure; a satellite 
slant range greater than 1000 km will worsen it. 
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3.3.3.2 Tko-Dimensional Position from Directional Data 
In the two-dimensional cam, corresponding to the three-dimnsional 
case with rmknowns AW, M (or A8) and AZ, we now have: 
These are two observation equations in two unknowns A* and AA. 
large as the error in the assumed position, Le., RA* , and R c o s  (PM . 
If E@)/@ is about 10" (which is easily possible), then c(A+)/A* will 
be of ttte order ~d IO-' on the average; or if ~0 z 10 km, then ~ ( A * ) R  2 
100 meters. If the intrinsic errors af the original observations correspond 
to muah less tban 100 meters at the sUIfac8, then an iteratioa fusing the 
improved position obtained from tbe first solution as  an assumed position) 
would be worthwhile. 
The chief source of error here might be E@ ) , which will be about as 
It will be noted that 8 mathematical solution for A* and M is nuw 
possible with only one observation in the two-dimensional case, which is 
intuitively obvioue from the intersection of a determined line through a 
determined surface. 
3.3.3.3 Three-Dimenetad Position from Rar~ge Observations 
The observed quantity is the companent d Ap in the line of sight. - 
W e  take ae More: 
Tbs component of A e  in the line of sight is 
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Multiplying out gives linear scalar observation equations of the form 
ap (range) = -A W c o s  (a-0) cos 6 - WAA sin (cy- a) cos6 - A 2 sin 6, (12) 
with three unknol~hs.AW, AA, and AZ. Thus one range obeervation of 
t5.x-e differmt s~tdlite?s (nearly) simultaneously. or three range observa- 
rims of a smgie aaklliie i3epai&d 'Lh 
tian8 will be different, wilf determine a fix. This ie also easily deducfbie 
from the geometry of the situation. The e r ro r s  in the three-dimensional 
fix will be of the same order as the range observations themselves. if the 
geometry is favorable; they will be worse if the geometry is unfavorable. 
and better if a solution is obtained from a least-squares solution of many 
individual observations. These e r ro r s  of observation are of the order of 
10 meters or better with present high-quality radars. It is worth men- 
tioning that the solution of a set of equations becomes very weak if all the 
observations must made near 6 = o or  6 = + - 90'. For instance, at 
6 = 0'. the coefficient ob A 2 is very small and A Z is nearly indeterminate. 
* .  &ff~i~zt!y 52 t h ~ t  the d i ~ t -  
0 
3.3.3.4 Two-Dimensional Case, Range Measurements 
Her;?, L -yields: 
Ap (range) = -R ( 5 A  * Cz&l). 
where 
C2 = cos6 cosd sin (a - e ) .  
Two observations of range would give a solution forA# mdAA . The 
conditions for good and poor solutions are  nearly the same as  for the 
three-dimensional case discussed above. 
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For both cases, we have assumed that QI and 6 are known to about 
5 5 1:lO , and+ ando to about 1:lO , so that the errors of FUQ, and Rcos *AA 
will be the same order of magnitude as the range observations. If the 
error8 of a, 6 , @, and 6 are worse. the error in Ap may become the 
predominant factor, in which case an iteration will be required. 
1 
3.3.3.5 Three-Dimensional Position Determined from 
Rmge-Bite Measurements 
In order to use equation 3 in the range-rate method, we differentiate 
it with respect to time, and obtain: 
p = r - -we (-LsinO + J_cos$). 
The foregoing equation is correct, strictly -Ling ,  only for a fixed sta- 
tim. It should be slightly modified for a moving ship since an e r ro r  in 
the ship's epeed of one knot leads to an (average) error in position of about 
400 meters. Tbe equation must -be mdified i€ it is deaired to solve for 
differential corrections to the ship's velocity a.13 unknowns (see equation 18 
below). 
Equation 14A yields the following vector equation for the differential 
correction of position: 
= A. + OAW (I s ing  - JcosB ) + WAA ccos8 +JsinO ). - - 
W e  may set A 2 = 0,  under the assumption that we have perfect knowledge 
of the orbit. The left-hand side of (14B) represents the difference: 
# + = e(obeerved) - (computed) (15) 
and is obtained from observation. In the range-rate method, we can 
measure only the absolute value of 4 , not ita vector components. Form- 
zhg the dot product of both sides of (15) with & (observed) + & (computed), 
ami dropping terms of the order (G gives: 
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A b  = f 2 p (computed) - A i  ] / [ p (observed) + C; (computed) 1 (16) 
Sutrstitutionof (15) into (16) gives the following linear scalar equEktion in 
the two unknowns AW and A A : 
WAA  COS e + p.,sin e )  ] 
J 1\ 
This means that, in principle, two instantaneous observations of &e iange- 
rate of a passing satellite will supply two linear equations which can be 
solved simultaneously for A W  andAA . Such a minimum set of observa- 
tions, however, is likely to result in a rather inaccurate solution, so that 
a least-squares solution based on many observations (from a single run) 
is advisable. In general, such differential corrections can give the correct 
position with errors of the order of several tens of meters-better with 
some satellite-pass-versus-ship geometries, worse with others (see below). 
Furthermore, if the first assumed ship's position, W, A ,  Z,  is very far 
off, it may be necessary to iterate through the differential correction 
yracedure more hisan once. This j m x c s s ,  b;att.ever, cowerges repidly 
Note that, in obtaining equation 144, differentiatiai with respect to 
time had the effect of eliminating Z from all later equations. We  are 
therefore dependent on W and A to f i x  a position. In principle, these are 
quite sufficient; but near the equator W is an insensitive function of the 
latitude (cos = W/R) and so does not give a very accurate f ix  io latitude. 
The standard error on the ob8erved m e r  shift in freqmncy is 
The error in the computed Doppler-shifted frequency is 0 ;  
The error in the assumed value of the carrier frequency is not 
,The error in the velocity of light is 0.3 km/sec; 
To estimate the errors, we make the following aeauznptiom: 
0.1 cps; 
0 
0 
greater than 4 c/sec; 
0 
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a The carrier frequency is of the order of 400 Mc/sec; 
The difference between the observed and computed Doppler fre- 
quency shift i s  not greater than 1 kc/sec. 
If one substitutes reasonable and self-camistent values of the coefficients 
into equation 17, together with e r ro r s  derived from the foregoing assump- 
tims, the resulting solution for one of the unknowns fe.g.,AW) will have an 
errm ranging from tens of meters (in the case of extremely favorable geo- 
metry) to + -1660 meters or more (extremely d a v o r a b l e  casej. The eetf- 
mated error is due in great measure to the first ingredient, Le.. the error 
in tbe measured Dappler shift. The error expected in practice might be 
greater than the 0.1 cps quoted above, so that the e r r o r  in AW would be 
correspondingly larger. On the other hand, the e r ro r  in AW can be reduced 
by making more than the minimum number of inetantaneous observations 
necessary for an algebraic Bolution. One can think of the entire run of some 
minutes' duration being cut up into numerous samples (for example, 100). 
each a few seconds long, to give an equal number of observation equations. 
If the observed m l e r  frequency curve is displaced point -by-point in a 
random way from the ideal curve, Gaussian statistics would apply and a 
least-squares solution could be made to give a much-improved result. In 
actual practice, ionospheric and tropospheric propagation effects displace 
the observed Doppler frequency systematically over the entire curve or  
parts thereof. These effects can be largely removed by suitable correc- 
tions. but the uncorrected remainder can still result in a small systematic 
e r ro r  in the position derived froma single run (i.e., one satellite pass). 
We quote recent estimates of the standard error for positions actually 
derived from single rlms of a Transit satellite (oral communication with 
Applied Physics Lab.). The starred entries are relevant to the present 
discussions. 
* +. 40 - + 50 metera - due to instrumental e r rors .  
* - + 50 meters - trapospheric effects uncorrected. 
* - + 10 meters - tropospheric effects corrected. 
- - 
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- ionospheric effects at 324 megacycles; 
largely eliminated by the use of more 
- + 400 meters (day) 
- + 150 meters (night) 
I 
(A@sincf,sing -a&$ixm+cij~fi j - & ~ & C C ~ S . ~ C O S $ + - ~ ?  Fin * 
8 (-A+sin@cose -A6coscf)sin#) - & ~ ( h c c o s ~ s i n ~  + L L ~  s i n + )  9 
cos6 - + A  @ sin 
(15) 
A b  = -R 
In this equation the velocity components of the ship, expressed in rate of 
change of latitude and local sidereal time (the latter including change due 
to motion in  longitude), are assumed to be known. 
Substitution into equation 16 will yield in a straightforward way a 
linear scalar equation in the two unknowns A& and A 8 (=A A). The 
e r ro r s  of the solution a re  comparable with the three-dimensional case, 
with approximately the same restrictions. 
than one frequency. 
- + 250 meters - uncertainties in earth's gravitational field over 
the orbit 
This last entry may be regarded as another aspect of the prohiem6 as6oCi- 
ated wid& Wor long-zrc geodetic ties discussed under Section 2 .  Boa 
problems - i.e., unprovemeni 01 iuiig-auu ~ G U U ~ ~ ~ ~  t.UU -- --- r----- 
of small but cumulative orbital perturbations produced by irregularities 
in the earth's gravitational field - could be solved by having a reasonably 
dense worldwide net of gravity data. Obviously - all satellite orbits are  
affected by this error .  
--- ---A-+:- t ine m n A  tho nrdiptinn C .  
3.3.3.6 Two-Dimensional Case, Range-Rate Measureme&s 
Putting 
and differentiating with respect to time, we obtain the vector equations: 
3.3.3.7 Determining the  Ship's Velocity f rwn Satellite Tracking Data 
As already mentioned, only Doppler data of the Transit system type 
are capable of giving a direct measure of the ship's velocity. For a given 
satellite pass, the ship's position has a much greater effect than the ship's 
velocity on the observed Doppler curve.  ("Ship's velocity'' here means 
the ship's motion through the sea, plus ocean current and wind drift effects; 
the motion due to the Earth's rotation has already been taken into account, 
since it applies equally to a fixed terrestrial station.) For this reason, 
it is fnojish tcr ryrnsider trying to derive  differential  corrections to the 
ship's velocity with equations derived from equation 143. unless either 
(3) the ship's position is alreadj knoun with considerable precision, o r  
(h) we derive equations for differential corrections for position and seloeit_v 
simultaneously. We shall consider alternatiL-e (b) first. 
Following procedures similar to those outlined above, one can obtain 
the following linear equation in the five unknown differential corrections: 
two f u r  position, (only A W  and A A si-n,ce the third tern? corresponding to 
2 has dropped out, as before) and three for velocity (A%', A i ,  and A Z ) :  
(1 91 
Ln principle, as before, we need a minimum of five observations of ~p 
to furnish five linear equations to be solved simultaneously for the five 
unknowns. As before, a least-squares solution of a system of many more 
than five equations would give an improved solution. 
In practice, these equations would probably still give an unsatisfactory 
resuit, for the following reason. The coefficients of the position terms con- 
tain either $ or W/ W, which are of the order of o r  smaller, so that 
the position terms wil l  be much more poorly determined than the velocity 
terms in the simultaneous solution. In fact, this natural internal weighting 
by the coefficients will have the effect of blaming almost the entire dis- 
crepancy between observed and computed range-rate on the velocity com- 
ponents, which will then receive large corrections, while the positions 
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remain virtually uncorrected.. We therefore reject this method, and a re  
left with alternative {a ). 
Alternative {a) presupposes that the ship's position is already known 
with considerable precision. One possibility would be to determine the 
ship's position from some method other than the range-rate method 
ange measurements o r  angular position measurements). 
rrection equation for velocity components, analogous 
tr, equation 17 for ,position components, would then be: 
t 
/'wA&) /'px sine - p,,  wse 1 
- p cos5 -'p, s in  1 (20) 
b z  
2 
;o(obs) + I, (romp) Ab = 
Under favorable conditions (least-squares solution, good geometry, 
etc.), the accuracy of the velocity corrections may approach that of the 
left-hand side. Under fairly extreme but still reasonable assumptions, 
the error of measurement ofAb might be as small as the order of 0.1 
IW'WG, ivhich ~ d d  give the @hip's v e i ~ ~ i t j .  to a i r ~ t i o r ;  U€ a kzot. L ' G & ~  
average circumstances the result will probably not be that good. On the 
other hand, if the ship's velocity is already known from standard measure- 
ments, together with corrections for known currents o r  winds, to an accuracy 
of, say, 2 1 knot it would hardly be worthwhile to try to improve the velocity 
u ith satellite rmge-rate measurements. 
3.3.4 Conclusions 
Based on the preliminary considerations, on the assumptions made, 
and with the reservations given in specific cases, we conclude: 
0 
accuracy" from satellite tracking data, is feasible; 
0 
determined from two or more position fixes 
0 
techniques, the Transit system is the best developed and its  use 
That the determination of a ship's position with "geodetic 
That under most cireuinstances the velocity can best be 
It appears that of the currently available satellite navigational 
C -38 
I 
would be more practicable than the others for the time-scale of the 
AROD flight test program (1964). Beyond this period more accurate 
position determinations may be achievable by the utilization of 
measurements from other types of satellites {with preeisely-known 
orbits). Techniques such as flashing lights {e.g., ANNA) or trans- 
ponders (e.g., SECOR) might reduce the Transit errors by more than 
an order o€ magnitude but would require much more shipborne 
equipment. 
c-39 
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M A T H E M A T I C A L  D E R I V A T I O N S  
This Appendix presents derivations of some important formulas used 
in various portions of the Feasibility Study, Two subjects are discussed 
herein-mixers and signal dynamics. 
MXZiEfit AHALYSS 
Since mixers are used in many of the AROD circuits. equations for the 
signal-to-noise ratio of a mixed signal will be deriwxl in this sectioit The 
inputs to the mixer are signals sl(t) and s9(t) ”. which for mathematical sim- 
piicity will Ix considered as pure sine waves. However. the results are 
valid for all narrow band power spectra. The noises added to the input sig- 
nals are represented as y(t) and n,(t). For mathematical simplicity it is 
assumed that both of these noises are white and the power densities are 
represented by Nol and No2. The power spectra for the input signals and 
noise are shown in Figure D1. The output of the mixer is: 
I 
[e2(@ + n2(tN = k(slft)s2(t) + s , ~ n , ( t )  .+ 
where k is a constant and has  units of volts-’. For signal-to-noise consid- 
erations we can consider k = 1 without loss of generality. The only term 
which is independent of noise is: 
D-1 
I)-2 
w 
br(f) = A, COS ult sgftf = cos W2t 
The output signal can be rewritten in the form: 
The power spectrum of thia a i p &  ie SZGZ i-, Z'igdre 2 2 .  
The noise voltage in the output is given by: 
The input noises can be written as Fourier integrals. 
*2 
LL' +- 
2 2  
n,(Q = a,(d cos w t d w  
Lr 
B2 
"2- 2 
where a,(d and a2(w) are m d o m  variables and B1 amf B2 are the band- 
widths of the white noise inputs which are centered at radian frequencies of 
w1 and 02. In addition, since the noises are white with zero mean: 
Figure D2. Mixer ckttput Spectra 
D-4 
EIa;(wfl  = { 
It folIows from Equations 2a and 6 that: 
B2 
B2 
w2- 2 
0 +- 2 2  
=!A 1 (y2(u) cos (w  - w p w  + 2 
B2 
B2 
w2- 2 
0 +- 
5 2 "s" a2td cos (w  + w p o  
Hence, the spectrum of the s,(t)n,(t) is white in two separate frequency 
bands of width B2; one band is centered at (a2 - ul) a d  the other is at 
(u2 + wl) .  This spectrum and the similar spectrum for s,(t)n,(t) are 
ehown in Figures D2b and D2c. 
D-5 
.. 
#- 
The last noise term is: 
frl! 
In order to obtain the spectrum of nl2(t) it is convenient to first calculate 
its autocorrelation function: 
The spectral density Snl2(w) is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the 
autocorrelation function by use of the relationship: 
From Equations 13 and 14 we obtain: 
b ( y - x *  0) + &(y- x -  0))Etydx (15) 
where 6 represents the Mrac delta function, which h the property, 
D-6 
4 0 otherwise 
The expected value of the spectral. density is obtained from Equation 15 
and interchanging the order of the integrations over x and y wit3-1 the e w c t a -  
tion operation. The result is: 
(i7 j 
Since the input noises are independent ihbstitution of Equations 9 and 9 
into Equation 17 yields: 
+ (j(y - x +u) +6b- X - W ~  dycfx 
The integration rields the spectrum shown in Figure 2d . 
Since the  noise components are incoherent, the total noise power spec- 
t r u m  is obtained b k -  adding the bpectr;i siiuwn in Figwcs E n  2b, and 2c. 
The resultazt  is shown in Figure D2e. 
From Figures D2a ,and D2e it is obvious that the signal to noise ratio 
after passing the mixer output through a filter of bandwidth +and a center 
frequency of either (u - u2) or (wl + 02) is: 1 
If BF > €$ - B,. then the total noise power in B 
Figure me. . 
.h interesting case of Equation 19 results when fS1/Nol) = (S2/No2) >>By 
can be determined from F 
then Equation 19 reduces to: 
(S/N)o = (s1/2N01) (l/BF) (2 0 )  
In other words the signal to noise ratio of the mixed signal at the output of 
the filter is 3 db worse than the signal to noise ratio obtained by passing 
either input signal through a filter of bandwidth BF. 
and B2 << (S1/Nol). Equation 19 then reduces to 
- Another case which is sometimes of interest is (Sl/Nol) << (S2/No2) 
.- (S/N0 = 4S1/No1) (f/BF). (22) 
_ .Y  3 n STCNAT. -------- nYNAMICS ANALYSIS 
It is the purpose of this section to derive the equations & t t i d ~ G g  +A$ 
range of signal characteristics with which the phase-locked loops will have 
to operate. The operational envelope for the spacecraft is again assumed 
to be 90 - 2000 nautical miles, and it is assumed that circular orbits with 
aigifirdea bet-=eea tkese Iixits sre representative of the ARDD missions. 
For these assumed characteristics then, the equations for the doppler fre- 
quency (fd) and rate of change of doppler frequency (fd) are determined, 
and their maximum values calculated. 
In Figure D-3 the geometry for the analysis to follow is shown. The 
expression for the rate of change of r with time and the second time deriva- 
tive will be used to obtain and evaluate the equations for the doppler frequency 
and its rate of change. 
At any point in time: 
2 r2 = (Re + h) + R: - 2Re (Re + h) Cos 8 
Differentiating with respect to time: 
2ri -- 2 Re (Re + h) 6 s in6  
. 
c 
Once again: 
02 
r[Re (Re +h)  6 cos e] - (R (Re +h)  4 sin61 $ 
2 
F =  
r 
since i is constant for a circular orbit. 
D-8 
. 
c 
Figure 1)-3. Geometry F m  me Analysis of Signal 
Dynamics 
Thc.s~ e-xprescfo?!s cwi be ei-zdiiuated at any point in an orbit by reference 
The maximum \slues for fd and f determine the range of signal dynamics 
'I to t d u h t e d  data . 
d 
over which +he phaselocked loops must operate. For a two-way signal: 
Elevation 
Angle 
(degrees) 
5O 
goQ 
23' 
5O 
90° 
2i. 
h 
f @PSI tCPS2) r 
1.0 -lo5 68  600 
90 
7.9 '10 82 1000 
5.3 *lo4 1.7 3940 
(tw& way) (two- way) (naut. mi.) 
3 
0 4.8 10 
4 
0 91 2000 
and 
The maximum value for fd is at the horizon when a and ?(or V sin a) are 
maximum. That the maximum value of fd occurs at the zenith can be seen by 
simplifying the expression for P, then differentiating: 
2 -r[Re(Re + h) 0- .3 sin 6 + 2i 31- dk. d i  [Re(Re + h)hz cos 8 - 'r 1 
r 
= o  - -  df d 2 d e -  0 
at the zenith th is  cquation is satisfied since: 
sin f? = 0 
k = O  
dr - = 2Re(Re -+ h) sin e = 0. 
de 
The value for Fat the zenith is: 
Values of fd and fd are tabulated below for several points of interest in 
the AROD system at a carrier frequency of 2000 Mc. 
h (naut. mi.) 
90 
90 
500 
2000 
2000 
llrSppace Communications Handbook ," Philco Western Development Labora- 
tories Technical Report 1162, 31 August 1959. 
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